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LIBERTY HOME BIBLE INSTITUTE
EARN A BIBLE DIPI.OMA
RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HOM
Here's how you can neceive Bible School training
right in your o'wn home for less than $25.00 a month.
Have you prayed for years about
receiving Bible fthool training? Or
becoming a better Sunday school
teacher? Or going deeper into the
Holy Scriptures?
Liberty Home Bible Institute oflers
the most comprehensive Bible cor-
respondence course available in
America.
This four-semester course provides
an indepth study of all sixty-six books
of the Bible, the major theological doc-
trines, a broad range of electives, and
many practical how-todo-it seminars.
Liberty Home Bible Institute
features three hundred hours of
classroom instruction by cassette tapes,
dozens of illustrated textbooks, and
hundreds of pages of programmed
study notes.
Personal attention is given to your
progress while working toward your
diploma.
Here's the opportunity you've been
waiting for: Solid Bible khool Tmining,
right in your own home.
Send today-without obligation-for
your free information packet or call our
TOLL-FREE Liberty l ine,
1.800-446.5m0.
Liberty Home Bible Institute
Lynchburg, VA 24514
-a
-
\--/
Liberty Home Bible Instil
Department HLH
Lynchburg, VA 24514
Please send me-without oblig
tion-my rlee information pacl
(Please print clearly)
Phone ( )
City
"THE reletence work on the
subiect for those committed
to traditional moral values'
Here in one 700-page volume, every aspect of
the homosexual movement that bears on
politics, religion and social life:
Acceptebility of Homosexurlity n the United
Strtes r The Homosexud Subculture r
Ideologr of the Homosexurl Movemenl o
Goals o Homosexudity and Religion
Author Enrique Rueda is a priest who serves as
director of the Catholic Center for Free Enter-
prise, Strong Defense, and Traditional Values.
No Christian writer has ever given the subject
this awesome coverage.
* Tax+xempt and federal funds for homo-
sexual groups. * "The degree of promiscuity
. . . defies the imagination f those not familiar
with homosexuality." * Liberalism and the
"gayJib" movement: ties so binding that
Rueda calls liberalism "part and parcel" ofthe
movement. * Homosexual teachers unite in
major cities. One alks about kissing his
students. * The Catholic bishop who claims
"gays" were condemned in the Old Testameni
for other than moral reasons. * Once ahomo-
sexual, now a Christian: it does happen, but the
media look the other way. * The links between
feminism and the homosexual ideology. *
Sample the "Gayellow Pages." * How homo-
sexual men transmit disease - often to the in-
nocent. * HEW study finds acceptance of
homosexuality a prime goal of most sex+d pro-
grams. * Voting records of prohomosexual
senators and congessmen.
Let Fr. Rueda have the last word:
"As a Bible-believing Christian steeped in the
traditions of the Roman Catholic Church. I
believe that homosexuality is a manifestation of
the sinful condition that affects mankind and
each man, and that homosexual behavior is
gravely sinful by the very nature of reality. . . I
do not advocate the persecution of homosexuals
or their condemnation account of their
condition."
- Morton Blackwell
Special Assistant to the hesident
IJSEAf,Y
r.artrg? cril*t..,frtq
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The Roman Catholic Church
72-page study-in-depth. Fr. Rueda expounds the Church's universal teaching on
the subject, hen explores the campaign to chip away at it. Prohomosexual
Catholic groups, Dignity and New Ways Ministry.. .key staffer at U. S. Catholic
Conference/National Conference of Catholic Bishops emerges as leader of
Washington homosexual movement and president of Dignity chapter, without pre-judice to his job. . . internal USCC pro-Dignity memo reproduced in ful l .  .mixed
responses to prohomosexual legislation by individual bishops. . .16 bishops listed
by New Ways for beneficial slatements. . . Archbishop Weakland's ambiguous let-
ter. . . Bishop Rosazza's letter endorsing ordination f homosexuals. . . New Ways
source book on supporters: 77 dioceses, seminaries, schools, parishes, publica-
tions, theologians, etc. . . . Dignity/New York sponsors Cabaret Night, a
homosexual d nce at St. Francis school auditorium - on Wednesday of Holy
Week. . .Women's ordination a d the homosexual movement . . .prohomosexuar
writings by Catholic Theological Society and Notre Dame Magazine...Dignity
chaplain reports hat "25 percent ofall priests in the Phoenix arcaarc basically
homosexual". . .priest helps homosexual priests without condoning their prac-
tices - and is anathematized by prohomosexualCatholics. . . homosexual "mar-
riage rituals" . . . "religious orders" . . .21 pages from Communication,
underground newsletter by and for homosexual priests and nuns.
Over 1,1X)0 notes o 93 illushations o 4 in-
dexes: nrmes, organizations, plrces, sub-jects o listings: "Allepd Supporters of the
Homosexurl Movement/Ideologr". . . Dig-
nity Chapters. . .InteErty Chrpten. . .
Homosexual Synagogues. . . Homosexurl
Student Groups...Homosexual Politicrl
Orgrnizations. . . Homosexual Inlerest
Groups (rcademic, business, profesionrl)
"A definit ive statement about the real i t ies
of the current homosexual movement in
America. .  .  .  not writ ten to appeal to
p . ru r ien t  in te res ts . . .bu t  to  accura te ly ,
t . h o r o u g h l y  a n d  d i s p a s s i o n a t e l y
d o c u m e n t .  .  . t h e  p o l i t i c a l  m o v e m e n i
which the homosexual movement in
America has become today." - Dr. Jerry
Fa lwe l l
"A blockbuster! Rueda has researched
the  w iden ing  homosexua l  powergrab in
our society, and in the process t-el ls us
everything we don't  want to hear, but real-
l y  o u g h t  t o  k n o w  a b o u t . . . a n  i m p o r t a n t
book." - Rev. Charles Fiore. President.
Cathol ics for a Moral America
How to get this new $24.95 book FREE
How the Club Works
Every 4 weeks {13 times a year) you gel a lree copy of lhe
Club Bul letrn,  which of fers ybu the Feaiured Select ibn plus ag00d choice ol Alternates * all 0l interest to conservalives. *
lf you wanl the Featured Selectlon, do nothing. lt will come
automalically. * lf you don't want the Featureaj Selection, or
you do want an Alternale, indicate your wishes on the handy
card enclosed wilh your Bulletin and return it by the deadline
date. * The majority of Club books will be oflered al20-50%
discounts,  p lus a charge for  shipping and handl ing.  r  As
s00n as you buy and pay for 3 books at regular Club prices,
your membership may be ended at  any t ime, e i ther bV Vou orl v v  by the Club. * lf you ever receivej a Featured S'el'ection
without havin0 had 10 davs to decide il vo| went it vo| mrvr l oul  i g  y  l0 rde  y u a t  ,  Vou ay
return i t  a l  CIub expense lor  lu l t  credi t .  * Good serv ice.  N6I r  rr rur D se 0  t il tl. t 600d ice. o
I  compulersr  *  The Club wi l l  of ter  reoular  Suoerbaroains.
I  m n c t l v  ) l  7 i - O q o / ^  d i c r n ' n t c  n l ' c  
" r ; i ^ ; ^ ^ . ^ r  
x ^ . ' " i r : ^ ^: ostly al 70'95% discounts plus shibpin0 and han-dtin0.
I Superbargains do NoT counl loward lutfilting your ClJb
I  obl igat ion.^but  do enable you. to buy l ine bookiafg iveaway
coNsERuAnvE fli BooK cu,B
15 Oakland Avenue o Harrison, NY 10528
Please accept  my membership in  the Club and send me, f ree and
postpaid, Enrique Rueda's monumental new volume, The Homosexual
Netutork. I agree to buy 3 additional books at regular Club prices over
the next  18 months.  I  a lso agree to the Club ru les spel led out  in  th is
FJ-rbqcoupon.
Name
prices. * 0nly one membership per householdl '
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The Ascension
Eimer L Towns
rlr
.l he disciples who witnessed the
Ascension probobly did not understond
whct they were seeing. Towns explcdrrs
what it meont then ond what it mecrns lor
the believer todcry,
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Till Someone Hse Do Us Pcrt
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I don't even know how it hcppened" "lt
seemed so good crrd right." The pfucses
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cmd qccidental, Vcrnuoken tells why they
CIre neither,
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lf you're looking
for a magazine that
upholds the fundamentals
of the Christian faith.
reports news topics according
to Cod's perspective,
(a position generally not
shared by the secular press),
directs our thinking above
the mundane to matters )f
more eternal importance,
then you need the
TUNDAI',IENTALIST
JOUPNAL
The hrdanrntnlol Joumal
provida praaical help related to
penonal spirirual growth,
wangelisrn, Sunday rhool,
Bible studies, and the ministry.
TtooWh is feature storia and
articles on curent events, the
magazine offen information
important to the Ctristian today.
The hrdanentnld. Joumal gives you
the benefit of experience, insight,
and undentanding from great
leaden-past and present.
A yea/s subscription
is only $12.95.
Subscvibe tndny,
C,all nll free
1-800-446-50(n,
.#b)
<+-7,N\M
--+
Shimei's Dust
A n  r n t o r o c l r n a  l h r n n  h a c  h r l  l h a
churches of Americo In some slotes.
-c  m-n \ /  aq  ?C)  norcon l  n f  tho  nnc lo rc
v J r l , s r r I  v u v v v L r v v r
hove been fued rn the losl yeor Not
l a r  r m m n r n l r l r r  A r  ^ ' ^ ^ l i ^ ^  ' l - - ^  r
. v l  l l l - l l L v l v l l l y  v ,  J L q U l l l 1 9 - l l l Y l l
n r m e h  r  n c  \ ^ / A c  a i l h o r  l o n  o r r n n a o l  i c t  r e
a r  n ^ l  a \ / - n ^ a l r c l i a  o n n r  r n h  T h n r r
drdn't vrsrl the srck enough, or lhey
snont 1.. mr).h +trne out of the offlce
ond never could be reoched They
er iho '  n r re r .o" - r r rn rzor l  the  chu lch  o t
rJ r r ' ln ' t  n rnnn rzo  i t  rn ro l l  onnr  ra l ' r
Seems  the  members  f ee l  o
n'or-rr-l-or rc, I ko..r feroll^qll COOCh. If he'S
not o wrnner." he should be fled
\Tn l rndv  \^ / -n lq  n  eoqqf i  WhO IOSSS
- - m o q  n n r J  n a h n d r r  \ ^ / - n l c  -
n r o n c h o r  r ^ / h a  a - n ' t  h r r n a  r n  m n r a
nlckels ond noses The onJy Chrrstron
l l , r f  , ,  r  l a a l -  r ' r  r r \ / o h r n  t r n r a  \ ^ / l $ 1  : n - \ /v v  u e ,  N  P v y
ah , - ]  - h .  . 1 rh ;1  comml l l ee  l ou r r v  u } J y v r l r r  u  t J u l P r
f lnd o 'Vrnner"
L{nrrr r-l'r-l \r/o nAl In SUCh O meSS?
Ihe onswer js srmple Preochers
vrolcrted Poul's rnstructlons to them rn
F n h a c r m c  z 1  T n c l m r ]  a l  ' t r  a  n n r t n r f  ' n aL I J I  l v J l g  D 9  l l  D r w u  v r  I  l g l 5 r l w l l r t 9
of the sornts, for the work of the
-  
.nrc ln,  
"  rhav r . "o^ , l -e sotnts 1o bur ld
theu own mrnlstrres People love o
mOn who bLulds lhem up, who be
l r o r r o c  r n  l l - r o m  r n r h n  a 6  t ^ ^ . ' 1 - , a , r  l r r a  l ^
.  r . . \  r r  I  v !  |  r u  e U ( ' l E J  L l  l q t l  l l l q ' V
o m d  i n  m m r n n m r j  m r n r c l n r  R r  r l
t f  a  n r m e h o r  r l r r r r o q  t m - - r -  l  l '  -  ^  L  -  -  iu s p,vuvr r !  |  |&JplU AU u l  lu lu
ol ccftle to do whot wrll moke the
e h r r r n h  f f i ^ \ ^ /  c ^ m a l h r n a  h m n o n c
' r , , v  r r v v v e l r r
Ponnlo cnn tro r  rcoal" fnr nnlr i  caI  u v P l v  v r  r r  y  u v
-on-r  l -pfnrc tkcrr  r r r l l  tUfn On lhe
source of the rmtcrtron Whot hos been
c - \ ^ / n  f - r  \ / a a 1 q  t q  6 6 1 1 7  l - r a . n a  r a a n n ' ly L u r e , e  r r v v v  u s l l l 9  l s v P v u
P n c t n r q  l ^ r h -  n l f f i /  i h o  - - m o  o f  h e i n a
tha LInl r r  J t ,4on'  fnr  lho cnnmanr i  rnn
. f ro - i '1^/ . r1/< <onrr . r : lgd f rom lhe
members by o dictotoriol roie South
Amerrco ISn't the only ploce where
drclcrtors ore regRrlorly overthrown; it
hcrppens rn our churches os well,
IA/|rrrt mnt oc n naclnr halnrrad l.rrr
h rc  tmnn le?  Amnna n thor  l l r inac  hrc
I r n n c n n r o n - r  h r c  r r r  r l n o r a k r r l r h r  h i q
r^ / r l l i n rmocc  lo  lo l  lho  ennmocn l rnn
shore in dreomrng the dreom
fm rrnnrnn ^]^\ , , ,^h members for! Y u y | / r r r v
their  mrnrstrres requrres o spinl
r c d r c a l l r r  d r f f o r o n l  f r o m  r r c i n n  l h a m  l n
w r r  r Y  ' r
burld the pqstofs minrslry There rs on
old soyng thcrt goes ltJ<e this'My rdeos
11o gooJ ldeos bo.ouse I hor lqhl OI
them Your rdeos ore bod rdeos
becoLrse you dldnt osk me to thrnk
obout them. Our rdeos crre qrecrt ldeos,
beccruse we thought of lhem logethe/'
For further lnlormotlon on the sublect
of how to equrp othe6 I recommend
four excellent books on the best-seller
Lsts, Motthew, Mork, Luke. ond Johnl
Shrmer
Correcllons,
A hrn^^.,-.lhh,^^r ^Jror wos moder  l f  ] J v v , v y
ln Robert E. Wiedemcrn's revlew of
Sell-Estaen The New Relormcrflon
l - r r r  D n l - c r l  C . c l r r  r l l o r  /  I a n r  r a n r  r  T h o  r n r
\ J v t t v v | I / ' l I ] v v v I
red slotemenl $ 'Anolher reoson lhclt
I wonld not recommend thls book rs
thot to occept Schullels conclusrons
severol unbibllccl ossurnptlons must
be mode." The word bibllcql wos
nrintorl in orrnr
E C Hoskell, quthor ol 'Whoj Hop
n a n c  \ A l h o n  a  F . r n t h a r  r ^ l ) ^ r "  /  N  4 ^ r ^ h  \
v g l  l J  v v  r  r g l  l  u  D r v  l l g t  I  u l D t  \ I v l u l u r r r ,
Ieceived his DHum lrom Cklohomo
F,mt ic t  ( -n l lono  rn  f ) I , lahnmrr  f - ih r  na l
C ) k l c h n m c  R a n t i c t  I l n r r r o r q i l r z  r n
Shownee
Chne E. Holl outhor of Explorrng
Rcrmrficotrons of Votrcon Am-
bossodor" (Mcnch), recerved hrs PhD
f rnm lho  TTn i r ro rc r t r r  - f  - ^h^^^^^-  r^+r L  w i r r v u r J . . y  v ,  l U l l l l g D l _  l l u l
Tennessee Temple Universily
Decs Shlmel,
I  d ie l  no l  mnrp . rd io  r rn r r r  lnad  n f
I  v u ,  r v v v  v r
dust for Morch Nonetheles, there ore
qomo  rmnndnn l  l h i nng  lO  be  l eO fned
from rt Whrle mrsslons ogenctes
should hcrve better screenrng pro-
cesses (os you suggesl), locol chuches
sholild be ccnef.-il stewcrds of mrssrors
dollors
If I were lhe poslor of o church I
would leod lhe church lnro suppon-
' n ^  nA  m ' cc r ^n^ r rac  \ ^ / hO  We Ie  no t  O f -
f r l i r r lod rar i rh n ronr '1 lqf lg mtSStOn
i-ncrd lhei  rernrrre"  bOTh OCCOUnI
ah r l i n r  nn r l  nnod  c l o rn ra rdch rn  n f  o i l  r l c
v v v v  u r L
MISS]ONOI]ES
Thoro  aro  onnr  rc l
- . . -  . 3n  young  m ls -
sloncrres who CtIe senor]s oircul dorng
an r .annrar - , rn  rnF,  ra r  rhe  Lo ld  lhd  f i tn_r L  J v v  r v ,  L 1
dcrmentC churches sholrld be oble to
' , !  l k a - ^ ^ l -  ' a -  ^ f  l k ^  f ' ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^
r 1 u  t 1 1 u 1 1 t J E l V g J  U I  1 1 l U  l l l _ l U U U U l ) .
Romon Boker
\ ,4 iqcinnnnr lo Jealnnr l
Bel lwoncl  Don nsvlvrrn lo
From behlnd prlson wqlls...
T  
- m  r n r r r ' , n r  f ' n -  a  n r r c n n  \ A / o  n r or r r L r  r v  r L U '  r  r  u  l J r  r r u r  L  v v  v  u r e
cur ofl from lhe freeoom of dolly oc-
trvrties, but we strll see Chrisl ohve rn
our hves Prrsoners ore iooking lor on
onswel lo Lfe. ond lhe weekly prtson
m r n r c l n i  n r n r r i r j o <  l h o  - ^ . ' . r ^ rl i l l f r . J l l y  P l U v t u U J  l l l L  U l  I ) W - l  _ J U J U J( - l^ . r iq l  Sn'-no rrecenl  comF lUtn lhel f
heods
I told out church wolker qbout on
orlrclF l-rv mv lrrolher rn lcrw concetn,
lng my nephew's opercll lon. which
wOs corned rn the Rrndoentalist
Joumcl He osked me Io speok ond
n i r r o  n  n o r c n n a l  l a c l r m n n \ /  A n  l l - \ a  ^ r -y v | U v l l v ' l y v t l ] ] 9 v L
trcle. I osked eoch mon to thrnk obout
hrs f.r_,-rr -  nnenod \Vith how Chnsl
lor tcherl -v t /e hehtnd lhese woLls
ond told whot He could do rn therr
I  r ioc  i f  thor r  ln  rq tod  anr - l  accon lor j  L { rc
fnrrnruonoqc rrnrl nclzor] Him tnto thett
I  i r roc  T  qnoko n f  hornr  mr r  c rc io r  n  n . ' l
brolher-Ln-lcrw enl through I he srrug-
cr 'o of  thc nno'r i inn Ond hOd lhe
norr .o nf  k nnrn,  r  nn ( ]na hod Hts hond
on the doctors ond on therr son
<\\*-
ry_t:}3^ri .f
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Joshuo, I could feel the Spirit of the
Lord cmrrong us. Thot night 25 ded-r-
coted their hves to Christ crrd 62 o;c-
cepted Him os their Scrviour. God is
olive behind these gotes ond prison
wolls Remember us in your prcryers
Teny Picherol
Pcnchmon, Mrssissippl
He's c rcbble-rouser...
I think Mr. Godwin iswrongond o
robblerouser Why shouldn't smoll
church schools poy Sociol Security for
their teochers? Whot wrll hoppen to
them qt 65? Do they expect teochers
to work checply ond olso to hcrve no
Sociol Securlty? The churches hove
gone rnto business ond you know it.
Why shouldn't they pcry toxes? Jesus
soid to do so,
Solly Gmbe
Lcrurel Sprlngs North Corolino
Ttmely, thorougtt efiectlve...
You hcrve done cm excellent 1ob in
coming to grips with the situcrtion of
on ombossodor to the Vcrticon. I con-
sider ths one of the most serious enors
our government hos mode in mony
yeors, ond I predrct thot withln my
lifetime we will see the consequences
of this unfolrunote decrsion,
ThnnL rrnr r fnt m rntrnn mo l 'rr riY s v r r l r w
thanl.  \ r^r  r  o\ /an mnro fnr r laal  inn
with such o timely issue in such o
thorougir ond effective monner.
R G Puckett, Edrtor
Btbllccl Recorder
Roleigh, North Corolino
Intelllgent presentcrton...
Congrrotulotions on the excellent
cnhcle "Eternify rr TheLr Hecfts" by Don
Richcrdson. It gove o clecn ond in-
teiJ-rgent presentotion of the question,
while mcnntoimrrg o writrrg style thot
ossures wrde reodelship This is the
krnd of work thcrt Fundomentolists
nmrl tn ho dninn mnro fram ronihr if
they expect to be token seriously by
intelJrgent ond reosonoble men
Rlchord Kevin Bornord
Edrtor, Light Todcry
Interncrtionol Brlcle Society
Eost Brunswick, New Jersey
My conclusion is...
l A / h i l a  I  r l n  n n l  ^ f f m  r ^ r i l h  o \ r a n l
pornt of eve$hrnS I reod, I thinl< t\ur-
dcrmentqlist Journql is o qood
mogozlne ond I enjoy it very much.
I olso subscnlce to the Sword ol the
Lor4 which I enjoy After reodlng
whot Dr. Hutson hod to soy obout
your cnticle on "ls Repentcu-rce Pcnt of
the Gospelz'I went bock ond ccnefirl.-
Iy leod it ogoin After studyrng the
Brlcle for 35 yeors ond being o postor
{nr mror ?O rrmc mrr n2nglg5lOn n thOt
rrnr rr rrrf iclo ic tn ro in fho tmchinn nf
the Blcle on the subject of repentcrnce
crnd foith. To coll one o Colvinist
becouse he believes whcrt is in thot ca'-
ticle rs, to me, llke soying one is on
Arminicrn if he does not believe it,
which I om not,
Eugene Goodmcn, Postor
Trrrners C-reek Rrrntist Church
Yodlcrnville, North Corohno
Ulhqt does lt mecsr?
When my Morch issue onived, I
wos onxious to reqd the cover cnticle,
"Deocons ond Other Endcnrgered
Qrccioc " ]'rrr (-nrl I fliamav Tr Tl-.aJ l € v r v o ,  v y  v u r r  J .  u w t L w t l  J r ,  l l l 9
cover photo intrigmed me becouse it
porlroys o problem rn mcn-ry churches
todcry-o group ol deocong therr
honds tted by o domrncrtrng postor
who is unwrlJrng to toke odvontoge
of hiszuppolt groupof deocors, Nohce
iho ovnraqqinn nn tho nactnr'c fncoy v u r v a  u  r v v v
T ihnr rnhl lha artin]g WOttld COn-
demn thls klnd of relotionship
befween postors ond deocons In-
steod the crrticle seems to support the
view depicted by the photogrroph
Thiq naqtnr cnr rlr l l^e qmrinc. "T'l l  r rntiouv J  1 r  rv :
your honds when it comes time to
serve the tobles . thot's it"
Most postors cre crwore thot they
hcrve o weolth of wrsdom ond sup-
port withrn the deocon body ctrld en-
inrr  lh ic lmro-cr  rnnnr i  ra l rd innchin) " rlMhere thisexrsts you wrJl frrd o strong,
growing,lovrng church, doing its job
for the Lord,
My question is this, Whot does this
photogroph reolly depict, ond why
do you think thcrt deocorsore on en-
, - l ^ h ^ ^ Y ^ , ^ l  n n a a i a a O
uuIru919u JUgurgJ i
Htroi e Bnnson. Deocon
First Bcrptist Church
Sulphur, Oklohomo
Best ever written..
"Does the Bible Reolly Teoch
Sepcrotion?" $lcrch) is the best we
hove ever seen wntten on sepcncrlion.
Dobson rs to be commended for o 1ob
scripturolly well done,
The greotest detriment to the couse
of Chnst n the poliution of Gods peo
ple crrrd, most especlolly, the pu-lpit.
MoyGod helpuollto be holy os He
s holy.
Mrs Byrcnr T Tobor
Owens Cross Roods, Alobcnno
Rlght on tcrget.,.
Thctr-rk you for the slrong conser-
votive position expressed in 'The
Lunatic Fnnge" (April) Edwcrd Dob
sons relection of the Fundcnrrentobst
fcn nght cnd the Evcu-rgelicol fcn left
snght on tcrget, Mcry God help usos
bel-revers to see this rrr Hs precious
Word crnd to wolk rn the light of it
I oJso crpprecioted the very rrcsive
culd mecrrringrful cnlicle "To Obey Is
Better Thcu-r to Evcu-rgelze" This is the
krnd oI thir:Jring thot we os I\m-
domentqlists need to sov ond
proctlce.
Don W Hillis
The Evcrrrgel-icql Alhcs-ice Mrssion
Orcu-rge City, Flondo
"To Obey Is Better Thqn to
Evcnrrgehze" s the best thing IVe reod
on this subject Not only hcrve you
cophrred the essence of the problem,
but you hcrve done it rn o non-
offersive wcry,
Vernon Brewer, Director
T iah t  \ r l in iq t r ioc
EI Cgon, Cohfomio
'Ve 
welcome Jour conrmmts and will inclufu
them in our Letters to the Editor section as
space permits-subject to condensation at thz
discretion of thc editorial snff.
Missionaries, evang€lists, and lhose who must
teach iheir children al home. Now used in 68
countrie and the U.S. Easy lo use. Academically
superior. Wrile for information.
Penscola Chrislian admil5 sludenls ol anv race.
color, and nalional or elhnac oriqin.
Box 18000, Station FJ-C
Pensacola, Florida 32523
Pensacola Chrtstlan School
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JflPPY TALVTLL COMMXNTd
Uhen It Hrnts
Ibo Much
to Gry
uffering knocks at everyone's door sooner or later. It
comes in different forms, but eventuallv it comes to all
of us. Sometimes we suffer because of our fallen naturei
or because ofungodly people, or because ofsatanic activity, or
the world system itself. Sometimes we suffer from what other
Christians do to us, and sometimes we suffer the just conse-
quences of our own sin.
Sin always has consequences. The eternal consequences
of the believer's sins were borne, once for all, on the cross, when
Christ became our sin-bearer and our Saviour from sin's oen-
alty. Apart from the eternal consequences of sin, it is sometimes
true that God delivers us from the earthly consequences of our
sins as well. Not all of the bad things that could happen to us
actually occur; this is because of divine intervention. Someone
has said that God had only one sinless Son, but none who did
not suffer.
In the same way that God has linked together holiness and
happiness, so has He put together sinfulness and suffering. Paul
wrote, "Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever
a man soweth, that shall he also reap. (Gal. 6:7).
Suffering keeps us from sinning.The apostle Paul wrote:
"And lest I should be exalted above measure through the abun-
dance of the revelations, there was given to me a thorn in the
flesh" (2 Cor 12:7). Theologians have debated for cenruries over
the nature of the apostle's "thorn," but there is no uncertainty
whatsoever about the reason for his infirmity. Before he
understood the divine purpose for this suffering, he asked that
God would take it away. But when he realized its purpose he
concluded: "Most gladly therefore will I rather glory in my in-
firmities" (2 Cor. 12:9).
Suffering makes us confess our sin. The Bible is verv
clear in its description of David's sin of adultery and murder.
David must have suffered greatly from feelings of guilt. He wrote:
"When I kept silence, my bones waxed old through my roaring
all the day long. For day and night thy hand was heavy upon
mer my moisture is turned into the drought of summer"
(Ps. 32:3-4). Though David, when confronted by the prophet
Nathan, finally admitted to his sins, for the rest of his life he
struggled with an unhappy household, rebellious children-one
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sadness after a ghter being raped, and
two sons killed. Sin \Tithout the suffer-
never turn ffom lt.
A loving father Suffering is,
above all, a mark of sonship. asks Christ to save
him, he is immediately joined family of God. "Now
Z:19). But lest we forget, the head of this household is our
heavenly Father, who has laid down certain rules of behavior.
If these rules are ignored or broken, divine discipline follows.
The writer of Hebrews made this very clear: "My son, despise
not thou the chastening of the Lord, nor faint when thou art
rebuked of himr For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and
scourgeth every son whom he receiveth" (Heb. 12:5-6). Beware
of any teacher or leader who says that because we are Chris-
tians we can do anything we like and never worry about being
punished. God loves us too much to let us get away with disobe-
dience that disrupts harmony in His home.
When God punishes our disobedience in order to bring us
to turn from sins, it does not mean that we will then be less
fruitful in our work for him. In fact, it can mean the very op-
posite. \Uhen God has burned away the dross, or pruned the
unfruitful areas of our lives, it may mean that we are able to
produce more fruit.
Self.inflicted suffering is useless. Throughout history cer-
tain people have been influenced by the so-called "cult of pain,"
those who believe that some spiritual good is derived from
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physical suffering. However, sdffering, in itself, has no value.
We should not seek it nor enjoy it. Self-induced suffering
becomes an instrument of Satan to produce spiritual pride. \Uhy
else would one inflict suffering upon himself if not in an aftempt
to pay for some of his own sins, a sacrifice only the sinless Son
of God could make for us? There is only one Man whose blood
was sufficient to pay for our sins, and that is Christ.
\ile suffer needlessly when we try to bear our own sins and
suffer for them ourselves.
Suffering purifies. When Job was suffering he remembered
something about the way God works. He said, "But he knoweth
the way that I take: when he hath tried me, I shall come forth
as gold" (Job 23:10).
This universal principle of multiplication through purifica.
tion is seen in various areas. There are some flowers that will
not yield their perfume unless they are bruised. There is no dia-
mond which is formed without the heat and pressure of the
earth upon it.
\Tilliam Penn once said: "No pain, no palm; no thorns, no
throne; no gall, no glory; no cross, no crown." We must
remember, when things are rough, that it is the rubbing and
tumbling of stones against abrasives that bring out their luster
and shine. Talents rise out of adversities, not prosperous cir-
cumstances. Kites rise only when going against the wind.
Peter wrote, "That the rial of our faith, being much more
precious than of gold that perisheth, though it be tried with
fire, might be found unto praise and honour and glory at the
appearing of Jesus Christ" (1 Peter 1:7).
It fulfills the call to suffering. According to Peter, suf-
fering might be considered a special calling. "For even here-
unto were ye called: Because Christ also suffered for us, leaving
us an example, that ye should follow his steps" (1 Peter 2:21),
The idea of suffering for Christ's sake is something that could
easily be misunderstood. Ve should never attempt to bring suf.
fering on ourselves, but clearly the Scripture shows that when
suffering does come, it might be something God is allowing.
I doubt that any of us will ever be called on to do what God
asked Hosea to do. None of us will ever feel the heartache he
was asked to endure in order to get across God's message. A
brokenhearted lover as Hosea was could tell about a
brokenhearted God. whose wife Israel had forsaken him. But
remember it was God who asked him to become the object
lesson-it was not Hosea's idea.
I am always happy when I see young people at missionary
conferences dedicate their lives to serve the Lord. It is a thrill
to hear them say, "I now know that God has called me to the
ministry," or "During the recent missions conference, I felt God's
clear call to serve Him in Africa."
Those of us a little older in the faith need ro remind these
zealous young servants of Christ that there is also the call to
suffer. While the Christian life is the most glorious possible life
here on earth, it is decidedly not the easiest. A battleground,
and not a playground, awaits us when we begin to serve the
Lord.
Suffering produces fruit. My experience through many
years of seeing God at work in the lives of others has been that
the stronger one's call to suffer, the more productive one's
ministry becomes. The two seem directly and inseparably con-
nected. One of the most fascinating books in my library is about
the lives of Christian hymnwriters and the stories behind their
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poery and music. It is no accident, I believe, that many of our
most beloved hymns have poured forth from lives that have
undergone immeasurable pain.
H.G. Spafford wrote the words to "lt Is \7e11 with My Soul"
after sending his family ahead of him to Europe. He was to follow
two weeks later. The ship sank and his four children were
drowned. Mrs. Spafiord, who was rescued, sent him a cable,
"Saved alone." Shortly before he lost his family, he had lost
almost everything he owgred in the Chicago fire. Out of great
tragedy and personal suffering came forth words that have com-
forted millions.
Aaonleground, and not o
Ployground, owoits us when
we begin to serve the Lord,
P.P. Bliss, who composed the music for "lt Is Well with My
Soul," took a train with his wife for Chicago shortly after he
had finished it. They were going there from Buffalo, New York,
to conduct the music for a series of meetings to be held in
Chicago. A bridge gave way near Ashtabula, Ohio, and more
than one hundred people on the train were killed. P.P. Bliss,
someone reported, could have been saved, but he stayed with
his wife, trying to free her from the wreckage, and both of them
were swept up in the flames.
Suffering will someday be over. Some things continue
forever. Peter wrote, "The word ofthe Lord endureth for ever"
(1 Peter 1:25). The name of God abides forever (Ps. 72:17). God's
glory is eternal (Ps. 104:31). Other things can be added to this
"everlasting" list, but the suffering of the saints is not one of
them!
Throughout the Scriptures we are given such promises as
"For his anger endureth but a moment; in his favour is life: weep
ing may endure for a night but joy cometh in the morning"
(Ps. 30:5).
Isaiah wrote, "The days of thy mourning shall be ended"
(Isa. 60:20).
Paul wrote, "For our light affliction, which is but for a
moment, worketh for us as a far more exceeding and eternal
weight of glory; while we look not at the things which are seen,
but at the things which are not seen: for the things which are
seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eter-
nal" (2 Cor. 4:17-18).
In the Book of Revelation, the swollen sea is dramatically
and decisively stopped. The last recorded tears of the believer
are found in Revelation 5:5, when the elders say: "Weep not:
behold, the Lion of the tribe of Juda, the Root of David, hath
prevailed." !ile see the last of them in chapter 21: "and God
shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no
more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be
any more pain: for the former things are passed away" (Rev.
2l:4). D
Adapted by permission ftom wln It Hurc'faMuhto Cry @ 1984 by Tyndale House Publishers,
Vhearon, I l l inois.  
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by Hward Dobson
Megatrends and the Ghunch
ln the Decade of Destiny
lvin Toffler, in his best-seller The Third Wave, argues
that a new civilization is emerging around us, He states
that the world has undergone rwo great waves of social
upheaval and that in the 1980s we are on the verge ofthe most
revolutionary upheaval yet. The first wave was the agricultural
revolution, which later gave way to the iridustrial revolution.
Now the industrial revolution is giving way to a new informa-
tion age that is "tearing our families apart, rocking our economy,
paralyzing our political systems, shattering our values" and is
in fact "the deepest social upheaval and creative restructuring
of all time" (p.10). In this time of political, social, and economic
instability, the church must stand above the milieu, and through
proclaiming a message that transcends the changing waves of
society, point the way through an uncertain firture. \ile can no
longer ignore the culture around us. We have a message of truth
that will set men free.
To adequately address our transitory culture, we must have
a basic understanding of the monumental transformations that
are already in effect. John Naisbitt, in his current best-selling
book Megatrends (\Tarner Books, 1982), identifies and describes
l0 major trends that are in essence the substance of Jbffler's Third
Vaue. How do these trends affect and apply to the mission and
purpose of the church? The suggestions cited are not exhaustive.
Rather, they are given to stimulate further contemplation as we
forge our way into the fi.rture. \Thether we choose to ignore these
trends or resist them, they will clearly have a dramatic impact
upon the church.
From an Industrial Society to an Information Society
Description: The launching of Sputnik in 1957 intro-
duced the age of global communication, and the advances in
computer technology produced what Harvard sociologist Daniel
Bell called the postindustrial society. The trend is away from the
production of goods and toward the management of informa-
tion. The American worker has evolved from the farmer of the
Agricultural Revolution, to the laborer of the Industrial Revolu-
tion, to the clerk of the Information Revolution. Knowledge is
increasing at such a rate that by 1985 "the volume of informa-
tion will be somewhere between four and seven times what it
was only a few years earlier" (p.24).
Application: In a society with increased emphasis on the
professions, young pastors must continue their education on the
graduate and seminary level.
lo
The information society will demand a generation of scien-
tific and technologically literate high school and college
graduates. Estimates show that because of deficiencies in the
public school system, "about one-third of our youth are ill-
educated, ill-employed, and ill-equipped to make their way in
American society" (pp.31-32). The growing Christian school
movement has an unprecedented opportunity to educate this
new generation of scientific leaders through legitimate academic
programs that emphasize science and mathematics.
From Forced Technology to High Gch/High Touch
Description: The more society is made impersonal by
technology, the more people will compensate by wanting to be
with others. This human reaction to impersonal technology will
precipitate a "high tech/high toucn"'trend. Describing this trend,
Naisbitt writes: "Our response to the high tech all around us
was the evolution of a highly personal value system to compen-
sate for the impersonal nature of technology. The result was the
new self-help or personal growth movement, which eventually
became the human potential movement" (p.40). He notes that
as computer utilization increased in the school systems there was
a concurrent emphasis about "reviving religion in the schools
or about teaching values" (p.47).
Application: In a mass society that is further impersonalized
by technological progress, churches must provide the personal
touch. The earlier phenomena of large adult Sunday school
classes with one teacher may be replaced with smaller classes
providing the high touch.
The days of mass evangelistic efforts and door-to-door visita.
tion may not be conducive to providing a personal touch. The
community Bible study that gives opportunities for close social
interaction may be a more effective means of reaching people.
From a National Economy to a World Economy
Description: The days of American dominance in world
economics are over, Even Japan, which replaced America as the
world's leading industrial power, is being challenged by
Singapore, South Korea, and Brazil. In fact the "twenty fastest.
growing economies for the period 1970-1977 were all Third \7orld
countries" (p.61). These economic shifts in the balance of power
will produce a world of interdepe4dent communities. Economic
,urvival will be predicated upon forging new relationships with
the Third World, which represents 75 percent of the human race.
Application: The global economic independence of nations
could provide new doors of missionary opportunity. The Third
'World, 
with its impoverished multitudes, must be reached with
a relevant spiritual and social message. Bilingual Christian
educators, scientists, computer analysts, and business people may
have unlimited opportunities to share their faith and thereby
effect change.
From Shortlbrm to Long,Term
Description: "It is remarkable how willing American,
business people are to make the current quarter look better at
the expense of the future, to sacrifice the future to,make this
year's bottom line a little more attractive or less embarrassing"
(p.i9). This is now beginning to change. Corporations are now
interested in long-range planning to produce long-term goods
and services and thereby provide long-term employment for their
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people. In the educational world, scholars are discussing lifelong
learning and adult education.
Application: This new trend may signal a revival of general
education with the undergraduate curriculum. "If you specialize
too much, you may find your speciality becoming obsolete in
the long run. As a generalist, committed to lifelong education,
you can change with the times" (p.96). Christian colleges should
capitalize on this trend by ensuring their constituents a broad-
based liberal arts education.
The church should address the need for lifelong learning.
In the past our evangelistic priorities have tended to emphasize
the short-term goal of conversion. \ilithout losing our fervor we
must add the dimension of teaching and discipleship and in so
doing be cognizant of our long-term obligation to spiritual
maturity.
From Centralization to Decentralization
Description: This trend away from centralization to decen-
tralization is most clearly identifiable in the political arena. The
power has shifted from the federal government to the state and
local level. "Local communities are tackling difficult prob-
lems and achieving solutions where the federal government with
I" omdss society impersonalized
by technology, churche.s mrast
provide the personal touch,
its vast but clumsy resources has failed" (p.102). There is a boom
in rural living and for the first time since 1820, "rural areas and
small towns are pulling ahead of cities in population growrh"
(p.126).
Application: This trend toward decentralization may in-
hibit the fi.rture potential of national media ministries. !ilith a
renewed emphasis on the neighborhood, each church must be
sensitive to the particular distinctives of that community.
Methodology will vary by church and community.
From Institutional Help to Self,Help
Description: In recent years disillusionment with the ability
of governmental agencies and schools to adequately solve the
problems has precipitated the rise of a new self-help movement.
This trend is evident in the health food and fitness boom, the
self-help alcohol and weightJoss groups, as well as the growing
emphasis on home schools. Through the self-help programs peo-
ple reclaim control of their own destinies.
Application: The church can step in where the government
has failed. For instance, to solve the problems of hunger and
poverry, the church can provide both food and clothing to needy
families as well as medical and dental services through the
donated time of church members. Self-help groups should be
formed to assist divorced people, alcoholics, and other hurting
continued on page 65
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he Ascension is the dividing
Iine between the Christ of
history (birth, ministry, death,
and Resurrection) and the Christ in
heaven who now ministers to Christians.
Paul describes that line, "Yea, though we
have known Christ after the flesh, yet
now henceforth know we him no more"(2 Cor. 5:16).
The Ascension involves two steps: He
was received up into heaven, and He sat
down at the right hand of God. Gch-
nically, these are called His Ascension
and His Session.
The historical narrative of the Ascen-
sion is barely mentioned in the Gospels
(Mark 16:19, Luke 24:31), not because it
is unimportant but because it would have
emphasized the importance of the ter-
mination of His earthly life. Obviously
the emphasis is on the continuation of
what Christ began on earth. The main
reference to the Ascension is given at the
beginning of Acts, emphasizing it as the
gateway to Pentecost and the point from
which Christ sent the Holy Spirit to the
church.
The Ascension is described by Luke,
"until the day in which he was taken up"
(Acts 1:2). Next he describes the Eleven,
"while they beheld, he was taken up; and
a cloud received him out of their sight"
(Acts 1:9). Then llke describes the
Ascension. "Whom heaven must receive
until the times of restitution of all things"
(Acts 3:21). Stephen saw Christ, "\ilho is
gone into heaven, and is on the right
hand of God" (1 Peter 3:22). Paul adds,
"He that descended is the same also that
ascended up far above all heavens" (Eph.
4:10), and then, He was "received up
into glory" (1 Tim. 3:16). The writer of
Hebrews notes that Christ was ((a great
high priest that is passed into the
heavens" (Heb. 4:14), and Christ
"entered. . , into heaven itself, now to ap-
pear in the presence of God for us" (Heb.
4.74\
The Ascension should not have come
as a surprise to the disciples. Jesus had
predicted: "What and if ye shall see the
Son of man ascend up where he was
before?" flohn 6:62). "I go to my Father,
and ye see me no more" (John 16:10). "l
ascend unto my Father, and your Father;
and to my God, and your God" (John
20:17).
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The word drcend comes from the Latin
word ascendit which implies "the going
up" of the Son of God. But the Scripture
also notes "He was taken up]'as though
the Ascension was an assumption. The
first implies Christ entering the presence
of the Father in a triumphant display of
power and majesty. The second empha-
sizes the Father's act, who is exalting His
Son and putting heaven's seal of approval
on all that Christ did on earth. The first
reveals Christ as the sinless man who is
able to ascend into heaven on His own
righteousness 
€s. 24:3). The second is tied
to the kenosis where the Son who is
scene, "!7e see Jesus . . . crowned with
glory and honour. . . from henceforth ex-
pecting till his enemies be made his
footstool" (Heb. 2:9; 10:13)
The picture of Christ sitting is one of
rest and calm. Just as God rested after His
six days of work in Creation (Gen. 2:Z),
the Son rested after His work on earth.
There were no chairs or furniture on
which the priest could sit in the Gber-
nacle, because he was there to work, to
carry out His work of atonement. On
Calvary, Christ finished His work of
atonement, Now as the prototype, He is
seated in glory. To the overcomers He
promises "l will grant to sit with me in
my throne, even as I also overcame, and
am set down with my Father in his
throne" (Rev. 3:21).
The Nature of the Ascension
The disciples who witnessed the
Ascension of Christ probably did not
completely understand what they were
seeing, for it involved more than His
physical return to heaven. There are five
different aspects of the ascension.
The end of self, l imitation.
Technically called the kenosis, the self.
limitation of Christ ended at the Ascen-
sion. Jesus Christ in the flesh was the om-
nipotent God who spoke the world into
existence (John 1:3; Heb. 11:3), yet dur-
ing His earthly life and ministry He chose
not to exercise that power (John 18:36ff;
Acts 10:38). Jesus Christ in the flesh was
the omniscient God who understood all
the intricacies of our immense universe,
yet during His earthly minisrry there were
some things He chose not to know (\4ark
13:32). Jesus Christ in the flesh was om-
nipresent, meaning He was everywhere
present in the vast universe, yet during
His time on earth He chose to limit
Himself to the confines of a human body
flohn 1:14). At the Ascension of Christ
these self-limitations were ended.
The Tiansfiguration of Christ.
The celestial glory that Jesus had from the
beginning was temporarily hidden during
His earthly life. As Jesus approached the
Cross, He prayed, 'And now, O Father,
glorifu thou me with thine own self with
the glory which I had with thee before
the world was" (John 17:5). \Uhen Jesus
hung on the cross He looked forward to
the glorification of Himsel( "Today shalt
thou be with me in paradise" ([lke 23:43).
The glorification of Christ innately in-
volves who He is and what He has
t 2
IT
Ihe glorificotion of
Christ innotely
inuolves urho He is
and whot He hos
occomplished.
perfect, yields to the Father who exalts
Him into heaven.
When Jesus ascended He went beyond
the earthly atmosphere. Paul notes the
plural for heavens: He "that ascended up
far above all heavens" (Eph. 4:10). The
author of Hebrews observes that Christ
"passed into the heavens" (Heb. 4:14) and
was "made higher than the heavens"
(Heb. 7:26). The Eleven saw Him go into
heaven (singular, Acts 1:9); perhaps this
is only describing the disciples' point of
relerence.
'When Christ entered heaven. He was
the triumphant Son of God who now was
given "the glory [He had with the Father]
before the world was" (John 17:5). But He
was not simply the restored Son of God
who was returning to take up where He
left off when He came to earth. Christ
returned as the eternal God.man; He was
eternally joined to flesh. He was now the
man in the glory (Heb.7:24-28), with a
new priestly ministry of intercession and
advocacy.
After the Ascension, Christ entered
the presence of the Father and became
seated at His right hand. Jehovah further
assures Christ that in the future He will
have complete victory over His enemies.
The author of Hebrews describes this
accomplished. People recognize Him and
worship Him, giving honor and worth to
the Son of God. The transfiguration of
Christ involves the celestial (shining,
bright, illuminated, etc.) appearance that
He gives.
At the Ascension, Christ was both
glorified and transfigured. "Wherefore
God also hath highly exalred him, and
given him a name which is above every
name" (Phil. Z:9). Whereas the previous
glory of Christ in heaven was dependent
upon His person, this added dimension
of glory is based upon His completed
work. He was transfigured, in that when
John saw Christ on the Isle of Patmos, he
saw Him in all His glory (Rev. 1:13J8).
The exaltation of Christ. Closely
related to His glorification was the exalta-
tion of Christ to His new position of
authority as the God-man. Peter quoted
Psalm 11011 in his message on the day of
Pentecost, emphasizing Christ's Resurrec-
tion. Then he concluded by pointing out
the lordship of Jesus Christ, "Therefore
let all the house of Israel know assuredly,
that God hath made that same Jesus,
whom ye have crucified, both lord and
Christ" (Acts 2:36). The apostle Paul also
cited the Ascension of Christ as the Doinr
of His exaltation. "Wherefore God also
hath highly exalted him, and given him
a name which is above every name" (Phil.
2:9). Those around His throne cry out,
"Worthy is the Lamb" (Rev. 5:12).
The entrance of humanity into
heaven. Jesus was the first man to enter
heaven with a glorified body. At His
Ascension, He became the man in the
glory (Heb. 7:24-28). The first to enter
God's presence without dying were Enoch
and Eli jah (Gen. 5:24, 2 Kings 2:11). But,
Christ's entrance was first in glory and
in priority because of its significance.
The beginning of a new ministry.
\ilhen Jesus ascended into heaven, He did
not cease from His labors, but added a
new ministry. On earth Christ finished
His task of dying for the salvation of the
world (John 19:30), but now He lives for
the saved as their intercessor and ad.
vocate. As an intercessor lesus is con-
Elmer L. Towns is
dean of the B.R. Lakin
School o/ Religion,
Lib erty Baptist College,
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tinually mediating for Christians (Heb.
7:25), becoming their advocate before
God (1 John 2:l). As such, Christ forgives
the sin, based on His sacrifice, and
restores the Christian after he sins.
The Results of the Ascension
of Christ
Everything Jesus accomplished im-
pacts the life of the believer. As a result
of the Ascension of Christ, Christians
have a number of benefits for a fulfilled
life and successfirl service.
The sending of the Holy Spi4it.
Christ ascended to heaven and provided
from on higli' (Luke 24:49). On the day
of Pentecost, the disciples received this
spiritual power to witness. The power was
continuously present in their lives as they
continued to be filled with the Holy
Spirit. The Christian does not need ro
plead for the Holy Spirit because he is in-
dwelt with the Holy Spirit. The Holy
Spirit is available to those who yield and
obey (Rom. 6:11-17). The Christian does
not need more of the Holy Spirit; the
reverse is true. The Holy Spirit needs
more of the Christian.
The pneparation of a heavenly
home. The Ascension involves Christ's
B rrouse of their identification withChrist,
Christians are roised up ond stond before God
os coportakers in the Ascensi on of Christ.
the ministry of the Holy Spirit for the
church. Jesus promised, "Nevertheless I tell
you the truth; It is expedient for you that
I go away: for if I go not away, the Com-
forter will not come unto you; but if I
depart, I will send him unto you" (fohn
16:7). This promise was again repeated by
Jesus on the last recorded meeting with
His disciples on the day of His Ascension
(Acts 1:5). After they tarried in the up-
per room, the Holy Spirit came in mighiy
power upon the disciples (Acts 2:1-4). To-
day the Holy Spirit lives in all Christians
(1 Cor. 6:19), giving them the ability to
live for God (Gal. 5:25).
The giving of spiritual gifts. Vhen
a person is saved he not only receives the
Holy Spirit he also receives piritual gift(s)
(1 Cor. 12:11, l Peter 4:10). Spiritual gifts
were given initially by Christ. "'When he
ascended up on high, he led captivity cap-
tive, and gave gifts unto men" (Eph. 4:8).
These spiritual abilities were given after
the Resurrection/Ascension when the
Holy Spirit was made available to the
church in general and to believers in par-
ticular. Spiritual gifts are abilities that the
Holy Spirit gives to Christians to serve
the lord and edifu the church.
The imparting of spiritual power.
At His Ascension, Christ promised
spiritual power to His disciples. He in-
structed them to "tarry ye in the city of
Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power
preparation of heaven for Christians.
Jesus aid, "ln my Father's house are many
mansions: if it were not sq I would have
told you. I go to prepare a place for you"
Qohn 14:2). Jesus ascended to His Father's
house, to prepare a heavenly home for
those who believe in Him.
The standing of the believer. God
"hath raised us up together, and made us
sit together in heavenly places in Christ
Jesus" (Eph. 2:6). Because of their iden-
tification with Christ, Christians are
raised up and stand before God as co-
partakers in the Ascension of Christ.
The Ascension Provides Answers
There is very little Scripture on
Christ's Ascension. \ilhile only one
reference is needed to verify its
truthfulness and importance for theology,
the little space given to this docrrine con-
firms God's priority toward the truth that
not His exit, but His death is efficacious.
However, if the Ascension were not men-
tioned at all, many questions would
linger. \ilas the Atonement fully accep-
table to the Father, or does the sinner still
need to do good works to please the
Father? Vhat will happen to the Chris-
tian at death? \ilhere are those today who
have died in Christ? But these and other
questions are answered by the Ascension
and present Session of Jesus Christ in
glory. D
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and remarriage without
of marr.iage. Apart from
divorce and remarriage
What Is Marriage?
Contrary to much contemporary thought and teaching, mar-
riage is not a human expedience. It was not devised by man as
a convenient way of sorting out responsibilities for children, and
so forth. Instead, God tells us thar He Himself established, in-
stiruted, and ordained marriage at the begrnning of human history
as the foundational element of all
human society (Gen. 2-3).Before
there was (formally speaking) a
church, a school, a business in-
stituted, God formally instituted
marriage, declaring "Therefore
shall a man leave his father and
his mother, and shall cleave unto
his wife: and they shall be one
flesh" (Gen. 2:24). Society itself in all its
What Is the Scriptural Teaching on Divorce?
Contrary to some opinions, the concept of divorce is biblical.
The Bible recognizes and regulates divorce; therefore, Chris-
tians must do all they can to understand it and to teach what
God, in His Word, says about it.
There are some, nevertheless, who conclude that the Bible
makes no provisions for divorce, but only condemns and de-
nounces it. They would lead one to believe that Scripture says
nothing positive about divorce.
God hates divorce. But He neither hates all divorces in the
same way nor hates every aspect
of divorce. He hates what occa-
sions euery divorce. He hates the
results that often flow to
children and to injured parties of
divorce. And He hates divorces
wrongly obtained on grounds that
He has not sanctioned. However.
it is noteworthy that in those lists
of heinous sins (1 Cor. 6:9-10, Gal. 5:19-21, Rev. 22:15, etc.) not
once is there mentioned the sin of unlawfirl divorce.
The Concept of Divorce
How did divorce begin? No one knows. Although divorce
is recognized, permitted, and regulated in the Bible, unlike mar-
riage, it was not instituted by God. It is a human innovation.
Jesus'comments on divorce reinforce this conclusion. Instead
of speaking of divorce as part of God's order, He specifically
recognized it as constituting a change: "but from the beginning
it was not sol' and then it was only because of the Jews' hard
hearts that Moses allowed divorce (Matt. 19:8). To allow for (or
permit) a practice is not the same as originating, establishing,
or instituting it. \i7hat one "permits" is already in existence as
a concept or a practice.
ln biblical times, a divorce was a formal, legal act whereby
the covenant of companionship was repudiated and dissolved.
continued on page 18
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Are lDivorce and Remat
There is no way to talk about divorce
briefly discussing the basic principles
such a backdrop, the biblical view of
is difficult to see.
T-r
E-rrn though all divorces
are the resuh of sin,
not ell diuorces are sinful,
forms depends on
marrlage.
Further, marriage is not an institution designed ro propagate
the human race. While God has ordained that procreation must
be carried on as one duty in marriage, and only within mar-
riage, procreation is not the fundamental feature of marriage.
Marriage must not be equated with sexual relations. A sex.
ual union is not to be equated with the marriage union. Mar-
riage is a union that implies sexual union as a central obligation
and pleasure (1 Cor. 7:3-5), true, but sexual union does not
necessarily imply marriage. Marriage is different from, bigger
than, and inclusive of se><ual union, but the two are not the same.
In the Bible, marriage is described in terms of companion-
ship. ln Proverbs Z:77, for example, we are told that the strange
woman "forsaketh the guide [companion] of her youth, and
forgetteth the covenant of her Godl' The word translated "guidej'
or companion signifies a close, intimate relationship, and that
is exactlv what marriage companionship is. A companion is one
with whom you are intimately united in thoughts, goals, plans,
effiorts (and, in the case of marriage, in bodies). For both, then,
entrance into marriage should mean the desire to meet each
other's need for companionship and to eliminate loneliness.
The marriage union is the closest, most intimate of all human
relationships. Two people are able to so interpenetrate one
another's lives that they become one. a functioninq unit,
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riage Ever Permisstbl C!
l\ra
.t \ \-r a The wedding is one of the most
beautiful and-meaningful rituals the church practices. \ilhere
did it originate? lWhat are the underlying principles behlnd itl
Our understanding of marriage principles begins with the
fact that God created man and woman as personal, rational, and
moral beings possessing intellect, emotion, and volition (Gen.
2:19-70;3:6-7). The uniqueness of man gives him a special op-
portunity to fellowship with God and a special responsibility
to obey His commands. It also provides him with the ability
to relate on a deep level with his female counterpart.
God gave mankind a stewardship with authority over all the
T
Ihe marriage couenant is
permanent, with no exceptions in
fine print.
Genesis 2:18 and 20 state another purpose for marriage-
companionship, 'And the Lord God said, It is not good that
the man should be alone . . . but for Adam there was not found
an help meet for himl'Man needed a companion.
The role of helper is not one of servitude, but rather of
significance and fulfillment. Man had a need, and God de-
signed the woman to carefirl specifications, making for Adam
a perfect counterpart. Then God, as Father and Creator, brought
her to the man (Gen. 2:22).
ln discovering the purposes of God in marriage, the bottom
line is the covenant of marriage given in Genesis 2:24 and
repeated by Christ and the apostle Paul (Matt. 19:5, Mark 10:7-8,
Eph. 5:31). The covenant involved three things:
Separation, "Therefore shall a man leave his father and his
mother. . . "
Unity and perfionence: " . . . and shall cleave unto his wifel'
Intimac-y:'And they shall be one flesh."
The colwnn is ints^ded to profi'ote greau mAustanding of thc views
ad their biblical fuemises and to prwide anr reslss with infonnatirrr
thel need to make their utm dccisions. Neither view shaulA neceswrill
be couidered the fficial position of the magaTine.
or heed God's will. God's Word declares that marriage is per-
manent, The marriage covenant is permanent, with
no exceptions in fine print. God does not provide us with an
escape hatch or a loophole in the laws of matrimony.
Divorce
Divorce is a major social problem today. America has more
than 1.6 million divorced citizens. But while the social trend is
not surprising, the great concern today is the compromising
tendency of the church. Those who allow divorce and remar-
riage are criticized for being too loose, and those who do not
allow them are accused of being legalistic and uncaring. B\t no
amount of theological juggling or exegetical gymnastics can
remove the clear fact that the preponderance of biblical data
teaches clearly that God's best is one man for one woman until
death.
Paul's reiteration of the Lord's teaching concludes, "Let not
the wife depart from her husband: But and if she depart, let
her remain unmarried, or be reconciled to her husband: and
let not the husband put away his wife" (l Cor. 711011). This is
without question, the ideal that God has declared in His \Uord.
\(hat then gives rise to the less strict view of divorce and
continued on page 19
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earth and established a husband-
and-wife team as a way to carry
out this responsibility. One pur-
pose for marriage is to "be fruit-
ful and multiply, and replenish
the earth' (Gen. l:28). It was
God's intention from the begin-
ning that man and woman in
their physical union be fruirful in
the production of children.
et\aN\
by PauI E. Steele and Charles C. Ryrie
The Permanence of Marriage
Marriage by its very naturc of oneness and unity and per-
r manence provides us with an illustration of the oneness, unity,
and permanence that exists in the body of Christ. That truth
comes into clear focus in Mark 10:8-9. After rebuking the
Pharisees for their handhearted interpretation of the Mosaic law,
Jesus quoted Genesis 224. |n Matthew's account of the same
conft,ontation, the kibitzing Phadsees tried to chdlenge the clear
word of Christ by putting Moses on the spot. In essence they
were saying, "But Moses allowed it" (Matt, 19:7), Christ's re-
joinder should slow down the
most avid divorce advocate.
"Mo6es because of the handness of
your hearts suffered you to put
away your wives: but from the
beginning it was not so" (Matt.
l9:8). To recognize divorce as an
option is tantamount to admitting
hardness of heart because of an
unwillingness to hear God's Wond
ruNE 1984
Point
continued from page 16
In Deuteronomy 24:14 we see
that it was a three-step pro-
cedure. The divorce did not ac-
tually take place until all three
steps had been pursued:
l. There was a utrittm bill of
diuorce (Deut. 24:1ff., Jer. 3:8,
etc.).
Z. The bill had to be seruel
(Deut. 24:1).
3, Thc person divorced had
to be sent fran the home @eut.
24:l).
Some divorces are proper
(remember jer. 3:8; Matt. l:19).
God permitted divorce within
stringently defined limits.
There are legitimate causes for
divorce, even though (perhaps
it would be better to say
because) those causes involved
sin. Even though all divorces
are the result of sin, not all
divorces are sinful.
Divorce Among Believers
Consider first what Paul
says to believers married to
believers: 'And unto the married I command, yet not I, but
the [ord, Iet not the wife depart from her husband: But and
if she depart, let her remain unmarried, or be reconciled to her
husband: and let not the husband put away his wife" (1 Cor.
7:1011). The basic, twofold command is that neither the Chris-
tian wife nor the Christian husband may divorce one another.
Paul continues, "But and if she depart . . . " The command not
to separate by divorce stands; but (Paul says) if the wife disobeys
this command (and presumably, this holds for the husband too)
and does dissolve the marriage by divorce, she must remain un-
married so that she will be in a position at all times to repent
and be reconciled to her husband. lf she marries another, she
pushes her disobedience one step beyond and gets herself into
an irremediable situation (cf. Deut. 24:14).
Even when a sepanrtion by divorce occurs as the result of
disobedience, that divorce breaks the marriage. The grounds may
be illegitimate; the divorce itself is not. Believers who wrongly
separate by divorce are said to be "unmarried." This point ap-
pears in all the Scriptures. Just as a marriage is made by cov-
enantal, conmcrual agr€ement, so too is it dissolved by the break
Jay E. Adams is dean ol tlv Chistian
Counseling and Educational Fanndation's In-
stitute of Pastoral Strdies, Philadclphia, Pmn-
syluania, and director of aduanced stu.dies,
V estminster Tfu olo gical Sanirwry, Bcondido,
Califarnia
ing of that agreement in divorce. It is quite wrong, then, to speak
of divorced parties as "still married in God's sightl'
Divorce Among the LJnequally Yoked
It is one thing to contemplate divorce with a believer
(cf. I Cor. 7)-there are resources (the Word and the Spirit) of
which both parties may avail themselves. There is, therefore,
hope for that marriage and every reason for insisting upon
reconciliation.
A believer contemplating divorce with his/her unbelieving
spouse is an entirely different situation (cf. I Cor. 7:12-16). There
cannot be the same insistence on reconciliation; the same sort
of hope does not exist. And, indeed, we do not see Paul requir-
ing it.
Rather than commanding the believer not to divorce his un-
saved partner regardless of what happens, he requires something
less: he (or she) must not divorce a partner who is willing to
make a go of their marriage. Indeed, the believer is told to do
all he/she can to hold the marriage together for the sake of the
unbelieving partner (hoping he/she will come to know Christ
through continued association with the believer) and for the
sake of the children (who if taken out of the believer's care would
be counted and treated as Dagans, ie., "unclean"). But if, after
all has been done by the believer to prevent it, the unbeliever
does not agree to go on with the marriage, divorce is an accept-
able alternative (v.15). So then. where there is no aqreement
continued on page 20
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VIEW Doutoronomy 2411"4 Matthew 5:31-32 Matthew 19:1-12
1. PATRISTIC
(Early Church
Fathers) VIEW
Emphasis on tefiled-vs. 4. What defiled
her? Second marriage = adultery. The tact
that she was "put away' by husband did not
assume right o remarry
Christ teaching a higher law than
Moses allowed. Divorce cerlif cate
must be given. Christ allowed
divorce for sexual sin, but grammal
and syntax lorbid remariage,
Christ says that God's best is monogarry.
Divorce was a concession to hard hearts.
Roman law might require a divorce in
case of adultery Remuriage expresly
forbidden.
2. ERASMIAN
(Retormed or
Traditional
Protestant) VIEW
Emphasis on "some uncleanness-
vs. 1. Same interpretation as Shammai.
Adultery = grounds for divorce = right o
remarry 6 assumeo.
Divorce allowed incase of adultery
Remartiage permitted.
Christ says that God's besl is monogamy,
Divorce was a concession to hard hearls.
Divorce permitted to innocent party in
case of adultery Remaniage allowed to
innocent party.
3. PRETERITIVE
(Augustinian or No
Comment) VIEW
Not discussed because not important to
argument.
The phrase 'saving fo/' is a
preterition; commonly known that
debale was over meaning of'some
uncleannessl' Christ set that aside
Christ says that God's best is monogamy.
Divorce was a concession to hard hearts.
Exception clause a preterition. Christ
refused to comment, taught the whole
picture to disciples privately. Bemarriage
forbidden.
4. BETROTHAL
(Engagement) VIEW
Term "husband" and "wife' can refer to
engaged couple (Deut. 22:23-24; 2 Sam.
3:14; Matt. 1:18"25), Therefore-some
uncleanness' i  marliage t st (Num, 5:11.30),
ll she marries she cannot return to former
fiance.
"Saving for fornication" means a
breach of marriage contract before
mariage isconsummated. An
engagement can be broken, a
maniage cannot. Remaniage
forbidden.
Christ says that God's best is monogamy.
Divorce was a concession to hard hearts.
Exception clause refers to breaking ol
belrothal covenanl. Remaniage torbidden
after divorce from fully consummated
marriage,
5, CONSANGUINIIY
(Unlawlul Maniages)
VIEW
Moses acknowledges thatdivorce happens
and it is regulated but not encouraged.
Reskiction placed on remaniage to original
partner if there is a maniage in between.
"Saving for lornication" refers to
incest laws of Leviticus 18. Note
Acts 15 where same word is used in
this reoard.
Christ uys that God's best is monogamy.
Divorce was a concession to hard hearts.
Divorce allowed incase of next of kin
marriages. Remarriage forbidden.
MEANING
OF
PORNEIA
EUNUCH
SAYING
Mark'10:1-12 Luke 16:18 1 Corinlhians7:10.16 coNcLusroN
Adultery Proot hat
remarriage is
forbidden.
God's best is monogamy.
Divorce isconcession to hard
hearts. Remarriage expressly
forbidden.
Remarriage was
torbidden.
Paul understood Christ's
words to leave only two
alternatives, reconciliation
or remaining single. No
remarriage permifted.
Divorce may.
sometimes happen;
remarriage is never
permitted and is
contrary to Scripture
Adultery Not germane to
c0ntext.
God's best is monogamy.
Divorce isconcession t  hard
hearts. No need to repeat
exceptron clause since
Matthew had it.
No need to repeat
exception since
Matthew said it.
Paul added another
legitimate cause for
divorce: desertion.
Remaniage allowed.
Divorce allowed for
adultery or desertion
Iemarriage p rmitted,
"Some
uncleanness-
(Deut. 24).
Proof that
remarriage is
forbidden, private
saying.
God's best is monogamy,
Divorce is concession to hard
hearts. Private saying holds
precedence
Remaniage was
forbidden.
Paul understood Christ's
words to leave only two
alternatives, r conciliation
or remaining single. No
remarriage permitted.
Divorce may
sometimes happen;
remarrnge rsnever
permitted and is
clearly contrary to
Scripture.
Sexual
promiscuity
before maniage.
Prool that
remarriage is
forbidden.
God's best is monogamy.
Divorce isconcession t  hard
hearts; to Roman readers; no
need to refer to Jewish
behothal l w
Remarriage was
forbidden; use of
poneia herc would
be misunderstood
by Greek readers.
Paul understood Christs
words to leave only two
alternatives, reconciliation
or remaining single. No
remarriage permitted.
Divorce (breaking tht
engagement) may
sometimes happen;
remaniage is not an
issue because a first
marriage was never
c0nsummate0.
Incestu0us
marriage
Proof that
remarnage ls
forbidden.
God's best is monogamy,
Divorce isconcession to hard
hearts, Exception clause would
be misunderstood by Roman
readers.
Remaniage was
forbidden; use of
poneia here would
be misunderstood
by Greek readers.
Paul understood Christ's
words to leave only two
alternatives, r conciliation
or remaining single No
remarriage permitted.
Divorce may
sometimes happen;
remarnage rs never
permitted and is
clearly contrary to
Scripture.
Counterpoint
continued from page 17
remarriage? The debate has centered around three basic issues:
o The meaning of the divorce permission in the Mosaic Law
(Deut. 24114).
o The meaning of Matthew's exception clauses, "except it be
for fornicatiorf' (Matt. l9:9); "saving for the cause of fornica-
tiorf 'Matt. 5:32).
o The meaning of Paul's "exceptiorf in I Corinthians 7:15.
These issues have been the hub of theological debate through
the centuries, giving rise to five major views.
The Patristic View-Church Fathers were unanimous in
their understanding that Christ and Paul taught that if one were
to suffer the misfornrne of divorce, remarriage was not permit-
ted, regardless of the cause.
The only reasonable explanation for the disciples' r€action
to Christ's words in Matthew 19:10 was that Christ was nor
following the arguments of the rabbinical schools of either Hillel
(divorce and remarriage allowed for any trivial reason) or
Shammai (divorce and remarriage allowed in cases of adultery),
but was presenting an entirely revolu-
tionary concept-that divorce is sinful
and not according to God's plan.
The Erasmian View-The most
widely accepted today among Pro-
testants, this view holds that Christ's
wonds in Matthew 19:9 allowed divorce
in the case ofadulterers; and, since in
Jewish marriage contmcts the granting
of divorce always implied the right to
rcmarry, He was also permitting the in-
nocent party to remarry. Most of those
who take this position also say that
Paul further expanded this concept by
allowing for divorce and remarriage in
the case of willful deserrion on the part
of the person's partner.
The Preterit ive View-
Promoted by Augustine, this view
holds that the Pharisees were trying to
trick Jesus into entering a debate be-
tween the liberal school of Hillel and
the more conservative school of Sham-
mai, but Christ did not take the bait.
Instead He deftly avoided the issue un.
til He was in private with His disciples,
where He clarified His meaning (I4ark
10:10'12). The word preteritive simply
means "to bypass." When they were
alone with Christ in the house. and
the disciples were pressing Him to set-
tle the dispute, He said, "Whosoever
shall put away his wife, and marry another, commirteth adultery
against her" (Mark 10:11). The Preteritive view does not permit
remarriage,
The Betrothal Vierp-This view claims that Christ's ex-
ception clause (Man. l9:9) allowed for the breaking of an engage-
ment in the case of a violation of the betrothal terms by the
immorality of one party, previous to consummating the actual
marriage.
The arguments in favor of this position have merit. When
one understands the binding nature of betrothal in the time of
Christ, and the clear recognition of the need for a "divorce" to
break the engagement (as illustrated by Mary and joseph in Man.
l:18-20), one can readily see that this interpretation is possible.
The Consanguinity Viav-This view, defended admirably
in Carl Laney's book, The Diuorce Myth, holds that Christ
used the wordporneia in the specialized sense of the prohibited
degrees of consanguinity and affinity in leviticus 18:618. Hence
a divorce would be allowed in the extraordinary circumstance
of being married to a near relative. Apart from this circumstance,
continued on page 20
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Point
continued from page 18
by the unbeliever to continue the marriage (w. 12-13), but a
desire to dissolve it, the Christian must not stand in the way.
Paul uses a permissive imperative: "I-et him departl'This is a
commandl it is the one instance in which divorce is required.
The Exceptional Clause
ln Matthew chapters 5 and 19 Jesus made it plain that there
is one ground on which believers might divorce a spouse-
fornication (or sexual sin). In this case, however, no requirement
to divorce the other is laid down.
Contrary to fears of some today, who think that allowing
divorce for fornication is a serious loosening of Christian morals,
Manhew saw the effect of the inclusion of this exceptional clause
in exactly the opposite light. Note the reaction of the disciples
(who were probably representative of others in their society): "His
disciples say unto him, If the case of the man be so with his
wife, it is not good to marry" (Maa. 19:10). Obviously, the
response by the disciples indicates that the one.and-only excep-
tion, in their culture at that time, would be taken as a severe
restriction upon divorce practices.
Though some equate adultery and fornication, it is altogether
wlong to do so. Frequently one hears the exceptional clause mis-
quoted: "except for adulterersl'But that is wrong. In both Mat.
thew 5 and 19, Jesus'permission to divorce a spouse is based
on the violating act (sexual sin, porneia) not its effect (adultery).
Why does Jesus focus on the act? Because He wants to cover
all the possibilities. Fomication co\r'ers incest, bestiality, homosex.
ualiry, and lesbianism as well as adultery. To speak of adultery
only, might tend to narrow the focus too much.
Some erroneously teach that since Jesus used the word /or.
nication, He was speaking about sexual sin during the engage.
ment period, not after marriage. But this view stems from a
serious misunderstanding of the biblical use of pomeia. The idea
that divorce is allowed after engagement, but not after marriage,
cannot be sustained. In fact, Jesus and the Pharisees were not
discussing engagement but marriage. The engagement theory
has no support in the Scriptures.
Remarriage after Divorce
In I CorinthiansT:27-28 we read:'Art thou bound unto a
wife? Seek not to be loosed. Art thou loosed from a wife? Seek
not a wife. But if thou marry, thou hast not sinnedl' There are
several particulars regarding this passage that should be noted:
The word translated "loosed" in both instances is the same
word, luo. To be loosed (released) from a wife in the second in-
stance must mean what it does in the first or the intended con-
trast that is set up would be lost. It is plain that divorce is in
view in both instances. Clearly, when Paul says that one must
not seek to be released from a wife he does not mean by death!
The release in view c:ln mean only one thing-release by divorce.
So too, the release in the second instance must refer to release
from the bonds of marriage by divorce.
Paul allows for the remarriage of those released from mar.
riage bonds, even in a time of severe persecution when marriage,
in general, is discouraged (v.28). And, to boot, he affirms that
there is no sin in remarrying. The position of those who hold
that under no circumstances whatever may a divorced person
20
remarry, is totally unwarranted. There can be no doubt about
it, the Bible allows the remarriage of some divorced persons (not
those in view in Maa. 5 and 19, etc.).
That is what I Corinthians 7:27 -28 teaches, and the princi-
ple fully accords with I Corinthians 7:15 in which one who is
divorced according to biblical provisions stated there is free and
no longer bound. If he is free, he is free to remarry, but only
"in the [ord' (l Cor. 7:39).
We must assert that what God has cleansed no man must
call unclean. Christ is bigger than our sin-even our sin of
adultery and divorce. We minimize Christ when we speak and
act as if this were not so. \?hile we do not minimize sin. we
must always maximize Christ and the power of His Cross.
Adapted ftom Mam4ge, Divw I Rmniage by permission of Presbyterian and fuformed
Publishing Company.
Counterpoint
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divorce would not be permitted. As for remarriage, Jesus indicates
by His comments in Matthew 19:12 that a person who divorces,
or is divorced (even on legitimate grounds), is considered a
eunuch. Hence, remarriage is never permitted.
In our opinion this is the correct view. While many only give
it cursory attention it has wide support in scholarly circles. It
was the most likely meaning of. pomeia to a first-century Jew.
There is evidence in the Dead Sea Scrolls that the term was
used this way. In Acts 15:20,29, the Jerusalem counsel explicitly
prohibited sexual intercovse (pomeia) with close kin, further
indicating this usage was not unusual in apostolic times. Fi-
naIly, pomeia is used in I Corinthians 5:1 in an unmistakable
reference to an incestuous relationship.
Hence, the exception clause in Matthew 19:9 anticipated the
possibility of a next-of-kin marriage that might be legal in one's
culture, but inconsistent with the plan of God. ln this instance
divorce was allowed; however, remarriage was expressly forbid.
den in any case.
The arguments in favor of the Consanguirrity view are strong
enough that those dealing with the divorce/remarriage problem
feel some need to discuss them. But it is disappointing to see
them cast the view off as untenable with only cursory comments
since, in fact, it has wide support in scholarly circles. While it
is not without its difficulties (as is true of all five positions), it
does have much to commend it.
Happiness Is. . .
Wanda was a product of the radical 1960s whose tumul'
tuous marriage ended in divorce and whose husband remarried.
What now is in store for her?
This was Wanda's question after God had restored her
spiritually. lf she wanted to nvlrry at 21, she would have no prob-
lem finding a husband. But now she was being disciplined by
an older woman who was trained in the skills of Titus 2:3-5.
She gave Wanda an assignment-to study several Bible references
on marriage and divorce and see if she could discern what God
wanted for her.
Continued on page 43
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tducated ftols
hrist ian educa-
non does not aspire to make
people smarter, but morefoolish, that lhey may be wise. If
tnls apparent contradiction of values
Trong you seemeth to be wise in
this world, let him become a fool,
that he may be wise. For the
wisdom of this world is foolishness
with God" (1 Cor. 3:1&19).
. 
The apostle was not depreciating
the pursuit of knowledge. t., thi, 
"a--To1tiol, the best eduiared Chrisrian
of the day, the most gfred theologran
the_ church has ever known, simply
crucified can be made compati-
ble with the wisdom of the wo.ldl &
. 
course, if somehow the cross could
be taken out, then it would not be
so offensive to human sensibiliry(cf.. Gal. 5:11). The honible spec--
tacle of^Calvary-that awful sight
of the Son of God nailed ro ihe
nee-is the scene from which theproud shrink in horror.
Ta-lking about Jesus' great ethical
teaching and even exalrins
makes the point that *h"t ijod'ot".^.
wMom stands in conrradicdon 
- ;h;'"leaming of this present age, so much sotnat rrue followers of Christ invariably
become fools in the eyes of -".. Ar-i"
:,?".C* upl ,lo posirion in the early
:,".tp,:f ot che lerer, several aspects ofthls 
_difference of perspecnve are
emphasized.
way the scandal
of Christ
His exemplary life is acceptable, but in-
sistence upon the necessiry of His vicarious
death for our salvation is more than the
egocentric minds of men and women can
stand. It jerks off the mask of self-
righteousness, and shows just how far we
have sunk in degradation and shame. Yet
God, in His infinite love, is seen willing to
bear the wrath of His own law by taking
upon Himself that which was due us all.
This revelation comes as a jolt to
those who seek to earn God's favor
through human virtues. No wonder the
moralistic Jews rejected it. The Cross was
a "stumblingblock" to their religion of
good works. And it was held in no less
contempt by the philosophic Greeks who
worshiped the noble aspirations of
mankind (l Cor. 1:23). ln their lofty
idealism, they could not conceive of God
becoming involved in the dirty affairs of
His creation; and if He did, He would not
do so in humiliation and shame.
But to the broken and contrite who
bow before the Cross in repentance and
A seminory degree is
no 4ssrrronce that you
will set the iob done.
faith, the very thing that makes His death
so distasteful to the wisdom of men makes
it, "the power of God, and the wisdom
of God" (l Cor. 1:24). lndeed, the blood-
drenched hill of Golgotha becomes the
eternal witness of God's forgiving grace.
The late Charles Berry once told of
the inadequate gospel he preached at the
beginning of his ministry. Like many
other young men with a l iberal
theological training, he minimized the
atoning nature of Christ's work and
looked upon Christianity essentially as a
way of being a good person.
Robert E. Coleman is
direaar of tfu $;hrril of
VorA Mission and" Euan-
gelisn, Tinity Evangelicol
Diuinity Sr;lwol, DeerfieW,
Illirwis. He lwlds a Ph.D.
During his first pastorate in England,
late one night while sitting in his study,
he heard a knock. \Uhen he opened the
door, there was a Lancashire girl, with
a shawl over her head and clogs on her
feet.
"Are vou a minister?" she asked. Get-
ting an affirmative answer, she went on
anxiously, "You must come with me
quickly; I want you to get my mother in."
Imagining that it was a case of some
drunken woman out in the streets, Berry
said, "You must go and get a policeman."
"No," said the girl, "my mother is dying,
and you must come with me and get her
in-to heaven."
The young minister dressed and
followed her through the lonely streets
on a journey of a mile and a half. Led
into the woman's room, he knelt beside
her and began to describe the kindness
of Jesus, explaining that He had come to
show us how to live unselfishly.
Suddenly the desperate woman cut
him off. "Mister," she cried, "that's no use
for the likes of me. I am a sinner. I have
lived my life. Can't you tell me of
someone who can have mercy upon me
and save my poor soul?"
"l stood there," said Dr. Berry, "in the
presence of a dying woman, and I had
nothing to tell her. In the midst of sin
and death, I had no message. In order to
bring something to that dying woman,
I leaped back to my mother's knee, to my
cradle faith, and told her the story of the
Cross, and the Christ who was able to
save unto the uttermost."
Tears began running over the cheeks
of the eager woman. "Now you are get-
ting at it," she said. "Now you are help-
ing me."
And the famed preacher, concluding
the story, said, "l got her in, and blessed
be God, I got in myself."
That is what the gospel is all about.
Though it will not meet the approval of
the worldly-wise, witness to the blood,
the all-sufficient truth that God so loved
this world that He gave His only begot-
ten son, that whosoever believes in Him
shall not perish but have everlasting life.
Recognize, however, that more than the
message will be held in disdain by the
world.
The "foolishness of preaching" as
Paul phrased it (1 Cor. 1:21), is a folly
even more pronounced when the
preaching is not refined "with enticing
words of man's wisdom" (l Cor. 2:4, c{.
1:17). lf only there were a more
sophisticated communication system,
perhaps the deployment of angels with
their supernatural media gifts, then the
method would excite more respect from
the world. If, though, earthlings have to
be used. at least let them be learned in
the arts of elocution and homiletics.
But Paul also observed, "How that not
many wise men after the flesh, not many
mighty, not many noble are calledl'
Rather. "God hath chosen the foolish
Norrro I man cannot
fothom the Spirit of
God moking ordinory
people into
ontbassadors f
heouen,
things of the world to confound the wise;
and God hath chosen the weak things of
the world to confound the things which
are mighty; and the base things of the
world, and the things which are de-
spised" (1 Cor. l:2628). God has not paid
much attention to the world's expecta-
tions in calling His servants. And since
every believer is a ministering priest, that
includes us all.
This is what Paul is saying to the
church. You do not have to be a
superstar to do the Lord's work. A
seminary degree is no assurance that you
will get the job done either. ln fact, most
people who are really out there working
for God have never seen the inside of a
theological school. \Torldlings would
describe them much as they did the
early apostles, "unlearned and ignorant"
(Acts 4:13). Natural man cannot fathom
the Spirit of God making ordinary peo-
ple into ambassadors of heaven. Yet our
effectiveness i  directly related to the way
we understand our priesthood. If it is ever
imagined that the ministry excludes
anyone who comes to Christ-however
unpromising the person may appear to
be-we can be certain that the notion
does not reflect the wisdom that comes
from above.
l
frun tfu University of loua.
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Paul does not say that all of the wise
and mighty miss God's calling; he only
notes that "not many" respond (1 Cor.
1:26). Clearly some of the most astute
and erudite people in society are found
within the ranks of the church, and their
gifts are being wonderfully used by God.
But why are there so few?
The answer comes quickly: "That no
flesh should glory" in the presence of God
(1 Cor. 1:29). Since the redeemed have
no boast except in Christ, who "is made
unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and
sanctification." He alone should be
glorif ied (1 Cor. 1:30-31; cf. 3:21). Any
good thing that does not ascribe its
being to Him becomes a detriment to the
purpose for which it was given by God
and can actually become the undoing of
that person. No one is immune to this
danger. Indeed, the temptation to con-
form to the wisdom of a fallen world mav
be stronger now than before.
\7hat finally appears so foolish,
however, is the dedication expected of
those who bear the gospel message. One
can give creedal assent to the message-
even become a witness of the gospel-
and still be acceptable to the popular
mind, as long as the claims of Christ are
not taken seriously as a mandate to live.
\iUhen believers go all the way to the
Cross, denying self in obedience to the
will of God, the world brands them as
fools.
Paul understood what that decision
meant. for he had been ridiculed and de.
meaned as a wide-eved fanatic. He knew
Wt o, oppears so
foolish is the
dedication expected of
those who bear the
gospel messoge,
by his fearless witness that he was "a spec.
tacle unto the world" (1 Cor. 4:9). Never-
theless, he wanted it clear that he was a
"fool for Christ's sake" (1 Cor. 4:10).
The stigma of following his Lord thus
became a characterization that he ac-
cepted with dignity. Reproach, depriva.
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tion, and persecution inflicted upon him
by the world only made him exclaim, "l
am become a fool in glorying" (2 Cor.
12:71 cf. 2 Cor. 11:16). \fhat can the
world do with a person like that? At
most, they can only kill him. But Paul
already reckoned himself crucified with
Christ so what did he have to lose? The
life he lived was not his own; he belonged
"Hris no fool who
giues whot he cannot
keep to goin whot he
c&nnot lose,"
to Christ, and he knew that nothing
could ever separate him from His love.
That is the kind of dedication that
creates a problem for the Devil and those
in his bondage. It sets the prisoner free
and puts within the heart a song that
nothing can take away.
Many of us remember the account of
those five missionaries who were killed
several years ago while they were seek-
ing to make contact with the Auca In-
dians in Ecuador. What grips me most
about the incident was an interview a
reporter had with the widows. "Why
would God permit this to happen?" he
asked. "After all, were not the men on
an errand of mercy?"
One of the wives quietly replied, "Sir,
God delivered my husband from the
possibility of disobedience."
The call of Christ is not to protect our
life, but to lose it. Only in giving
ourselves for His sake can we find that
life which knows no fear, that life which
flows with joy unspeakable and full of
glory.
Jim Elliot, one of the five missionaries
who were killed wrote in his journal, "He
is no fool who gives what he cannot keep
to gain what he cannot lose."
Not long before he left on the fateful
mission that ended in death, Jim had
discussed with his wife the possibility of
not returning. "If God wants it that way,
darling, I am ready to die for the salva-
tion of the Aucas."
Such confidence in the face of death
startles this do-as-you-please age of self-
indulgence. It is so unlike the accepted
norm.
Such actions made the apostolic
Christians more than conquerors.
Throwing caution to the wind, they
lived like those who already reckoned
themselves to be dead, dead to sin, dead
to the world, but alive unto God.
\Uould that this same kind of foolish
abandonment to Christ would characterize
Christians today. During this graduadon
time, there needs to be a fiesh reminder
that the work of God already has an am-
ple supply of those who are smart, many
who are brilliant; but the need is for more
fook-fools for Clvist's nkz.
"Let no man deceive himself. If any
man among you seemeth to be wise in
this world, let him become a fool, that
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of
knowledge: but fools despise wisdom and
instruction.
-Proverbs 1:7
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T ike the swallows return to
I Capistrano, every summer kids
.LJ flrd their way to one of the
thousands of summer camps. Ranked
with the yearly birthday party, the first
day of school, and the family reunion, the
time spent at camp each summer is an-
ticipated for months and remembered for
a lifetime as an important part of grow-
ing up. Like one enormous party, camp
seems to be seven solid days of fun.
Parents look at camp as a time when
children will make new friends and begin
new experiences. For the camp directors,
T*, spent opert
from the world
quickly becomes a
time of self,
exeminotion.
a long list of goals starts to become a re-
ality as the cars and buses and suitcases
and screaming, squirming kids begin to
assemble on opening day.
To some, all of this may seem much
ado about nothing. But Moses under-
stood. Cod had taken the people from the
filthiness of a godless Egypt to be alone
with Him in the wilderness of Sinai.
There "Moses brought forth the people
out of the camp to meet with God"
(Exod. l9:17). The ancient Greeks often
used camping as an opportunity to
develop health and fitness. The history
of American camping begins in the early
days of the Civil Var, when boys at a
school in Connecticut were delighted to
find their organized school program in-
cluded two weeks of wilderness camping
experiences. Today over 12,000 resident
and day camping programs throughout
the nation lure the hearts of youngsters.
Herb Owen is
children's pastur at
Thmvs Road BaPtist
Church and director of
Treasure Island Junior
Cmtp in Lynchburg, Va.
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Vhat makes camping so special and such
an important part of young lives?
Being Outdoors
Camping is simply living outdoors.
Although many campsites have grown
from basic tents to cozy log cabins and
city-like dorms, the first attraction of
camping is its setting. God placed man
in the garden for fellowship and growth.
For some reason man still feels closest to
God when enjoying the beauty of His
creation.
In the typical image of camping, the
summer breezes whisper through the
woods and across a beautiful lake that
shimmers in the sun. But effective camp.
ing may also take place in the freezing
temperatures of a winter snow. The
peacefulness of the outdoors offers that
needed time for people to be alone with
God, experiencing the fullness of His
creation.
Jack !7yrtzen, founder of Vord of Life
camps in New York, tells of meeting hun-
dreds of Christian leaders throughout the
world who made major decisions around
the campfire at Vord of Life Island.
\Tyrtzen has found that over 80 percent
of all Christian leaders tell of a life-
changing evening at a campfire
somewnere.
One fourth-grader best explained
camping when he said, "Sleeping under
modern images of high schoolers climb-
ing a summit in a wilderness program and
families spending a vacation together in
a family camp. Camps with various
themes and well-designed goals help make
summer more than just a vacation for
campers of all ages, shapes, and sizes.
Organizing young campers into closely
graded age groups allows for better par.
ticipation in a variety of activities.
Children get to be with old friends, and
make new ones, away from the pressures
and problems at home. Usually children
return better prepared to face the
challenges of their routine at home. Gens
enjoy growing and competing with other
teens, and the friendships made at camp
often last a lifetime.
Children and teens find an opportu-
nity to improve their self-image and gain
confidence as thev learn and master new
skills. Families often rediscover each other
at camp where the clan can relax in the
outdoors and fellowship together, Hun.
dreds of beautiful campsites have been
established just for Christian families, pro-
viding opportunities for recreation, Bible
studies, and listening to Christian music.
The Purity of the Camping
Experience
A unique bonus of camping is the
controlled environment. Leadershio can
ciples taught and modeled by godly
leaders soon begin to influence the
campers' way of thinking and feeling
((Srurp 
ing under the
stdrs and hearing the
crickets iwt make you
feel at home!'
about themselves and even about God.
A counselor who earns the hearts of the
girls in her cabin will model biblical
precepts that are soon copied and never
forgotten.
The Purpose of the Camping
Experience
Vhat happens at camp? There must
be something more than a friendly vaca-
tion that allures people hundreds of miles
to a primitive campsite. Time spent apart
from the world, with other people, in a
setting designed bV God Himsef quickly
becomes a time of self-examination.
Camping allows God to help us grow
mentally, physically, spiritually, and so.
cially. For some, this growth seals the
scriptural truths in a type of individual
revival. For others it is a time of giving
oneself to Christ.
Camping must always be an impor-
tant ministry of the local church because
at camp, as at no other place, people leave
their customary lifestyles to experience
something completely different-an im-
portant decision made, new confidence
gained, or spiritual strength renewed. The
difference makes Christian camping a tool
that God can use to shape us into people
who are like Himself.
Everyone who ever went to camp ex-
pected something great. But what hap-
pens at a Christ-honoring camp is often
more than anyone ever dreamed. Camp-
ing can be a time to begin personal
change, making spiritual growth possible.
Just as Christ took Peter, James, and John
"into a high mountain apart by
themselves" (Mark 9:2) that they might
see His true glory, our Lord can show us
His greatness today if we will stop what
we are doing long enough to look. !
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Ront, d with the yearly birthday party, the
first day of school, and the family reunion,
the time spent at comp es,ch summer is
anticipoted for months ond remembered for a
lifetime os on important port of growing up,
the stars and hearing the crickets just
make you feel at homel'That at-home
feeling gives God the oppornrniry to com-
mune with us as we leave behind hectic
schedules and the normal distractions of
life.
People of All Shapes and Sizes
The traditional picture of freckle-faced
children going to camp is being joined by
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direct activities to ensure that campers
have ample opportunity to find new life
in Christ. Even the most faithful Chris.
tian gets tired of the daily routine. Chris-
tian camps often become retreats, in the
truest sense of the word, to those who
look forward to getting away from the
pressures of everyday life.
Fun times at camp draw crowds and
burn off energy, but the scriptural prin-
hristian camps and con,
ference csrt€rs have played
an integral role in the lives of
thc$ane of childrcn' yqmg people,
and frmilies. Dovrn thrrqrgfr tlre years
-
-\F\xariotrs key ingredierrs have helped
prcduce an affnocpher€ wtrere campers
.-ciarl relax, learrr, er<ercise, play, and
grow spirinrally. Acrw the Unit€d
Stat€s' in sorne of the rnoct beautifrrl
settinSF, camp6 minister ttrwgh dif,
fererrt rneans ard rnethods Below are
just a few campe and conference
c€rrters that provide a vd array of op
portuniti€s. For a rnore compretrensive
look at hurdre& of camps contact
Christian Camping Intemational, P.O.
coMr
FELt
Illnois 6O187.
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special programs
between $35-$50
per weeK
per week depending
0n program
varies depending on
pr0gram
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nestled among the forests and
mountains ol Washington State. 4605
Cable Street, Bellingham, WA 98225
{206) 733-6840
the scenic Hiawatha
National Forest. Box D, South.
sate, Ml 48195 (906) 274"5526
situated in the mountains of Northern
California. Box 4035, Redding, CA
96099 {916} 474-3160
in the rolling hills and forests of cenkal
Virginia. Lynchburg, VA 24514(804) 239.9281 ext. 3134
t804) 376-3020
junior high-grades 7-8
senior high.grades 9-12
college and career
adults
beautiful timberland engulfing a 90-acre
lake. Box 785. Buchanan. Ml 49107(01 6) 695.21 91
of western Pennsylvania. RD#1 Box
95, Spring Creek, PA 16436(81 4) 064-7673
juniors 8.1 2
teens 13-1 I
combination 8-19
centered inthe scenic piney woods of
East Texas. Route 8 Box 443, Tyler TX
75703 1214t 561.0231
grades 1-6junior high 7.9
senior high 10.12
adults
situated inthe center ol the
James Biver in cenkal Virginia.
Lynchburg, V424514
{804) 239.9281
1,035 acres ituated in the Blue Ridoe
Mountains overlooking Lake Jocasse,
Rt. 2, P.0. Box 585, Brevard, NC
287 12 1704t 862-4260
in the heart of the Adirondack
Mouniains onSchroon Lake. Schroon
Lake, NY 12870 {518) 532-71 1 
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sumrner camp, family camp,
c.oiforence center, etrsats,
h,ayal.trailer park
\
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TYPE
center, day camp,
famlly camp, resident camp,
f elreats, trips/travel
summer camo. retreats
Summer camp, tamily camp,
'etreats
Summer camp, wilderness camp,
'etreats, conference nter
gummer camp, winter camp,
fetreats, conference nter, family
camp
summer camp, family camp,
rekeats
summer camp, family camp, day
camp, conference nter, ekeats
gummer.resident, day camp,
computer camp, junior Bible
irstitute
resident camp, retreats, chool
camps, eminars, wilderness
camping, family camp y/)r
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v
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horseback riding, rock climbing, snow
activities, swimming, team sports,
waterskiino.
craft shops, snack shops,
game room, lake, etc.
soccer, swimming, basketball, skits and
stunts, Ping.Pong, volleyball, football, wind
surfing, kayaks, etc.
45-acre lake, athletic fields,
pool, snack shop, etc.
boating, canoeing, waterskiing, swimming,
team sports, hiking, arcade games, Ping-
Pong, bumper pool, skits, hayrides, bonfire,
basketball, volleyball, etc,
-=-j
snack shop, craft shop, game
room, mock store-front town,
archery range, basketball
couns, erc.
canoeing, waterskiing, swimming,
waterslide, t am sports, snow activities,
Ping.Pong, pool, etc.
archery and BB range; pool;
snack shop; Indian, western,
and pioneer museums; athletic
fields. rodeo area. etc.
horseback riding and horsemanship training,
swimming, team sports, tetherball, bucking
banel, pony driving, hiking, overnight kail
rides. rodeo. etc.
archery ange, meeting rooms,
pool, tennis and baskelball
courts, craft shop, snack
shop, etc.
boating, canoeing, crafts, hiking,
horeseback riding, sailing, swimming, water-
skiing, windsurfing, skeet, field games and
soorts, etc.
two swimming pools,
playground, craft shop, snack
shop, petting zoo, etc.
ponies, basketball, dolly derby, crafts,
swimming, team sports, skits, Bible quiz, BB
guns, archery, olympics, etc,
soccer and footbail f elds,
volleyball nd basketball
courts, 1O-acre lake, activity
center, craft shop, etc.
lake, pool, tennis courts,
meeting rooms, nack shops,
gane room, sports flelds,
petting zoo, etc.
boating, sailing, swimming, sports, miniature
golt, water skiing, white"water ralting,
waterslide, horseback riding, etc.
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n 150 A.D. Justin Martyr of Rome wrote: 'All who live in
the cities or in the country gather together in one place,
and the memoirs of the apostles or the writings of the proph-
ets are read for as iong as time permits. Then, when the reader
has ceased, the overseer instructs us by word ofmouth, exhort-
ing us to put these good things into practice. Then we all rise
together and prayl'
Justin Martyr was describing what Jude called a "love-feast]'
or a "feast of charityl'where the early followers of Jesus Christ
gathered together to show sensitivity to each other's needs, to
sing the songs of the redeemed, and to make known the good
news of the gospel and the eternal life that it offered.
The spirit of these early meetings carried over into nineteenth-
century rural America in a unique phenomona called the Camp
Meeting. Jess Carr, in his book The Saint in the tVildemess, painrs
a word picture of one such gathering in "a place where he could
almost whisper from the top of one grassy knoll and be assured
that his voice would carry without loss of volume or tone to
the most distant hi l ls.
"The worship shed was simply a huge wood-shingled roof
supported by vertical log posts. The openness was welcome dur-
ing the summer months, and even if the nights turned cool,
the heat of religious fervor was so great that the ventilation was
greatly appreciated. Thick oak slabs with pole backs provided
seating, and sawdust, or straw, lined the aisles.
"The families came from many miles around. The men
prepared bedrolls while the women hung sheets as partitions for
drcssing areas. Other family members would be unpacking
wagonloads of ant-proof locker boxes of meats and vegetables,
which would feed all of their family and twice as many more.
The packing would not havc been so hurried that the family's
dog-eared Bible was forgotten, nor would they neglect the camp
custom of greeting other participants with short Bible verses,
long ago committed to memory.
"The bugle was blown by the camp bugler precisely at 6 a.m.,
which meant that all arise, wash, have breakfast, tidy up, and
f there was time left over, study the Bible diligently. The bugle
nded again at 9 a.m. for the beginning of prayer service in
Barry J. Holohan is staff euangelist with
Vord of Life, Schroon Lake, I'Jew York. He is
(tuthor of The Parrot's Perch.
all tents and cabins. Again it was
worship service of the day. Twice
at the 3 p.'m. service and again at 7
"Music drifted out upon rhe hi
a second chorus, an echo that was
to sing!"
Vhile Christians in rural A
Meetings, urban Americans met in
the outpouring of rhe power of God.
Northfield Bible Conference in
Lake in Indiana were two of the most
started by the immortal Dwight L.
birth. Opened in 1886, it was a satellite to
and the Mount Hermon School for Bovs.
well launched Sol Dickey began the Winonri
on the shores of a lonely lake lying in the
farmland.
Moody, Alexander, Chapman, Dickey,
through the discords of life they heard the
built sreat tabernacles and conference centers t
by which tens of thousands of boys and girls
the formative span from youth to maturity . . . br
ried untold multitudes to eternal iov.
Today, while Northfield srands empty, famil
physical and spiritual refreshment at Winona Lake. In
Wyrtzen laid the groundwork for a Bible Conference
Schroon Lake, New York. The youth camp has
Ranch for children, a Ranger Camp for junior high
children, an Island for senior high school and college and
teenagers and young adults, a rrailer park for campers,
luxurious inn and conference cenrer.
The "worship shed" is air-conditioned, the seats are
no more bedrolls and sheeted partitions. The rooms are
tized. The basins are gone; there are whirlpool baths in
place. The temperature of the indoor swimming pool is con- '
trolled, the tennis courts carefirlly tended, the gardens and laWdSr
manicured. t...,i red. ,1.,..t
Through the centuries, the meeting places may have
changed, but the message remains constant. God is worshiped
and Christ is preached, and the message captures individual men
and women to remind them of the New Jerusalem . . . the City
of God, eternal in the heavens.
All across the nation Christian camps are offering similar
environments, where beiievers can enjoy the most
veniences while they study God's
and enjoy wonderfi:l
ilEW!
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COMPLETE
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.. .EVER!
New one-volume edition is
bigger and better than ever!
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT
REFERENCE BOOKS NOW IN
ONE VOLUME
For nearly half a century, Vine's Ex-
pository Dictionary of New Testament
Words has been one of the most valu-
able references for serious Bible stu-
dents around the world. Then Unger
and White did for the OId Testament
what Vine did for the New - Nelson's
Expository Dictionary of the Old Testa-
ment.
Now these two indispensable tools
have been combined in the first coz-
plete onevolume expository diction-
ary ever - An Expository Dictionary
of Biblical Words!
WHY STUDENTS ANI'
SCHOLARS ALIKE PREFER IT:
o Readers can study the meaning of
words in their original language,
even with little or no training in
Greek or Hebrew. English words
are listed alphabetically, along with
words from which they are trans-
lated. Nuances of meaning are ex-
plored in depth, and Scripture pas-
sages illustrate how words are used
in different contexts.
. A new Hebrew index, especially pre
pared for this edition, and Vine's
comprehensive Greek index allow
readers to go quickly and easily from
the original language to English.
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THREE VALUABLE BIBLE
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A DICTIONARY:
. Separate Old and New Testament
sections for quick reference.
. English words are listed alpha-
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parts of speech, since some words
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o Scripture passages illustrate word
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o Fully indexed, with separate indexes
for Old and New Testaments.
A COMMENTARY:
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sages.
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your study.
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by one English word, and which
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OF BIBLICAL WORDS:
Puts a wealth of information at your
fingertips in one convenient volume.
Add it to your Bible study library
today!
Hardcover $17.95
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certain pastor had an all-too-
prevalent attitude toward the
pastorate and the ministry. He
thought that since the pastor is "God's
anointed]' he should be allowed to do
essentially whatever he wants in the
church. Parishioners really do not have
a right to question his actions, because
God has put him in the position of pastor.
Consequently, he ran his church as a dic-
tator. Board members were handpicked by
the pastor and were under his thumb.
Church finances were handled entirely by
the pastor and his handpicked treasurer,
and were kept secret from the people and
even from many members of the church
board. Since the pastor perceived the
church as his, whenever things did not
go quite his way, he accused someone or
some group of trying to undermine his
ministry. All of this might have worked
except the pastor also grossly neglected his
pastoral duties. After the church endured
enough of this treatment, the pastor had
to leave. But as he left, he split the
church.
This scenario, common in today's
churches, stems in part from a lack of
awareness of and obedience to the biblical
concepts of a pastor and the ministry.
However, Paul's teachings in response to
the problems at Corinth offer a correc-
tive to these problems.
ln I Corinthians 3 Paul addresses a
major problem in the church at Corinth.
ln the first three verses Paul points to the
spiritual immaturity of the Corinthian
believers, and then he illustrates that im-
maturity by their responses toward those
who had ministered in their midst. Two
rival factions had arisen at Corinth. Some
of the people were Paulites, offering their
allegiance to their church's founder.
Others were Apollosites, foliowers of a
minister who had been most influential
in the growth of the church. Paul at.
tempts to settle the dispute by reminding
the people of the nature of the ministry
and the nature of the office of pastor in
particular.
John S. Feinberg ls
associate professor of
biblical and sy stematic
theologl, Trinity
Evangelical Diuinity
School, Deerfield, lllinois
He lwlds a Ph.D. from tl:r Universitl of
Chicago.
First Paul suggests in verses 5 and 9
that a proper understanding of the office
of the pastor and the work of the ministry
teaches us that ministers are only in-
struments. ln verse 9 Paul teaches that
ministers work with God and He em-
powers them. Verse 5 explicitly states that
the minister is God's instrument-i"!?ho
then is Paul, and who is Apollos, but
ministers by whom ye believed, even as
the I-ord gave to every man?" Paul
classifies himself and Apollos as nothing
more or less than ministers, servants, at-
tendants. Notice, though, that Paul says
it was by them that the Corinthians had
believed. He does not mean that the Cor-
inthians were saved by Apollos or himself.
Rather, he is emphasizing their function
as instruments in the salvation of those
who believed. But, instruments in whose
hands? Certainly, not in their own hands,
but in the [.ord's.
Paul's response is most instructive. He
does not criticize Apollos. Nor does he
tell the people to follow him, because he
is an apostle and Apollos is not. Instead
of asserting himself as a dictator, Paul
reminds the people that Apollos and he
are nothing more than instruments for
God's use. In fact, all pastors are. Whether
they do a poor job or a good one, they
are still instruments. Some are better in-
struments than others because of better
training, deeper spiritual walk with the
Lord, or greater willingness to be used as
an instrument. Nonetheless, all pastors
are instruments.
There are important implications of
this principle. As an instrument, the
pastor must not be the focus of attention
in the church. The One using him must
bel Any church or any pastor who places
the attention and limelight on the pastor,
rather than on the lord who uses him,
is as foolish as a person who walks away
from a concert and praises the violin
while ignoring the violinist!
A second implication of this truth is
that ministers are always dispensable.
Anything that is an instrument can
always be discarded and replaced. Some
are harder to replace than others because
they are finer instruments, but no instru-
ment is indispensable or irreplaceable.
This does not mean that a church should
seek to rcmove a pastor at will. God places
the pastor; let Him remove him. However,
no pastor should ever think he is so im-
portant that if he leaves, the church will
fall apart, nor should he threaten to leave
if he does not get his way. Likewise, no
church should be intimidated by such
threats. No body of believers should
become so attached to its pastor that if
the Lord should lead him somewhere lse,
the people would be ready to close the
doors of the church. Instruments are
replaceable!
Paul's second response to the problem
at Corinth was to remind the people that
ministries are God's. In verse 9 Paul pic-
tures the ministry as a field where God
is working through His laborers, and then
he speaks of the ministry as a building
with God as the master architect and
master builder. Paul says that both the
field and the building belong to God.
Ministers are not to ffeat their churches
as their possessions. They are merely
God's instruments to be caretakers.
But God owns the ministry. In verse
5 Paul says that God gave to each man
his ministry. Obviously, Cod cannot give
what He does not possess. Therefore,
ministries must belong to God. No pulpit
committee, deacon board, congregation,
mission board, or past6r should think
they give the minister his ministry.
Ministries belong to God, and He
sovereignly places ministers where He
wants, when He wants, and for as long
as He wants.
Ministries are God's as well, because
God produces the increase. "l have
planted, Apollos watered; but God gave
the increase" (v.6). The first two verbs in
the Greek text indicate activity at a point
in time, whereas the third verb indicates
continual action beginning in the past.
Paul is saying that he and Apollos came
on the scene at specific times and per-
formed their f.rnctions in the church, but
all along God was working in and
through that ministry to bring increase.
God alone produces such fruit. The
minister and his people can appreciate
that God produced the fruit through him,
but they must never boast that the
minister personally produced the fruit.
Paul's third reminder to the Corin.
thians is that ministers are rewarded
by God. Paul says, "Every man shall
receive his own reward" (v.B). Each
minister has his own ministry, and each
receives his own reward. Though Paul
does not state it explicitly in this passage,
the thought is that the One who gave the
ministry to the servant also gives the
reward. Ministers are ultimately account-
able to Him. As Paul savs in 2 Corin-
thians 5:9-10, ministers are going to give
account to the l-ord some day, and thus,
they should labor to be accepted of Him.
Any minister who tries to please his con-
gregation rather than God is indeed
foolish, especially if he thinks his real
reward is from those whom he serves.
God is the true rewarder. This does not
mean that whatever a congregation does
to show appreciation is unwanted or un-
necessary. Nor does it mean the pastor
should ignore the wishes of his people. It
only means that both the minister and
his flock must recognize who the true
rewarder is. If a pastor truly pleases God,
he should be pleasing to his congregation.
In verse 8 Paul also explains the basis
of rewardl'according to his own labouri'
Ministers will be rewarded for the work
they have done. Those who have labored
faithfully, diligently, and with self-sacrifice
can expect the greater reward. Focus is
placed on the labor done, not on the
qualifications of the laborer, nor on the
results of the labor.
How sad that the view of so many
pastors and churches on this matter is
continlrcd on page 48
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ffa"n't even know how it hap-vf pen dl' said John. "The kiss,
l-t I mean. Bur when it
did . . . \fell, perhaps, you won't believe
this-I was just amazed!-it simply seemed
so good, so right, that I knetl we had to
go on together. Betty felt the same way.
It was what love and marriage are all
aboutl'\7e were discussing, or ratherJohn
was, his pending divorce from Sue, who
had now left town with the children, and
his intention of marrying Betty. Know-
ing my fondness for Sue, John had drawn
me into a deserted corner at the club to
say how sorry he was about her and to
explain. Now he looked at me earnestly
and, with a light punch on the arm of
his chair, he said, "It's the one thing I'd
like you to understand: that it seemed so
good and right. That's when we both
knew we'd have to get the divorce. \fe
belonged together."
I do not recall what I said. I suppose
I said that I quite understood. And in a
way I did, or at least I was beginning to
glimpse something. I was remembering
some almost identical words a few months
before. A former student of mine, Diana,
had come to see me. She had read a book
I'd written about my owrl marriage, and
she was, I think, troubled at what I might
be thinking of her divorcing Paul. He was
% *ew uuo,ilgr, o
fgb h/rr.' t/,p/e€lny, f
Joolt rnt, arr/ rry/rllrfre.
a rather gentle lad who had been quite
shattered by the sudden loss of his wife
and little girl. I heard later that he had
quit his job and joined the navy. "It
wasrlt Paul's faultj'Diana said. "It was just
that it felt so good and right with Roger
that I knew it would be wrong to go on
with Paul when I love Roger. You can tell
when something is right."
That feelingof goodness and rightness:
both Diana, Paul's wife, and John at the
club had invoked it, and because of it
they believed themselves justified in
breaking up the marriages to which they
had vowed to be faithful. On the other
hand, John's wife, Sue, and Diana's hus.
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band, Paul, both ofwhom perhaps had
trusted their mates'promises, almost cer-
tainly felt no goodness and rightness at
all in what had happened, though of
course they were not in a position to
judge their spouses'feelings. Yet Diana at
my house and John at the club had both
urged that goodness and rightness with
evident sincerity. And they were decent
people, not at all the sort who under-
stand only farmyard relations. They
wanted me to understand that thev
%,"* b, nvt "t// b0"
/tzt" /utt "fin ao /rb. "
would not have done it-broken their
vows and brought pain to their spouses
and children-if something (they did not
ask what) were not telling them it was
meet and right so to do. They were, in
fact, invoking a higher law: the feeling of
goodness and rightness. A feeling so
powerful that it swept away-swept away
in an instant, according to John-
whatever guilt they would otherwise have
felt at being commitment breakers and
whatever uneasiness they felt about the
children. And it was something they did
not expect-a feeling that surprised them.
A feeling so powerful and unexpected
deserves examination.
Divorce, to speak moderately, is not
uncommon in l7estern society, even
among Christians. But how should it be
otherwise in a society dedicated, not to
duty or reason or God but, increasingly,
to pleasure and above all to sexual
pleasure? A spouse's falling in love with
somebody else is, to be sure, not the
only cause of divorce, but it is certainly
one ofthe great causes, and has been all
through history. The marital vows, even
when they are not regarded as a mean-
ingless form of words, are taken lightly,
not because of an intention of breaking
them but because lovers are so sure they
will never wish to break them. So
unhesitatingly they speak the strong
words of their promiseJ'forsaking all
others . . . till death do us part. . . '.!-and
they know in their hearts that ofcourse
it will be so. Nevertheless, unconsciously
there is a reservation. If thev could con-
ceive that love might die, their reserva.
tion rnight be expressed as "till failing love
do us part." But the vow is not "till love
dies" but "till we diel'That is the promise.
Indeed, what the lovers are saying is: 'As
long as I feel toward you what I now feel,
this high and holy thing, which of course
I always shall feel, I will keep this vowl'
Yet John had ceased to feel that "high
and holy thing" for Sue, Diana for Paul,
and each had come to feel it for another.
That is, it was not a person qr4 person
they had been in love with but a person
as an evoker of a feeling, a thrill. Their
true vows had been to the feeling.
Presumably they did not think of it so,
but they had, in effect, merely tansfened
their vows to others. And why not, if
vows are but feelings?
At all events, as I reflected upon the
identical words they both had spoken, I
began to think that I was onto some.
thing-something I straightaway dubbed
"The Sanction of Erosl' Jb sanction
something is to make it sacred; it is, as
it were, a sacred approval, a divine okay.
And John and Diana, in speaking of the
goodness and rightness, were clearly not
referring to any thoughtful and con-
sidered judgment of good and bad, right
and wrong; they were appealing to
something higher than judgment, higher
even than their own desires. But, equally
clearly, the sacred approval they felt could
not possibly have come from the Father
of Jesus Christ whose disapproval of
divorce is explicit. Eros, the ancient pagan
god of lovers, conferred this sanction
upon the worshipers at his altar. It is a
false sanction that deceives his votaries
%"rl*f/,p,b"
lrodnr?n, swln/ b{r" to l,o
into calling the bad good and the wrong
right. Inloveness may indeed be an inno-
cent and lovely gift to those heart-fiee, but
it is not innocent-it is, in fact, sin-when
it leads to betrayal of spouse or friend or
child. The pronouncement of Eros that
continucd on page 39
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& Film l-ibrary
910 Hilton Road
Fcrndale , MI48220
313 I398-41 44 (Mctro Dctroit)
1-800/482-14r0 (MD
l-800/52 I -0329(Nationwidc)
MINNESOTA
Gospel Thru Films
701 l)ccatur, Suitc I l0
Minneapolis, MN 55427
6t2t545-5344
l-800/752-4249 (MN)
l -800/328-48 I 5 (Nationwidc)
MISSOURI
Christian Films Interstate
P.O. Box 8654
St. huis, MO 63126
3 l41843-631 I
l-800/392-3067 (MO)
I -800/325-9509 (|.lationwide)
NORTHCAROLINA
Baptist Film Center
324-B Edwardia Dr.
Grccnsboro, NC 27419
9t9/29+6009
l-800/334-4080 (Nationwidc)
OHIO
Augsburg Publishing House
57 E. Main St.
Columbus, OH 43215
614t22t-7411
r-8001282-27r4 (OH)
I -800/848-2738 (Nationwidc)
OKLAHOMA
Gospel Outreach Films
1615 S. Denver
Tulsa, OK 74119
9t81582-6203
l-800/722-3540 (OK)
I -800/33 I -3872 Q'Jationwidc)
OREGON
Christian Supply
10209 S.E. Division
Ponland, OR97266
503t2564520
1-800/452-6994 (OR)
I -800/547-5890 (Nationwidc)
PENNSYLVANIA
Century Gospel Films
Route ll3, East
Soudenon, PA 189&
2t5t723-5522
r-800/492-2036 (PA)
l -8OO | 52347 48 (Nationwide)
Sacred Film Library
P.O. Box 1269
Wcstchcstcr, PA 19380
2r 5/359- 1 500
l-800/s72-r435 (PA)
I -800/345-8 I06 (Nationwidc)
Christian Cinema, Inc.
108 Butler Pikc
Amblcr, PA 19002
215t628-4630
r-800/492-2003 (PA)
I -800/523-6648 (Nationwidc)
TENNESSEE
Baptist Film Center
3359 Winbrook
Mcmphis,  TN 381l6
90t 1345-t925
Chapel Film Service
2810 Azalca Placc
Nashvillc, TN 37204
6t51292-4422
TEXAS
T.E.A. FilmLibrary
4006 Livc Oak St.
Dallas, TX 75204
2t4t82t-9535
l-800/442-r637 (TX)
Baptist Film Center
2620 Avcnuc E. East
Arlington, TX 7601I
8t7 t26t-3721
Christian Films
1906 Wcst l8th St.
Houston, TX 770011
7t31862-6396
Earl Miller Productions
2409 Richcrcck l{oatl
Austin, TX 78757
5t2t458-4343
I -800/53 I-524 I (Nationwidc)
Christian Films & Video
1726 B 19th Sr.
Lubbock, TX 7940 I
806t744-4460
\rIRGINIA
Ambassador Films
2220 Commcrcc Park
Virginia Bcach, VA 23454
804t463-3920
l -800 I 8284232 (Outsidc VA)
I-800/552-69,14 (VA)
WASHINGTON
Christian Audio
Visual Supply
I 209-B South Ccntral
Kcnt, WA 98032
2061854-1016
l-800/562-0928 (WA)
CANADA
Niagara Church Films
3807 Bertic Road
Stevensville
Ontario, Canada LOS lS0
416t382-3t31
Canadian Bible Society
10310 l24th St .
Edmonton
Alberta, Canada T5N lR2
4031482-6475
Hull PublishingCo.
300 W. Edmonton St.
Winnipeg
MB, Canada R3B 2L2
204t947-t365
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this love is so good and so right that all
betrayals are justified is simply a lie, as is
his specious promise that this new love
will go on forever. lndeed, Eros may de-
scend upon John or Diana yet again, with
the same pronouncement and the same
promise. And they will again believe it:
"This time it's for keeps." About this
"serial polygamy" so characteristic of our
age, C.S. Lewis in The Four Loves says:
ff)he grim joke is that this Eros
whose voice seems to speak from
the eternal realm is not himself
even perrnanent. . . . The
world rings with complaints of his
fickleness. Vhat is baffling is the
combination of this fickleness with
his prctestations of permanency. 'Ib
be in love is both to intend and to
Fomise lifelong fidelitv. love makes
vows uDaskd; cant be deterred from
making them. . ..
Diana's vows to Paul, John's to Sue,
had undoubtedly been utterly sincere. I
remember Paul and Diana when their
faces had been alight with love, and they
could not take their eyes off each other.
They had meant "forsaking all others" and
"till death do us partl'What, then' had
gone wrong? \ilhat brought them, all the
loveliness broken, to the divorce courts?
There were two things they did not
know and one deep misunderstanding.
Three matters that no one had ever
taught them.
,r2
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The misunderstanding was of what
vows are. They thought the vows perhaps
an exprcssion of their feelings: a confident
prediction, as it were, of what they would
feel-this high and holy ecstasy-forever.
So of cor.rrse "till death do us part'l-
nothing else could possibly part us. Of
corcrse "forsaking all otherslhave we not
found, each in the other, incomparable
perfecdon? They were utterly sincere.
They believed their prediction. As Lewis
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said, "Love makes vows unasked: can't be
deterred from making theml'But it is the
promise of Eros of eternal inloveness that
makes the vows no more than a predic-
tion. They do not understand that the
vows are their promise-to God as well as
each other-for the times when they are
not Geling the ecstasy of inloveness. No
vows are necessary for those in love:
nothing can separate them by force. The
vows are a gift from one to the other: not
a protestation of love. That is what they
do not understand. Here and now they
are saying, each to the other: "This is my
promise. This you can trust. This you can
lean on in the bad times as long as life
shall last: whatever lmay feel at any given
moment, I will be faithful. Never fear. You
have my word."
The shattering loveliness of being in
love will not-cannot-despite the radiant
promises of the deceiving god, go on at
every moment forever: this is one of the
things they did not know. Some ministers
do warn of this, but the lovers, hugging
their secret assurance, often will not
believe. They expect "the high mood that
makes the rest seem pale" to go on forever:
"the thing which lovers-with such wor-
ship wooe." But inloveness, though it is
lilce heaven in that it is truly loving
another as onesel( is not heaven. Heaven
is not won so easily. Inloveness is only a
foretaste of bliss, and we cannot live per-
manently in those bright highlands yet.
'We 
are human (that is, fallen), and we
cannot yet bear, it seems, to look at even
one person-let alone everyone-with
such intensity of love permanently. Self
(what I want) rcass€rts itself. The beloved,
shockingly, is perceived to have faults, and
lover snaps at lover. This may, the first
time, seem like the end of the world, but
it is not. \ilith wisdom (a little) and char-
ity (a lot), love deepens and becomes
whole, including the humanness and
faults. It is charity (agape) that sustairu
love: inloveness cannot do it alone. But
if inloveness is, so to speak, taken up
into chariry then-only then-inloveness
returns as a frequent sudden joy through
all the years. This is what had not hap-
Sheldon Vanauken
is autlwr o/Gateway to
Heaven and A Severe
Mercy.
pened with John and Sue, Diana and
Paul. The deep charity-wanting nothing
so much as the good of the other-had
not redeemed their loves. Perhaps it was
beginning to-John spoke tenderly of
Sue-but thev did not know that in-
loveness must sometimes sleep with the
daffodils under the snow.
And far worse, they were not prepared
(almost no one ever is) for the amazing
Sanction of Eros. Vhen the voice of the
god, Iike a high, clear bugle, pronounced
their new loves, not ordinary infidelity
but extraordinarily uniquely, right and
good, they were bewildered and awed, but
eyes, and then bewilderingly, not to be
resisted, came the Sanction of Eros-this
love, unlike all others, is good and right
and forever-and they were undone.
\Ue all know that countless marriages
are wrecked by one of the spouses falling
in love with what used to be called the
Other Woman or her male counterpart.
And, since art follows life, modern novels
and films are full of triangles and
betrayals. But let us notice how often the
storyteller sets it up so that the betrayed
spouse more or less deserves it as being
unkind, unloving, or a bit of a bore.
Scarlet letters are no longer in fashion'
"%,n"**
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accepting. Whatever it might appear to
the world, they knew that these loves were
different, sacred. They did not dream that
erJery other louer lws the some assurance.
The deception of Eros that comes as a
sacred sanction to this particular love lifts
it out of the rut of ordinary betrayals.
Perhaps John had intended to be faithful
to Sue and Diana to Paul. No doubt
Diana had more than once rejected the
advances of frisky males at parties and
John ignored, with a thought of Sue,
many a bright-eyed flirtatious glance.
They were perhaps confident in their
strength to resist temptation. Too confi-
dent as it turned out. One moment they
were merely playing, a little more gaily
than usual, because they really like the
playmate. Perhaps at one point little alarm
bells sounded; I am convinced there is
always an instant, fleeting it may be,
when they know they are playing with fire
and sense they should draw back. But
confident in their strength, they ignored
the warning; and then, suddenly, Eros
had overshadowed them. They looked at
each other with shocked and adoring
Our sympathies are with the lovers, not
with the betrayed spouse. And never-
never once in any novel or film I can
think of-does the betraying spouse
seriously think of the meaning of broken
promises. Both duty and the given word
are, like honor, merely wretched remnants
of the Middle Ages. The Spirit of the Age
proclaims sexual love to be the greatest
good. ln books and films we share the
happiness of happy lovers: love itself is
lovable. The lovers may experience
difficulties-uncooperative spouses and
superiors-so that we share their anguish;
but the lovers must never face up to the
real meaning of betrayal of their vows, for
that would mar their happy love. A few
years ago a married Episcopal clergyman
fell in love with the wife of the Senior
\7arden. After dlvorces and remarriage
the happy couple departed, not for
darkest Africa in disgrace but for Jbxas
and a bigger church for him. No one
minded-except perhaps the berayed
spouses. The Spirit of the Age-not the
continucd on page 48
FUNDAMENTAIIST JOURNAI
by Louis Gifford Parkhurst, lr.
harles Grandison Finney is extolled worldwide as'bne
of the most conspicuous figures in the world's religious
lifej' as "the greatest preacher and theologian of the
nineteenth centuryj' and as "the greatest evangelist and
theologian since the days of the apostlesl' His Autobiograplry
(1876) and Lectures on Reviuals of Religion (1835) are still widely
read. These two religious classics are textbooks on revival and
have been an authority and inspiration for every succeeding
generation of evangelists and revivalists. Jonathan Goforth at-
tributes the great revival in China (1906) to his application of
the principles he found in these books. Of the latter book some-
one has written, "Had no other wonds of the great preacher come
down to us, these are sufficient to render his name preciousl'
Prayer was a vital part of Finney's life and work. He confessed
that he could do nothing if he lost the spirit of prayer. Once
he advised a young preaching student:
I am convinced that nothing in the whole Christian
relgion is so difficult, and so rarely attained, as a praying
heart. \Tithout this you are as weak as weakness itself. If
you lose your spirit of prayer, you will do nothing, or next
to nothing, though you had the intellectual endowment
of an angel. lf you lose your spirituality, you had better
stop and break off in the midst of your preparations, and
repent and turn to God, or go about some other employ-
ment, for I cannot contemplate a more loathsome and
abominable object than an earthly-minded minister. The
blessed lord deliver and preserve His dear church from
the guidance and influence of men who know not what
it is to pray.
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inney immersed himself in
prayer and the Word of God,
L making his sermons Holy Spirit
anointed and sharper than a two-edged
swond. Pointed and direct, he preached for
a verdict! fiained in law, he used brilliant
logic, converting the professional classes
and even the most skeptical. One of his
successors at the Broadway Gbernacle
said, "His preaching searches the con-
science, convinces the judgment, and stirs
the wil l either to assent or to
rebellion. . . . [His sermons were] cast in
the vigorous mould of a mind kindled by
prayer, til [they] came forth glowing with
the fire of the Holy Ghost."
An enthusiastic editor of Finney's
Systenratic Tfuology ([ondon: 1851) wote
in his Preface: "The Editor fiankly con-
fesses, that when a student he would
gladly have bartered half the books in his
library to have gained a single perusal of
these lcctures; and he cannot refain ftom
expressing the beliei that no young stu-
dent of theology will ever regret the pur-
chase or perusal of Mr. Finney's Lecturesl'
Charles Finney's works continue to make
a lasting impact.
Born on August 29,1792, in \Uarren,
Connecticut, Finney was the son of a
Revolutionary'!ilar veteran. He had little
exposure to religion while growing up.
Primarily a self-educated man, he taught
school until he went to study law as an
apprentice with Benjamin \ilright in
Adams, New York, in 1818. Recognizing
his acute intellectual abilities, someone
had advised that he could complete his
study for the bar exam in less time than
it would have taken to go to Yale. In on-
ly half the time formal schooling would
have taken, Finney passed his exam and
was admitted to the bar in 1820. He loved
hunting, playing the cellq singing, and
directing the church choir in Adams,
even though he had not yet acknowl-
edged Jesus Christ as his lord and
Saviour.
Since his law books continually re-
ferred to the Bible for precedence, he
Louis Gifford
Parkhurst, Jr., of
Rochester, Minnesota,
Iws compiled and edited
six uolwnes of Finney's
works, including
Principles of Prayer and Answers
to Prayer.
bought his first Bible only for reference
purposes. Deep study of the Bible and the
law convinced him that the Bible was tru-
ly God's Word to man. He recognized the
necessity of choosing between a worldly
life and Jesus Christ. On October 10,
1821, he chose Christ. Following his con-
version he raced home to convert his
parents, crying "Father, you are an old
man; all your children are grown up and
have left home; and I have never heard
a prayer in my father's housel'The theme
for the rest of his life came from a new
resolve. He told a deacon seeking his ser-
vices in a lawsuit: "I have a retainer from
the lord Jesus Christ to plead His cause,
and I cannot plead yoursl' He spoke so
earnestly the deacon left his office, was
converted, and then settled his lawsuit
out of court.
Finney's theology grew from Bible
study and prayer. Because he felt called
to preach, but refused to attend Princeton
Theological Seminary due to his belief
that it hid the gospel under a false
philosophy, the presbytery reluctantly
placed him under the tutelage of his
pastor, George W. Gale. Gale, a Princeton
H, used brilliant
logtc, converting the
professi onol classes
and even the most
skepticol.
graduate, carried on heavy theological
debates with Finney, with the results that
Gale later adopted Finney's views.
Charles Finney was licensed to preach
by the Presbytery of St. Lawrence on
December 30, 1823. He was ordained an
evangelist in July 1824 and then commis-
sioned by the Female Missionary Society
of the \Testern District of New York, as
a home missionary. He married Lydia
Andrews in 1824 and left almost im-
mediately for a preaching engagement.
Revival broke out and his preaching was
so in demand that he did not see his wife
again for six months. Lydia died in 1847,
after she had recorded in a daily diary
Finney's own close brush with death. He
then married a widow, Elizabeth F.
Atkinson, who was a marvelous help in
his revivals in England. She died in 1863.
His third marriage was to Rebecca Rayl
who lived until 1907.
His Autobiograplrl is filled with ex-
traordinary accounts of revivals and the
principles he used in their promotion. He
writes that a revival broke out in a mill
after he had spoken quietly and person-
ally to one of its employees during a tour.
The startled mill owner immediately com-
manded, "Stop the mill, and let the peo-
ple attend to religion; for it is more im-
portant that our souls should be saved
than that this factorv runl'
mean to
he famous preacher, Lyman
Beecher (1775-1863) opposed
Finney at first, telling him, "You
come into Connecticut, and
cany a streak of fire to Boston. But if you
attempt it, as the lord liveth, I'll meet you
at the state line, and call out the artillery-
men, and fight every inch of the way to
Boston, and I'll fight you thereS' Later, he
invited Finney to Boston and worked
closely with him. Comparing Finney to
Asahel Nettleton (1783-1844) he said,
"Nettleton 'sets snares' for sinners, but
Finney rode them down with a cavalry
chargel'
One of Finney's most famous revivals
was held in Rochester, New York, in 1830.
Beecher reported, "That was the greatest
work of God, and the greatest revival of
religion, that the world has ever seen, in
so short a time. One hundred thousand
were reported as having connected
themselves with churches as the result of
that great revival. This is unparalleled in
the history of the church, and of the prog-
ress of religionl' Finney first used the
Anxious Seat, the lnquirer's Bench, or
the Mourner's Bench (placed at the front
of the gathering for anxious inquirers
about the state of their souls following the
sermon) in large measure in Rochester. A
variation of this measure characterizes
most other evangelistic crusades today.
Finney believed that pride was a bar-
rier to conversioru and that sinners needed
to come out publicly for Christ, just as
they had sinned publicly. They were to
come forward under conviction of sin,
where they could be given further instmc-
tion on the bench. After fervent prayer,
many rcported a personal experience with
Jesus Christ based upon the objective
truth of the Bible. In manv cases. restitu-
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tion transformed whole comniunities, as
everyone began to make things right with
their neighbors.
Preferring a settled pastorate, Finney
was installed as pastor of the Chatham
Street Chapel in New York City, on
October 5, 1833. In 1835, he became pro-
fessor of theology at the newly founded
Oberlin College in Oberlin, Ohio. He
divided his time between the college and
New York City, accepting the pastorate
of the Broadway Thbernacle on March 2,
1836, a church he designed and built to
seat 2,500 people within 80 feet of the
preacher. Following his withdrawal from
the Presbyterian Church, he became
pastor of the Oberlin Congregational
Church on April 6, 1837, and remained
there for 35 years.
Charles Finney was called to be presi-
dent of Oberlin College from 1851-1866.
lnterest in promoting revivals wErs o great
and respect for Finney so high that in his
first year as president the enrollment
jumped from 571 to 1,070.
Finney's sermons and lectures at
Oberlin College were often printed in The
Oberlin Euangelist from 1839-1862. His
first book of theological lectures is still in
print under the title Tfu Heart of Truth
(1840). His controversial Lectures on
$stematic Theology was made more so
because he was never able to complete it.
Volume I is still in the first draft
manuscript form and shows Finney's deep
study of the non-Christian as well as
Christian thinkers of his day. Volume II
(1846) and Volume III (1847) contain Fin-
ney's distinctive ideas and were revised in-
to a one-volume edition of over 900 pages
in 1851. The book's second abridgement
is still in print as Finney's Systenradc
Tlleologl (1976). Volume IV would most
probably have been a pastoral theology.
ike many of the great reformers
before him, Finney preached
and published more serrnons on
the Book of Romans than on any other.
These sermons have been compiled in
Principles of Victory (1981) and Principles
of Liberty (1983). His ideas on Christian
Perfection or Holiness are found in a
series of sermons in Principles of Holiness
(1984).
\Torldwide recognition of his revival
labors led to two tours of England. He
spent nine months preaching in George
\Thitefield's Gbernacle in Moorfields,
london during his 1849-50 tour. \iilhen
he was 68 years old, he brought the
"Great Prayer Meeting Revival" from
America to England (1859-60). During
this second tour, one newspaper recog-
nized Finney's love for children: "fiwo lit-
tle boys, last evening, were among the
lingering inquirers; and, after manifesta-
tion of deep emotion, yielded themselves
to Christ. Those two lads will never forget
til their dying day the prayer which the
venerable man of God, in simple,
touching, melting words, offered on their
behalf. as he knelt at their side and com-
mended them to the care of Jesus."
Finney died of a heart attack on
August 16, 1875, but before he died he
left America this ominous warning: "I do
not believe that this government could
exist in its present form 50 years without
revivalsl' Because revivals arc still fervently
sought, and his principles so widely used,
Finney is justly acclaimed the "Father of
Modern Revivalisml' !
Bibliography available upon request.
Counterpoint
Continued from page 20
Wanda's conclusion was to commit herself to not remarry,
but to use her time and energy to serye the [ond. To avoid temp-
tation, she determined not to date, and to ftnd fulfillment in
the lord Himself and in Christian fellowship. God's will for her
was to devote herself to warning other young people against
rebellion, drugs, and disobedence. For this she was eminently
qualified. Today \fanda is doing just that. Now older and wiser
herself, she is taking the principles taught in God's Word and
instilling them in the minds and hearts of young girls.
What Is God's Best?
As if the incidence of first-marriage divorces is not high
enough, the percentage of second-marriage divorces is increas-
ing as well. Counselors persist in advising people to remarry after
a divorce, as if this were the expected thing. But is it? Scripture
makes it clear that the world with its desires will pass away, but
that "he that doeth the will of God abideth for ever" (l John
2:15-17). God has a better plan for our lives-'lDo My willl'
The only real reason for two Christians to marry is because
it is God's plan for them. That they want a family, that they
love each other, and that they share a lot of common goals-
these are peripheral to the real issue: "What does God want?"
But when a couple is challenged with God's best after a divorce
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has occurred, the fur flies. "I suppose you are going to tell me
I cannot remarry!" is the typical response.
Christ made clear that divorce was not in God's original plan
(Matt. l9:8), and anyone who marries a divorced person com-
mits adultery Matt. 19:9, Mark 10:11, llke 16:18, Matt. 5:32).
Is it not clear that it is not God's best for you to divorce?
If you dq however, suffer such a misfornrne, is it not equally
clear that you only aggravate an already bad situation when you
persist in seeking remarriage to a different partner? A commit-
ment to serve God as a "eunuch for the kingdom of heaven's
sake" is a privilege that should be cherished as a high calling
of God in Christ Jesus.
If you are a divorced p€rson, you are special. You have
suffered-it hurts to lose. Maybe you contributed to the demise
of your marriage; perhaps you were the innocent victim of cir-
cumstances beyond your control. Is this the end of the line? No!
God works with the failures of the past. Even though there
may be certain restraints and limitations He places upon us, He
picks up the broken pieces of our lives and lets us make a new
beginning. With the psalmist we can then testifu:
Before I was afflicted I went astrayl
But now have I kept thy word @s. 119:67).
It is good for me that I have been afflicted;
That I might learn thy statutes (Ps. 119:71).
Adapted by permission ftom Meanr ro Lor, Sreel and Ryrie. Published by Victor Books @ 1983,
SP Publ icat ions, lnc.,  Vheaton, l l l inois.
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THUNDTP INTHE PULPIT
The hoil slwll sweep away the
refuge of lies, and, tlle waters
slwll ouerflow tlw hiding place
(Isa. 28:17).
,t refuge is a place of
f-l prctection and secur-
A Lity against danger.
In a hiding place an individual
secures himself against danger.
The figure used in the text is
a hailstorm, a sweeping hail.
storm that carries all before it.
even the places of refuge into
which people have run for
shelter from its desolating
power.
These words were addressed
by the prophet Isaiah to those
who were professors of
Reftrges of Lies
by Chnrles G. Finney
Preached on Sunday morning, December 15, 1850, at the
T abemacle, Moorfiel.d,s, London.
T
It ir not selfishness for a mnn to
haue a proper rcgard for his own
salaation; but it is for him to
regard his own salqtation only, ond
core not for the salvation
of his neighbor,
True religion is presented
to us as disinterested benev-
olence.  By d is interested
benevolence I do not mean a
want of interest in the great
subject of salvation itself; but
I mean that we should be
religious not from any selfish
motives or reasons, but that
we should love God for what
God is, and that we should
love our neighbors as we love
ourselves. We should have
supreme devotion to God.
Where there is true religion it
will manifest itself in prayer,
praise, and obedience. It will
manifest itself with respect to
God in efforts to glorifu Him
and an earnest desire to secure
religion. They thought they were sure of their salvation. They
regarded themselves as being justified and accepted in so high
a sense, that they were ready to say, "We have made a cove.
nant with death, and with hell are we at agreement; when the
overflowing scourge shall pass through, it shall not come unto
us: for we have made lies our refuge, and under falsehood have
we hid ourselves: Therefore thus saith the Lord God, Behold,
I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone, a precious
corner stone, a sure foundation: he that believeth shall not make
haste. Judgment also will I lay to the line, and righteousness
to the plummet: and the hail shall sweep away the refuge of
Iies, and the waters shall overflow the hiding place" (Isa.
28:15-17). My object this morning is to point out some of those
refuges to which men betake themselves in our day, and shew
that they are really refuges of lies.
The first false refuge in which many indulge is a selfish
religion. The longer I live and the more acquaintance I have
with professing Christians, the more am I afflicted with the con-
viction that multitudes are perfectly mistaken with regard to
the nature of religion. With great multitudes it is only a form
of selfishness. Let me say, selfishness in any form is in exact op-
position to religion. It makes no difference as to the type which
selffshness puts on.
Does a man make his own interest the object of pursuit? If so,
zuch conduct is the ocact oppcite of that benevolence which Christ
manifested, when he laid Himself out for the good of mankind and
th. glo.y of God. He lived not to please Himself, but to please God.
And the apostle says, "Look not every man on his own things,
but every man on the things of others" (Phil. 2:4).
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the love, confidence, and obedience of all men.
With respect to man, true religion will manifest itself in
simplicity of character, in seeking the good of all men, in car-
ing for them as we care for ourselves, in caring for their interests
as we care for our own interests, in caring for their salvation
as we care for our own salvation, rejoicing in their prosperiry
as we would in our own, and in sympathizing with their afflic-
tions as if they were our own. This is the natural result of faith
in Christ. All selfishness is sin. It is not selfishness for a man
to have a proper regard for his own salvation; but it is for him
to regard his own salvation only, and care not for the salvation
of his neighbor. Men who make their own salvation a matter
of deep concern, but who after all care little or nothing for the
salvation of others, are deceiving themselves-trusting to a false
refuge.
Where does the Bible allow men to make any separate, selfuh
interest their great object of pursuit? The teaching of Christ is,
"Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself " (Matt. 19: 19), and
Christ Himself acted upon this principle, and the apostles did
so too. Instead of making their own enjoyment, happiness, or
salvation the great end of pursuit, they laid themselves out for
the good of the world. The true way for a man to secure his
own salvation is by caring for the salvation of others.
"'Whosoever will save his life," said Christ, "shall lose it: but
whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find it" (Matt. 16:25).
All religion which terminates upon ourselves or upon our
friends, whom we regard as parts of ourselves, is a religion of
supreme selfishness, and not the religion of the Bible.
Another refuge of lies is religious impulse. By this I mean
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feelings. This delusion consists in appeal'
ing to the feelings instead of to God's law
as developed in the conscience and
reason. Such persons as these think
themselves very religious, because they
feel deeply upon the subject. Take away
their feelings and they have no religion.
I call this a religion of impulse, because
it is not a religion of principle. These peo-
ple become religious in proportion as
their own feelings are excited. Bring them
under exciting means, and they are very
religious. Strongly excite them, and they
will do almost anything. Let the cir-
cumstances subside which excited their
feelings, and you see that they have not
the root of the matter within them.
Now it is remarkable to what an ex-
tent we see the religion of impulse
prevail-they are wonderfully religious
while excitement prevails; but let it be
swept away by neglect of the means of
grace, and they will be very dull, and
know very little about piety. Persons who
are not really religious in their daily
life, will yet make a point of appearing
at the ordinance. Now it is very evident
that such persons have no religion, and
they make an ordinance of religion a
refuge of lies in which they tmst. When
the prominent feature of a person's
religion is attendance upon ordinances,
it is a sure sign that he is not a Christian.
What are ordinances? They are the
means of perpetuating certain truths in
the world. The design of the lord's Sup-
p€r was to perpetuate the remembrance
Rrt ton is notr
fonrr, it is not on
ordinnnce, it is a life.
of the Lord's death. "As often," said the
apostle, "as ye eat this bread, and drink
this cup, ye do shew the Lord's death till
he come" (1 Cor. 11:26). It is symbolic
and commemorative, as is baptism. They
commemorate two great truths, and are
very important as such, but no Christian
makes them his religion. He is not sanc-
tified by baptism and the Lord's Supper,
but by the reality which they represent.
He has got the reality in his own heart-
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he leans on Christ, he feeds on Christ,
he loves to commemorate the ordinances
of Christ. If he is not selfdenying, prayer-
fuI, anxious for the salvation of others,
and making efforts for this end, but mere-
ly cares about ordinances, he is not
religious, but merely superstitious.
A*m who does
not live a religpow hfe
cannot be relisloils on
the tubbath,
Religion is not a form, it is not an or-
dinance, it is a life. True religion must,
from its very nature, show itself in a
man's business as well as in his prayers.
Inasmuch as his business occupies six-
sevenths of his time, the principal place
in which to see his religion, if he has
any, is in the daily walk of life. Some
men are very particular in attending to
what they call their religious duties. They
make a distinction between religious
duties and their duties to their fellowmen.
Now this is a fundamental mistake, for
a man who does not live a religious life
cannot be religious on the Sabbath. If he
is not religious in his business, he can-
not be religious at the communion, and
he has no more business to be there than
the Devil has-not a bit more!
Others have a mere religion of opin-
ion, which is just the opposite of a
religion of impulse. The religion of opin-
ion is another refuge of lies. These men
hold very strongly a set of opinions-right
or wrong they hold on to them. Their
religion is a mere matter of opin-
ion. They make much of their orthodoxy.
They cannot bear to hear a word said
that does not accord with their particular
notions of orthodoxy. Th.y come to
meeting, and they hear a sermon, and
when it chimes in with their views, they
say it is sound doctrine.
Now the question is, Do these doc-
trines affect their hearts? If so, it is well;
but if it is otherwise, then sound doctrine
is only leading them on the shortest road
to hell. They will speculate about doc-
trine, but they make no efforts to pull sin-
ners out ofthe fire, and to build up the
kingdom of Christ.
Another refuge of lies is the religion
of sectarianism. One particular sect sets
itself up and claims to have apostolic suc-
cession, and everybody who is not of it
is out of the church-that church is right,
and every other church is wrong. When
these sectarians speak of "the church,"
they do not mean the congregation of
believers in every community, but their
particular system or form which they call
"the church." In this country, I believe
that most of those who claim the right
of being called the church, do admit that
Dissenters from them may be Christians;
and Dissenters will not deny that there
may be good people in the church which
is established by the law in this land. Sec-
tarianism is not to be tolerated. It is no
part of religion.
For my life I cannot enter with zeal
into any efforts to build up any particular
sect. I do not mean to say that I do not
regard any of the distinctions which
Tt rrc will always be
tntc love to mnn
wherever there is real
loae to God,
prevail as of any importance, because I
do; but I do not regard them of such im-
portance as to merge everything in their
favor. I can respect the gospel and myself
too, and therefore I cannot devote my
time to the building up of a sect. The
salvation of men is tlw great qtcstion! Tlle
saluation of men's souls is dre first concern!
Do not lay too much stress upon sec-
tarian differences. Make your great aim
the good of souls and the glory of God!
Another refuge of lies is having regard
to what is outward, the performance of
certain external actions without love to
God in the heart. With many people,
religion is only a mere outward act; there
is no spiritual life in the heart. This is
ungodliness, in the true sense of the
word.
continueil on page 62
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Marriagg Divorce & Remarriage
by Jay E. Adams
Baker Book House
1980, 99pp.,  $3.50
Meant to Last
by fuul E. Steele and
Charles C. Ryrie
Victor Books, 1983, 155pp., $4.95
Reviewed by Daniel R. Mitchell
Professor of Theological Studies
Libefi Baptist College and Seminary
Lynchburg, Virginia
Threading the passage between
faithful biblical scholarship and genuine
pastoralcare is, like the proverbialcamel
going through the eye of the needle,
often a difficult and frustrating task. The
spate of recent literature on the divorce
epidemic illustrates this point. Scholars
are rightly concerned to interpret Scrip-
ture correctly. But often they give scant
attention to practical life. Pastors are
equafly justified in their deste to apply
Scripture effectively. But frequenfly they
do so at the expense of sound
exegesis.
Today, if a book purports to have a
ready answer to every situation (with
proof-text in hand) you can be fairly cer-
tain it was written by a college professor.
lf it is unduly vague, with an emphasis
on restoration to normalcy, you can bet
it comes from the pen of a battle-weary
pastor or counselor who has seen more
than his share of heartache.
Carf Laney's book, The Avorce
Myth, is a good example of the first of
these. With a wooden literalist
hermeneutic he forgets that the text of
Scripture was made for man, not man
for the text. Many of his exegetical con-
clusions are strained, inflexible and ar-
tificial. He even gives a chart in the back
for the counselor to use, listing all possi-
ble situations, the solutions, and the
4b
Scripture support. He might have done
better to have made this into a Maniage-
O-Gram. to be distributed to church
members for do-it-yourself counseling.
One dial could specify which kind of
husband was involved in which sort of
affair. The other could identify the cor-
responding wife. When they are
matched the answer pops out at the top.
The divorce problem could be virtually
eliminated from our churches!
Jayli.Aclamo
Charles Swindoll's Divorce reflects
the opposite extreme. Here is a deeply
concemed and sensitive pastor who has
agonized over many real life situations
and writes in order to bring hope and
healing "when it all comes tumbling
downl' However, in his hurried effort to
bring comfort, I fear he offers far more
than Scripture delivers. For example, to
legitimize remarriage on the basis of
2 Corinthians 5:17 is an overly simplistiq
not to say reckless, use of Scripture.
(Swindoll says "l take this literally. . . to
the extreme!") He certainly does. But
where does one draw the line here? He
asks "How could any unbeliever
possibly know [God's] will regarding the
choice of a lifetime mate?" As if that
should have anything to do with it.
Beyond this I wonder how many would
be encouraged to work the angles on
this one (i.e. claim to be unsaved until
after the divorce). I have great respect
for Pastor Swindoll. lalso think I under-
stand his desire to alleviate guiltfeelings.
But in the face of a national epidemic
in this area his advice goes down like
a placebo in a cancer ward.
What we need today is not aseptic
exegesis or short-term solutions. We
need to attack the problem at its root.
There are several recent books which,
in my opinion, do this. Two that deserve
special mention are Jay Adams, Mar-
iagq Divorce & Remaniage and Steele
and Ryrie, Meant to last. For the in-
dividual who is attempting to frame a
balanced and biblical approach to this
knotty problem these books should
prove extremely helpful.
Although these two books come to
very different conclusions they are much
alike in their format, their realistic and
constructive approach, and their efforts
to be faithful to Scripture. Steele and
Ryrie present an especially valuable
discussion of what constitutes marriage
and the principles God has established
for securing its permanence. The
chapters entitled "Satan's Strategy'' (i.e.
self-centeredness) and "Happiness
ls. . . " (i.e. contentment in the willof
God) should be required reading for
anyone comtemplating divorce on the
one hand, or remaniage on the other.
Adams's work is important for its
positive thrust, its exegeticaldefense of
the so-called Erasmian vieW its attempt
to apply biblical principles consistently
to all situationg and his clinical exper-
tise and araareness-*Adams has urorked
through problems most of us haven't
even thought about.
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God hates divorce. Untilwe develop
the mind of God on this issue, the prob-
lem willremain. Nothing witnesses more
faithfully than the family to the relation-
ship the believer has with his heavenly
Father. lf judgment must come let it
begin here.
Joseph
by Gene GeE
Regal Books
1983, 1O8pp., $4.95
GeEs sixth biblical personality study
is a very uorthwhile boo( providing the
reader with helpful insights into key
areas of life such as: 1) the resultrs when
parents show favoritisrn; 2) the rehtion-
ship between success and temptation;
3) the importance of firm convictions;
4) how to handle bittemess and pride;
5) how to respond when wronged; 6)
how to accept forgiveness; and 7) the
benefits of weeping and suffering.
_S.R.S.
An Ewrlasting [ove: A Devotional
Study of the Gospel of John
by John G. Mitchell
Multnomah Press
1983, 426pp.,$13.95
A member of the first graduating
class of Dallas Theological Seminary
(19271, the author is the founder of
Multnomah Schoolof the Bible The ma-
jority of commentaries on John's gospel
are analytical and expository. Mitchell's
commentary is distinctive in that, as the
title suggests, it is primarily devotional.
Transcribed from his sermons preached
at Central Bible Church (turtland), it
presents Jesus in various roles He is
Creator, Saviour, Judgq Shepherd,
Advocatq and so forttr-all of which
reveal His deity and express God's
everlasting love for man. The reader is
provided with special insights into the
divine heart and with many practical ap-
plications for daily living.
The fourh gospelshould be studied
with the more conventional exegetical
commentaries But Ercrlasting love,
ttororrghly sound in theology, will supply
he denotftmalaspect often missing from
such critical \^orks As a denotional corn-
mentary, this book is highly recom-
mended for the pastor and for the
layman. -R.S.
It's the Old Double
Stcndard Agcin
ne continues to hear about censorship. One group
shouldn't be allowed to impose its worldview on
another, at least when that group is conservative. It
doesn't work the other way-as in cases involving sex educa-
tion, evolution, and books that contain blasphemies which might
disturb the religious sensibilities of students and their parents.
I thought of this double standard against conservative
religious people when I read a recent story in the Nec, YorkTimes.
The Metropolitan Opera has agreed to withdraw from sale at
its bookstore the libretto of a modernized version of "Rigolettoi'
because ItalianAmerican groups had protested that the book
contained'bffensive and prejudicial" material.
The libretto is a production by the English National Opera
that moves Verdi's Renaissance tale to the Mafia world of New
York's Little ltaly in the 1950s. Naturally there were denials by
everyone involved that this was in any way an act of censorship.
Now I am all for doing away with stereotypes, be they black
stereotypes or Italian stereotypes or Christian or Jewish
stereotypes, and all the rest. \What irks me, though, is that when
the establishment does it, it is supposed to be praised as an act
of sensitivity-not censorship. \7hen the ends of liberals are
achieved it is a worthy act and something to be emulated by
otners.
But let a religious student say that he is offended by being
required to read a text in which the name of God or of Jesus
Christ is blasphemed and that is just too bad. lf he or his parents
protest they are censors or book-burners or enemies of the First
Amendment. If people would like to see some religious history
of America in school textbooks, they too are antipluralistic, and
so forth.
\ilhy is it that the reigning elite doesn't mind if the feelings
and sensibilities of conservative religious Americans are offended
but takes great care with its own constituency to give them just
about anything they want? It's the old double standard again,
one we have come to expect and one that will not change
until some of us who are victims become some of those who
are in charge.
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TiIl Saneone Else
continued fran page 40
Holy Spirit-ceaselessly proclaims sexual
love (or even barnyard sex) to be the
ultimate good; and, therefore, anything
that stands in its way, solemn vows,
duty, loyalty, the words of Our l-ord, is
seen as chains upon the soaring human
spirit.
All thoughtful observers of our so-
ciety see it to be sex-saturated, and Chris-
tians, at least, lament the erosion (or
Erosion) of marriage and the family. But
almost no one-neither clergyman nor
novelist-really understands this deadly
Sanction of Eros: the overwhelming feel-
ing that this particular love, unlike all
others, is right and good and blessed.
Young lovers of course feel it, which is
why parental oppositon to their offspring's
choice is rarely successful. And the mar-
ried man or woman who falls in love with
another feels that same Sanction, in-
variably forgetting that it is exactly what
he once felt for his spouse, invariably feel-
ing that this new love is "the real thing
at lastl' And so, because of the Sanction,
the seeming blessing from on high, he
becomes ruthlessly determined on divorce
and remarriage. The Sanction "proves" to
him that he is right to break his vows.
If my friends John and Sue, or my
former pupil Diana and her Paul, had
been carefully and explicitly warned that
if they ever did fall in love with another
(however unthinkable) they would cer-
tainly feel what would seem a sacred ap-
proval granted to that new love alone,
they would, at least, have been less likely
to be taken in by it. It was clear that the
most amazing thing to them was the
almost miraculous feeling of goodness and
rightness-the Sanction. If they had
known long before it happened that it
was to be expected, that it would not be
unique to them, surely they would have
at least entertained some serious doubts
as to whether the feeling of goodness and
rightness was to be trusted. John's con-
science had troubled him a bit about
"poor Sue]' and perhaps Diana's about
Paul, but the Sanction-the seemingly
divine approval-had overridden con-
science: they kneu., what they were doing
was good and right. But if they had had
serious doubts about that goodness and
rightness, they might have heeded
conscience.
Incredibly, with the evidence plain
before us, the world is not echoing with
warnings about this Sanction, but I have
never heard of anyone who understood
it. "Great is Diana of the Ephesiansl' the
ancients used to say. Today we must say,
"Great is Eros of the Hellenesi' and only b'y
understanding the lie the god proclaims,
in the accents of truth, can the marriages
of people like John and Sue, Diana and
Paul, be saved. Saved through knowledge
of the (false) Sanction of Eros. !
Adapted by permission o( Fidel i4 MagaTine, South Bend, Indiana.
Pastorarc in Perspectiue
continued from page 33
different from God's! Often we act as
though the reward belongs to the one with
the most talent. Paul savs that God rewards
the work done, not the talent of the
laborer. Often we think the rewards
belong to the most successful ministers,
and we measure their success in terms of
attendance, number of souls won, and
size of the offerings. But God gives the
increase, so such "success" or lack of it is
not entirely in the hands of the minister.
God rewards faithfulness and diligence.
Those are His standards for success.
'When 
a church evaluates its pastor, it
should not ask initially what the results
of his ministry are, but how faithfully and
diligently he has labored. lf there is
diligent labor, one can expect fruit but
God rewards the labor. not the fruit.
Likewise, the pastor of a flourishing
ministry should not become overwhelmed
with his own importance in view of the
positive results of his ministry. After all,
God produces the fruit. The minister's
task is simply to work hard and faithfully.
Paul's fourth response to the problem
at Corinth is to stress that God alone
deserves the glory. Obedience to this prin-
ciple would have eliminated the bicker-
4
ing between factions at Corinth. Likewise,
proper adherence to this principle would
lead pastors not to think more highly of
themselves then they ought. What must
be remembered is that appreciation and
reward are one thing. Glory and worship
are another. Ministers deserve the former.
but only God deserves the latter.
Note the humility of Paul in verses 7
and 8 as he makes his point. He had a
distinguished background in Judaism and
then came to know Christ and was an
apostle. His missionary journeys bore
much fruit. If anyone had reason to think
himself great and worthy of praise, it was
Paul. Yet, he calls himself nothing (v.7),
recognizing his proper position before
God and men.
Since God is everything and the
minister is nothing, there are important
implications for treatment of pastors.
First, it obviously makes no Sense to give
glory and devotion to a "nothingl' \Uhat
bigger waste of time could there be than
to spend time worshiping something that
is a nothing? And yet, far too many
churches seem to do that in relation to
their pastor. Unfortunately, the pastor
does not always discourage it. \i7orship
and glory belong only to God. Second,
this does not mean that the pastor is to
be treated with disdain. In comoarison to
God he is nothing, but God's \(/ord says
he is God's instrument. lVe appreciate but
do not worship instruments.
Most of us appreciate our automobiles.
They are effective means of transporta-
tion. But, no one would fall down and
worship a car because of the function it
performs, \Ue appreciate our cars, but we
do not worship them. The same is true
in relation to our ministers. Ministers are
only instruments. They are to be ap-
preciated for the fi.rnction they perform,
but only God is to be worshiped and
praised. He is everything-the owner of
the ministry, the commissioner of
ministers, the user of the minister, the in-
creaser of the ministry, and the rewarder
of the minister. How could anyone but
God deserve the glory?
lf we who minister and those who sit
under our ministries would function by
these basic principles, there would be no
problems with dictatorial pastors, "cults"
surrounding a well-known pastor, or
church splits over the personality of the
pastor. Ministers are to be loved, honored,
respected, appreciated, listened to, and
even ministered to by their people. But,
they are not to be worshiped and not to
set themselves up as the focus of the
ministry. God alone gives the increase.
'Worship Him and Him alone! O
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tlDV 2r _,Th" Son of Godln the Word of God
ears ago, an unknown author
compiled a brief list entitled,
Christ in Euery Biblical Book. I
have reworked and rearranged the
original list, expanding it and adding the
proper scriptural references, along with
many extra title descriptions. I have
chosen to call this revised work, The Son
of God in the tYord of God.
Genesis 3:15 49:lO-Seed of the
'Woman 
and Shiloh.
Exodus 12:3-Passover Lamb.
kviticus 8:7,9-Anointed High Priest.
Numbers 218; 24:17 -Star of Jacob
and Brazen Serpent.
Oeuercnomv f&15; 32:4-Prcdet Lilc
Moses and Great Rock.
Joshua S:l4-Captain of the Lord's
Host.
Judges 2:1-Messenger of Jehovah.
Ruth 2: 1 -Kinsman-Redeemer.
I Samuel 2:10-Great Judge.
2 Samuel 7:12-13-Seed of David.
1 Kings 8:15,26-Lord God of Israel.
2 Kings 19:15-God of the Cherubim.
1 Chronicles 16:35-God of Our
Salvation.
2 Chronicles 20:6-God of Our
Fathers.
Ezra t:Z-Lord of Heaven and Earth.
Nehemiah 1:5-Covenant-keeping
God.
Job L9:25-Risen and Returning
Redeemer.
P s a l m s  2 t 2 , 7  , 1 2 ;  1 6 : 1 0 ;  2 3 : t ;
24:7-LO-Anointed Son, Holy One,
Good Shepherd, and King of Glory.
Proverbs Chapter 8-Visdom of God.
Song of Solomon 5:10,16-Chiefest
Among Ten Thousand and Altogether
Lovely.
lsaiah 7 :14; 9:6; 52:13; 53:3-Virgin-
born lmmanuel; Child and Son;
\7onderful, Counselor, Mighty God,
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Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace;
fughteous Servant; and Man of Sorrows.
Jeremiah 23:6; 33:16-Lord Our
Righteousness.
Lamentat ions 3:22.23,  3L.33-
Faithful and Compassionate Cod.
Daniel 2:34; 3:25; 7:l3-Smiting
Stone, Son of God, and Son of Man.
Hosea 13:9,10, l4-King of the
Resurrection.
loel 2:28.32; 2:l l ; 3:2, 9.17 -Cod of
the Battle and Giver of the Spirit.
Amos 4:13; 7:9-Cod of Hosts and of
the Plumbline.
Obadiah 1:8, l5-Destroyer of the
Proud.
Jonah 2:l0i 3:l; 4:9,1 L-Risen Proph-
et, God of Second Chance, and Long-
suffering One.
M icah  4 :1 .5 ;  52 ;7 :18 ,19 -God  o f
Jacob, the Bethlehemite, and Pardoning
God.
Nahum 1:2,15-Avenging God and
Bringer of Good Tidings.
Habakkuk I :LZ,  13;  2:14;  3:13-
Everlasting Pure, Glorious, and Anointed
One.
Zephaniah 3:15-King of lsrael.
Haggai 2:7-Desire of all Nations.
Zechariah 3r8; 6:L2; 6z13; 9:9;
l2:lO; 14:9-Branch, Builder of Tem-
ple, King of Triumphal Entry, Pierced
One, and King of the Earth.
Malachi 3:16-Lord of Remembrance.
Matthew 2:2; 2? :37 -King of the Jews.
Mark 9:35; lO:43.44-Servant.
Luke 2:40,52; 9:22,56,58; ?2t48-
Perfect Man.
John l:1,5; 2O:28,31-Eternal God.
Acts l:9-Ascended Lord.
Romans 10:4-The Lord Our
Righteousness.
L Corinthians Chapter 15-Our
Resurrection.
2 Corinthians 1:3-God of A11
Comfort.
Galatians 4:4,5-Redeemer from the
Law.
Ephesians lz22;220;  5123;  4:7.8-
Head of the Church and Giver of Gifts.
Phi l ipp ians 1:19;  4:L9;  2:5"8-
Supplier of Every Need and Obedient
Servant.
Colossians t:19; Z:9-Fullness of the
Godhead.
t Thessalonians 4:13,18; 5;2,23-
Coming Christ.
2 Thessalonians 2r8-Consuming
Christ.
L  T i m o t h y  2 : 1 5 ; 3 : 1 6 ;  1 : 1 5 -
Mediator and Saviour of Sinners.
2 Timothy 4:8i 3:16.L7-Righteous
and Rewarding Judge and Author of
Scripture.
Titus 1:3; ZttO,l3; 3:4-Our Great
God and Saviour.
Philemon-Payer of Our Debt.
Hebrews lL i  lA;  2: lO;  3:3;  59;
l2 :2 ;  2 :17;3r I ;  4 : I4 ;  7  25.27;9:24;
12:24; 13r20*Appointed Heir of All
Things, One Better Than the Prophets
and Angels, Captain of Our Salvation,
Merciful and Faithful High Priest, Great
Intercessor, Mediator of New Covenant,
and Great Shepherd of the Sheep.
James 4:6.8; 5rl5 ; 5:7,8-Ever-present
God, Great Physician, and the Coming
One.
1 Peter  l :19;  2:21.24;  5:4;322-
Unblemished Lamb, Great Example,
Chief Shepherd, and Lord of Glory.
2 Peter 1:17-The Beloved Son.
1 Jcrhn l : t ;  2 : t ;  2 :2;  3:8;  4:15;
5:5-Vord of Life, Advocate, Propitia-
tion, and Son of God.
2 John 1:3-Son of the Father.
3 John 1r4,8-The Truth.
Jude 1:l,25-Preserver and Only Wise
God.
Revelation 1:8; 5r5; 5:6; 6:17 ; 19:16;
22t16-Alpha and Omega, Lion of Juda,
Root of David, Slain and Angry Lamb,
King of Kings, Lord of Lords, Bright and
Morning Star.
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Jerry Fclwell cnd the Jerus
Friends or Foes?
Jerry Falwell gives
direct and frank an-
swers to probing ques-
tions about lsrael, Juda-
ism, Jewish-Christian
relations and many
other issues. Some of
his answers on questions concerning moral
issues and church-state relations are ex-
tremely controversial but Falwell is not
afraid of controversy. There is little to fear
in his answers tosuch questions a :
. Are Jews practicing an incomplete
religion?
. Are Jews and lsrael being subjected
to a double standard of moraliU?
. Should Judea nd Samaria bepart of
the State of lsrael?
Falwell answers every relwantquestion
put to him no matter how controversial or
embanassing. He would probably have
prefened that some of them not be asked,
but neler tried to erade any of them.
Send lor your copy today!
Please send me copy(ies) of Jerry Falwell
and the Jews at $12.50 each (add $1.00 per book
for postage and handling.)
N a m e
Send coupon with check or mon€y order to: Old-Time Gospel Hour
Lynchburg, VA 24514
Merrill Simon is a
distinguished leader in
the electronics industry
and a prolific political
writer. An active
Zionist, he spoke in-
cisiwly on the interna-
tional scene as National Folitical Editor of
lsrael oday,
As Vice President - Marketing of Veeco
Instruments and frequent visitor to lsrael,
Simon led the establishment of an elec-
tronics facility in Karmiel, lsrael.
Simon presently serves as a research
associate of the Center for Strategic Studies,
TelAviv University, and as President of the
A&rcaz Hatorah, Torah Institute for Rabbinic
Studies. Jerusalem.
Simon has advanced egrees inelec-
tronic engineering and business.
Whqt other leqdets scft
Without compromise, Jerry Falwell has provided poignant dnswers to Simon's prbing questions which expose, as no other
book I hare ever seen, the actual understandings that preuail within conseruative biblical Christianity.
WA. Criswell, Pastor's Study
Firct Baptist Church, Dallas, Tuas
Current discussions between Jews and evangelical Christians will be tremendously helped by the fothright questions and
answers provided in this book. Here is a work worthy to be read widely by all concerned with religious freedom and Judeo
Christian morality.
John f Walword, President
Dallas Theological Seminary
This book should clear the air and help American Jaus
and Christians to realize that although w? are not in
agreement over the i,lessiah, Jesus Christ, we stiil have much
in common.
Tin laHaye, President
Family Life Seminarc
A4r. Simon is to be thanked for having obtained from
Dr. Falwell the fullest a<pression to date of his views which,
from the percpeaive of lsrael's security, appear to be
dceptionally benrgn.
Rabbi Emanuel Rackman
from the Foravord
Total enclosed $
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duccessful Teachins, Ideas
You CrN'r Usn 0n Toom
FOR TOnIY,S JOn ND Br
N BusnEss TonroRRow
by Elmer L.'Towns
wo generations ago a well-
known minister preached a ser.
mon entitled "You Can't Use
Old Tools for Today's Job and Be in
Business Tomorrow]' advocating the use
of modern methods to reach the lost. He
did not mention the computer, television,
radio, or many other modern tools not
of his time. He used the tools of his
generation to reach his generation. Ifthe
church today is going to prepare for the
nineties, it cannot use the tools of the
seventies. If it does not use uo-to-date
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methods, the church will not have a
ministry in the nineties.
The church is not in business to make
and sell products, to balance its budget,
or to demonstrate efficiency. The sole pur-
pose of the church is to reach, teach, win,
and mature people-to make disciples of
as many lost people as possible (Matt.
28:19-20). As the culrure changes and peo.
ple manifest different needs, the church
must update its techniques to accomplish
this goal. This does not mean we change
eternal ministry principles based on the
Word of God. But it does mean we use
old-fashioned principles in a contem-
porary manner.
One of society's greatest needs is to
reach young adults ages 20-35. The focus
ofthe Sunday school has turned toward
this age group as statistics show that the
growing edge in attendance is in the
young adult classes. This generation,
characterized as antiVietnam and
rebellious, is now finding its way to the
house of God.
These young adults do not live by the
values of past generations. They do not
postpone gratification, nor are they as suc-
cess oriented as their parents. They are
happiness oriented.
Churches must create new classes to
reach, teach, and win these young adults
to Jesus Christ. As they seek relationships
and a viable religious experience, we must
provide Sunday school classes where they
can meet their friends, fellowship together
around the \Uord of Cod, and become
grounded in their faith.
If we are going to reach young adults,
their classes must be more than Bible lec-
tures. The key phrase to characterize the
effective young adult class is "Bible study
with fellowshipl' A recent survey showed
that adults who attend Sundav school
choose a class for the following three
reasons: identity and fellowship, pastoral
care, and instruction. Young adults are
not looking for a Scripture school; ratheE
they want to be with friends, with other
Christians, where they can fellowship
around the Vord of God.
Successfi.rl teachers of young adults
make their classes a priority. Caring for
class members takes time. Gachers can no
longer merely relate Bible content. In ac-
ruality, "teaching is meeting needsl'When
a teacher creates young adult fellowship,
he creates an environment that will sup-
port the weakest member in the body of
Christ.
The following suggestions may help
update your class and improve Sunday
school effectiveness. The class should
have a name, such as the "Young Seekersl'
Elect officers: a president, secretary, vice
c1
president in chalge of outreach, plus
another person to follow up on
absentees-all in addition to the regular
Bible teacher. Have a permanent, iden-
tifiable classroom. The class will develop
espit de corps when it decorates the room
with wallpaper, drapes, and furniture.
Ministry projects such as preaching at a
mission, raising money for missions, col-
lecting clothing, and so forth, will pro-
mote class harmony. Have a coffee time
Sunday morning before services to allow
for fellowship and a receptionist to greet
people and take roll. When young adults
begin to drop out of church, members of
the class should be counted on to phone,
visit, follow up, and restore them to
fellowship. \Uhen a Sunday school class
extends this type of pastoral care to its
members, the true ministry of body life
takes place. "From whom the whole body
fitly joined together. . . maketh increase
of the body unto the edifting of itself in
love" (Eph. 4:16).
Statistics show that approximately 85
percent of the people won to Jesus Christ
in churches are reached by a friend or
relative. Since the majority of visitors to
a young adult class will be brought by
members of the class, organizing this ef.
fort is critical. The majority of people who
visit the class as a result of this "web
evangelism" will be more likely to stay in
the church.
Just because a church has one young
adult class does not mean that it will get
the job done or that the church will grow.
Several new classes may be needed. Con-
sider the following: A young adult class,
a college class, a business and professional
women's class, the young couples'class,
the bride and groom's class, the new
members' class, the leadership training
class, the discipleship class.
Finally, consider some words of cau-
tion concerning the young adult class. In
retooling for the future, past models will
not do. Be careful about trying to organize
young adults by age groups only. Some
persons in their early twenties may en-
joy fellowship with those in their thirties,
and at times even with much older adults.
This is called intergenerational classes.
Like water seeking its own level, let young
adults find a class where their needs are
met and they can make the greatest con-
tribution to the church. Allow young
adults to choose a class according to the
teacher that meets their needs, or the
group of friends they enjoy. At times they
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will choose a class by the elective topics
offered.
Be careful not to put a cap on growth
by trying to limit the size of the class.
Allow a class to become as large as its
ministry. Some young adult classes will
grow to one hundred while others will re-
main with four or five couples. Then
again, do not try to divide Sunday school
classes for growth. Some Sunday school
superintendents split classes on the theory
that two smaller classes will grow. Rather
than splitting classes, add new classes for
growth.
Just as we would not use a 1930
baseball glove to teach a young son to
play ball in the eighties, so we should not
use old techniques in our churches. We
cannot use old tools for today's job and
be in business tomorrow. D
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A DIVISION OF GOOD NEWS PUBLISHERS
WESTCHESTER, ILLINOIS 60153
Committed to excellence in Christian publishing
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'An urgent call to Christian activism which also gives sound and practical
solutions to the pressing issues of the day. Whether you agree 0r disagree, this
book is absolutely essential reading."
John W. Whitehead, author of.The Stealing of America
"Every Christian who takes his faith seriously needs to face up to the issues
raised, in Bqd. Nsws for Mod,em Man. "
Dr. HomerA. Kent, President,Grane S nuinary and,College,
Wirwna Lalu, Indima
"Franlry Schaeffer has uncovered and identified a number of disturbing
trends within evangelical Protestantism. There are enough similarities to
the destructive movements which have plagued Catholicism for the past
20 years that all evangelical Christians hould be alarmed."
James Hitchcock, Professor of History Sf. Louis Uniuersitg
"In this important book, Franlg Schaeffer bravely deals with controversial
weaknesses within the church. Bad Nqwsfor Modern Man will be good news
for everyone ifwe heed Franky's appeal. Those who are tired of an anemic
Christianity will applaud this book."
Nelson Keener, Publisher, The Fundo,mentul/i,st Joumal
Bad llews for Modern Man
by Franky Schaeffer. $7.95
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A freport on the Thomas fload Baptist Church and Belated Minisfies
prison ministry providing spiritual
help and growth oppornrnitic to new
Christians in prisons around the
countrv.
Secretary ofTransportation
Visits LBC
of Senator Robert Dole, gave a
testimony of her salvation and how
the lord has ld her life. She told how
she and her friends ou$t the Lord's
widom in the important decision of
becoming Secretary of Transpo*a.
tion. "l could not imagine taking on
such a task if it were not within His
plan for me, for I knew it would re
quire strength, widom, and courage
far beyond my own."
Her challenging address was
especially inspiring to the young
women, as she emphasized how Ood
could use them in the davs ahead.
"My career in public serviceoffen op
portunities every day to serve
others-to make a positive difference
in their lives."
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National Prison Ministry Headquartered
in Lynchburg
Ed Martin was a member of a
Virginia chain gang in 1940 when
Alfreda, a young woman, presented
the gospel of Christ to him and he
receivd the Lord as his Saviour. That
was the beginning of Ed and Alfreda
Martin's extensive missionary
ministry and the seed thought for a
ministry to men in prison.
After returning from 15 years of
missionary service in Japan in 1965,
the Martins began Hope Aglow
prison ministry in Lynchburg,
Viryinia. Associatd with the Thomas
Road Baptist Church, Hopa Aglow
reaches out to 20 cennalVirginia rea
pdsons throu$ chapel services, devo
tional times, literature distribution,
and so forth. Over the years, the lives
of thousands ofprisoners have been
touched, Additionally, Martin and
his staff have developed a national
equipped to send their children to
college,
Those interestod in applying for
either of these first-year tuition
scholarships should write to the Of-
fice ofthe Prcident, Liberty Baptist
College, Lynchburg, Virginia 24506,
requesting admissions information
and details regarding these scholar"
ship. Dr. Guillermin says, "Any stu.
dent applying to Lihny Bapti* Col-
lege who feels he or she is qualified
for either scholarship should contact
my office immdiately, as I anticipate
we will have the greatest numhr of
applications in the history of our
school for this upcoming fall
semester,"
Speaking to a capacity crowd on
Liberty Mountain, Elizabeth Dole,
Scretary of Transportation, ad-
dressed the special assembly on the
oppor$mty to serve the Lord in
govemmentaloffices. Mrs. Dole, wife
Dr. Jerry Falwell says, "The life ex-
periences of Ed Martin as a chain
gang memba have given him valuable
insight into the rigors of prison life.
This, coupld with his burden for
prisoners around the country, has
motivated Ed and his Hope Aglow
outreach to provide a viable ministry
to hurting pmple-people to whom
most ofus will never have an oppor,
tunity to ministerl'
For information on how to
become involved in the Hope Aglow
ministry and to reach prisoners in
your area, contact Ed Martin, Hope
Aglow Minisnies, P.O. Box 3057,
Lynchburg, Virginia 24503.
Special Tuition Scholarships
Still Available
Lihrtv Baptist College Chancellor
Jerry Falwell and President A. Piene
Guillermin have announced that a
limited number of Chancellor's and
President's Scholarships for the
1984{5 schml year are still available.
The Chancellor's Scholarship s
awarded to class valedictorians and
salutatorians in recognition of
academic e\cellence and ddication to
scholastic discipline. The President's
Scholarship is available to sons and
daughters of full-time Christian
workers such as senior or associate
pastors, evangelists, misionaric, and
Christian school administrators and
teachers in recognition of the many
sacrifices of full-time servants of the
Lord who may not be financially
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From the Gridiron to the
Classroom
The six,foot-ffve-inch, 290-pound
Dave Scott has left the gridiron of
profasional football to enter the
academic world of soteriology,
pa*oral theology, and church history.
After playing offensive tackle for
seven years for the NFL Atlanta
Falcons, Scott enrolled at Liberty
Baptist College at the end ofthe 1983
season.
Scott, along with his wife, Clarice,
and his son, Gabriel, have come to
Liberty to prepare for service for the
Lord. Acccpting Christ as his Saviour
at an early age, Scott has felt Godt
leading in his life for many yean. Pre
fessiond athlaia gave him the oppor"
tunity for witnasing; however, he
wantd indepth Bible training in
order to be better used for the Lord.
For this reason he left behind a
lucrative professional football career
to pursue his training. Despite his
awesome size, Dave Scon is typical of
those who are studying at the B,R.
Lakin Schoolof Religion*allhave a
desire to learn the Vord of God and
to bcome hner servants for the lord
Jesus Christ.
Deaf Ministry Helps Thousands
In l98l the Old-Time Gospel
Hour established the National
Counseling Center for the Deaf,
Under the direction of Sue
Willmington, deaf interpreter on the
weekly Old-Time Gospel Hour
telecast, he TTY network enables
hearingimpaired people from around
the country to receive mergency and
spiritual assistance. Deaf interpreters
stationed at a TTY terminal in the
Old-Time Gospel Hour facility can
handle any call that comes in to the
ministry, The TTY computer inter-
faces with a terminal in the homes of
the hearing impaired, providing the
needed link for communication,
Spiritual counseling is providd by
nained workers and more extensive
counseling is forwarded to the
Thomas Road Baptist Church's
Hands of Liberty Deaf Department
where qualfid counselors anange for
appropriate written material to be
sent to the caller,
This much-needed ministry to the
hearing impaired is one of only a few
such systems in the country.
Passion Play Comes to
Lynchburg and Prime Time
One hundred Word of Life Col-
legians, headd by Jack Wyrtzen and
Harry Bollback, recently performed
The Pasion Play, depicting the
Crucifixion and Resunection of
Christ, for a packed auditorium of
5,000 at Liberty Baptist College.
The Lynchburg performance was
videotaped by the Old-Time Gospel
Hour mobile unit {or later airing on
g
prime-time television. Wynzen and
Bollback believe the national presen-
tation will have a profound impact
upon millions of viewers as they see
a clear portrayal ofthe death, burial,
and Resunection of the Lord Jesus
Christ. Financial and prayerful sup-
port is needed to undergird Word of
Life in this effort.
OTGH Creative Services
Meets the Needs of Entire
Ministry
Most people never give much
thought o the thousands ofpieces of
printed items seen each year. But a
great deal of planning and work
precedes each one before it comes off
the pres. The same is tnre for all
material producd at Thomas Road
Baptist Church, the Old-Time Gospel
Hour, and Liberty Baptist Schools.
ln the ministry's Creative Services
Department at the Old-Time Gospel
Hour's administrative complex,
Over 2,000
Teens
ConYerge
on King's
Dominion
After two months of planning and
prayer, the Thomas Road Baptist
Church junior and senior high youth
department leaders and 150 adult
chaperones took 45 busloads ofeager
young people from Lynchburg to
Richmond, Virginia, to enjoy a day
at King's Dominion, one of the most
popular theme parks on the East
Coast. The 2,030 teens on the trip in-
cluded scores of students from
Lynchburg Christian Academy and
hundreds ofyoung people from many
area public schools.
Everyone njoyed the exciting
rides and activities at King's Domin-
ion, but this youth outing had
another purpose-to present the
gospel to the hundreds of unsaved
teens invited bv their Christian
friends. Dave Adams, senior youth
pastor at Thomas Road, reportd that
187 teens recived Christ as their
Saviour on the trip and hundreds of
Christian young people were chal-
lenged to commit their lives to the
Lord in a greater way.
Stephen Albachten and his team of
12 professionals produce up to 1,200
pieces of artwork each year. This in-
volvc initial design concepts, typeset-
ting, photography, pasteup, and a
variety ofother specializd skills and
technical commerical equipment.
The various finishd products
range from a simple reply form or cer-
tificate, which may take only an hour
to complete, tothe ?0-page Flndarnen,
talist lutnvl which takes 160 man-
hours. Creative Services produces
hundreds of brochures for the
ministry, television mural backdrops,
direct mail packages, and gift offer
arnvork-all designd to be a suppon
service to the outreach of this
ministry. Thce in house profasionals
save the ministry thousands ofdollars
a year in outside jobbing costs.
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I from thelbx by Riclwrd D
Christiqn Pcrtience
ne of the most difficult areas of the Christian life is
patience, The motto on my note pad reads: "Lord give
me patience-do it nowl" Being impatient with
ourselves, with others, with circumstances, and, yes, with God
Himself is easy. The constantly changing conditions of life test
our patience. Yet genuine patience is presented in the Scrip-
tures as integral to the Christian life.
There are several words dealing with patience in the New
Gstament. Two of them are makrothumia "longsuffering" and
Iqpomone "endurancel'The first is perhaps the key to the whole
series of words regarding patience for it begins with the character
of God. Because God is "longsufferingl' He bore with a world
of total spiritual bankruptcy in the days of Noah (1 Peter 3:20).
Similarly, He yet delays the Great Day of Judgment so as to pro-
long the day of salvation (2 Peter 3:15). Indeed, God's patience
ought to bring men to repentance (Rom. 2:4; 9:27-24).
Because God is patient, believers ought also to be patient
(cf. Matt. l8:Zl-35). Moreover, the Christian has a source of aid
in being "longsufferingj' for it is a fruit of the Spirit (CaL 5:22).
Not only the Christian minister (2 Cor. 6:6), who most assuredly
must develop this trait (1 Tim. 1:16), but every Christian should
be marked by godly patience toward all (1 Thess. 5:14). Patience
makes us worthy to walk in our calling (Eph. 4:2; Col. 3:12) and
helps reproduce the same performance of faith in other believers
(Heb. 6:11-12).
The second word, although used of God's patience (Rom.
15:5), takes the believer into the arena of life's continuing trials.
By this aspect of man's patience, "endurance]' the believer can
stand fast in aftlictions and trials (2 Cor. 6:4; 2 Thess. 1:4), be-
ing assured that "tribulation worketh patience" (Rom. 5:3). ln-
deed, this kind of patience tests his faith (James 1:3) and pro-
duces hope (Rom. 5:3-4), joy (Col. 1:11), and God's commenda-
tion (1 Peter 2:19-20). If we would occupy positions of leader-
ship for Christ, we must develop patience (1 Tim. 6:11). If we
would persevere in our Christian life, we need to be patient
(Heb. 10:32-39). If we would reign with Christ, we must be patient
(2 Tim. 2:12),
God is not only patient; God is love (1 John 4:8). Not surpris-
ingly, Christians are charged to love one another (1 John 4:7-12).
They are reminded that true Christian love is characterized by
both longsuffering (1 Cor. l3:4) and endurance in all things
(1 Cor. l3:7).
"Put on therefore, as the elect of God, holy and be-
loved, bowels of mercies, kindness, humbleness of mind,
meekness, longsuffering; forbearing one another, and
forgiving one another, if any man have a quarrel against
any: even as Christ forgave you, so also do ye. And above
all these things put on charity, which is the bond of
perfectness" (Col. 3:12-14).
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Mom and Dal you mean so much to me
More than you coull eler see
lJour lote for ne I can't beliete
More than I shoull eler receile
From the hrl you ilere sent
lJour lae Jor me tas neter bent
lour time you share)
Because you cared
Mom anl Da), I lote you
Jhrough times oJ trouble, you rtere theie / ((
Ahar1s to shoil me loting care /' , )r
Uou treatil me so sr4eet and hin)
Shontl me more lote than I coul) erer 
.find
Neter ilas I forsahen
But Jw grante) you ilere tahen
More than you coul) eler see
Jhat is ilhat you mean to me
Mom an) Dil, I lae you
l:y Chriny Hin)son
(ase 11)
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Where Is GARBC Hecrded?
tt'Wi:hii*#
dent and international rcpresentative of
the Association of Baptists for World
Evangelism, once rcmarked concerning
the determination of the General Associa.
tion of Regular BapCrst Churches to main-
tain doctrinal purity and spiritual integ-
rity. Stowell, who for 10 years (l%9-1979)
served as national representative of this
1,600-church fellowship of Fundamen-
talist Baptist churches, was, according to
Merle Hull, reacting to the realization that
sooner or later most sound gospel
Eric E. Wiggin is a
free-Iance writn frun
Rockland, Maine.
b E ic E. Visin
movements drift into apostasy. The
GARBC was begun in 1932, largely as a
result of a deparnrre from the faith by the
leaders of the Northern (now American)
Baptist Convention. Most of the associa-
tiorfs early leaders had tried to purifr the
Northern Convention nearly a decade
earlier, with the formation of the Baptist
Bible Union, which has since dissolved.
The association began with 22 churches
ard b 1%0 the GARBC was experi-
encing significant growth. That decade the
number of mernber churches increased frorn
887 to 1J61. Today, the GARBC has 1,593
c.hunctres in ie Gllounhip
Regular Baptist churches are ffrst in-
dcpardmt local churches, autonomous
bodies that can choose those with whom
they fellowship. They can withdraw for
any reason or for no reason. Joining,
though, is a process rcquiring application
and a recognition council.
The GARBC's publishing house,
Regular Baptist Press, serves 5,600 Baptist
and independent congregations in the
United States and Canada, supplying
Sunday school literature for use by more
than 650,000 youngsters and adults. lts
sound, separatist, well-prepared literature
is a useful tool to hundrcds of churches
as they help build Christ-centered local
assemblies.
The associatiorfs nine apgoved col-
leges and seminaries enrolled more than
4,800 students last year, many of them
ftom nonCARBC churches.'Iirenty-nine
full-time and 50 part-time GARBC
chaplains serve the U.S. armed senrices.
Acconding to a home office annual r€port,
3,550 children and other needy were
served in GARBC-related social agencies
during the past year. Finally, every coun-
try on earth open to Christian workers
is served by GARBC-affiliated mission
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boards supporting 1,828 missionaries.
Several of these mission boards are
older than the GARBC, and they are all
independent Baptist faith missions and
accept candidates from any fundamental
Baptist church in agreement with their
doctrinal position. They also receive sup-
port from nonCARBC Baptist and in-
dependent fundamental churches. They
are not controlled by the GARBC,
though the majority of the er<ecutives and
boards of directors of each mission
organization are members of GARBC
churches. Rather, they are "approvedj'
and that approval can be lifted for doc-
trinal error or, like the fellowshiy's
churches, these boards can withdraw ftom
GARBC affiliation without cause, as truly
independent Baptists may do
Significantly, the churches these mis-
sions plant iequently do not choose to
join the GARBC-or it may be years
before they join-though their pastors
and planters might be ministers ondained
by GARBC churches. Hence, the
GARBC is continually birthing children,
bearing fruit that often does not appear
in growth statistics.
David Dunkin, candidate secretary for
the Rllowship of Baptists for Home Mis-
sions, told that his mission board has
some 100 couples presently in church-
planting ministries in the United States.
The FBHM has planted about 400
churches since its inception in 1942, and
about 8 of its works became independent
last year. Eight churches that had been
FBHM mission works were received into
GARBC fellowship at the Niagara Falls
conference. Dunkin pointed out that
some of these had been independent for
several years; conversely, not all those 8
reaching independent status in the last 12
months joined the GARBC.
So ru ch fruitis stil l
on the qtine,
"It takes an average of 4 to 5 years and
an expenditure of about $250,000 to start
a new churchi'Dunkin explained. At to-
day's prices, the 400 churches begun by
FBHM workers over the past 40 years
would cost about $100 million to
establish. Dunkin says his board's work
is up about one-third from 5 or 6 years
agq so much fruit is still on the vine.
Stowell, like Dunkin, says that his mis-
sion's church-planting activity in the
United States has been stepped up
lately. ABWE and BMM, the two largest
GARBC affiliate boards, have both in-
creased their United States' work in re-
cent years. For instance, the ABWE,
though founded in 1927, entered the U.S.
church-planting field as recently as 1976.
It currently has 10 couples working in 6
states, and 2 of its churches have reached
independence.
Baptist Mid-Missions was founded in
1920, a dozen years before the GARBC
began. It entered the U.S. field in 1937.
Sixty-six couples in 29 states now work
to bring new churches to independent
status. Of 7 BMM churches reaching in-
dependence last year, 5 joined the
GARBC.
In all, nearly 300 infant churches are
in mission work status under GARBC-
affiliate boards in the United States. Ad-
ditionally there are branch churches of
local GARBC congregations, and works
in both English and French Canada
under Baptist Mid-Missions auspices.
David E. Smith, executive director of
Galilean Baptist Mission, reports that 34
new churches are under lvay by his boand,
primarily in 5 states in the upper
Midwest. More than 50 churches have
been brought to independence since
GBM began in 1952, 5 of these in the past
year. "None of these 5 are ready for
GARBC recognition yetl' commented
Smith, observing that his works, in Bap-
tist tradition, are independent. Through
these mission projects the association is
set for some real growth in the next
decade. D
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Nevs
BF't4 Brings Together Largest
Gathering of Fundamentalists Ever
Baptist Fundamentalism '84 drew
nearly capacity crowds to the three-day
conference in Vashington, D.C. Nine-
teen pastors challenged the crowds to af-
fect the world for the cause of Christ and
to cherish their religious heritage and
freedom.
Highlighting the event were the
addresses by Vice President Bush and
President Reagan. Bush reminded the
delegates of their religious heritage of
political involvement. "Fundamentalists
were among the guardians of the prin-
ciples of the American pluralistic union."
Regarding prayer in schools he said, "l
cannot believe that the Founding Fathers
intended that the Constitution prohibit
children from opening their school with
voluntary prayer."
Bush said, "l believe America is still
good and true and really full of hope."
Asking, "Can liberties of a nation be
secure when we have removed a convic-
tion that these liberties are the gift of
God?" Bush encouraged the convention
to get involved in the political process.
The President opened by saying, "lt's
a real pleasure to be with so many who
firmly believe the answers to the world's
problems can be found in the \ford of
God." On a more somber tone the Presi.
dent read from a rabbi's diary, recording
the events that followed the terrorist at.
tack on the Marine barracks in I-ebanon.
The passage focused on Americals
religious freedom as the rabbi wrote that
in a land torn by war, at least in part
caused by religious conflicts, Americans
"still believed that we could be proud of
our particular religions and yet work side-
by-side when the time came to help
others and to ease pain."
The goals of BF '84 were to call for
a recommitment to the historic doctrines
of the Christian faith, a revival of per-
sonal righteousness, a reshaping of the
image of Fundamentalism, and a reclaim-
ing of the world for Christ.
Speakers tailored their messages to
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those goals, beginning with \ilendell
Zimmerman who challenged pastors to
"Never compromise. Preach the inerrant,
infallible \7ord of the living God."
Truman Dollar reminded the opening
night audience that in the sixties and
seventies Fundamentalism had been left
behind regarding the issues of human
rights and emphasized that this must not
be true in the eighties.
Other speakers included Clyde Box,
Tom \ilallace, John \ilhite, Bob Gray,
A.V. Henderson, Bruce Cummons,
Frank Johnson, J. Don Jennings, Joseph
Brown, David Jeremiah, Herman
Frankland, Dan Gelatt, Jack Baskin,
Raymond Barber, Edward Dobson, Ray
Hancock, and Jerry Falwell.
In addition to the preaching, musical
groups representing eight colleges-
Tennessee Temple University, Baptist
Bible College, Baptist Bible College East,
Christian Heritage College, Cedarville
College, Massillon Baptist College, Trini-
ty Baptist College, and Liberty Baptist
College-and a mammoth choir.
In a special salute to the President,
Robbie Hiner and the Sounds of Liberty
sang "The Red, Vhite, and Blue."
For  three vears Co-chairmen
Raymond Barber, Jerry Falwell, Dan
Gelatt, John Rawlings, and Tom Wallace,
with their staffs, worked to put together
what they called the "Event of the
Century."
A team of 20 prominent Baptist
pastors served on the Central Commit.
tee, and over 100 pastors helped by serv.
ing as State Chairmen or on the Ex-
ecutive Council. Kansas City Baptist
Temple handled the financial ar-
rangements while the Thomas Road
Baptist Church staff coordinated the ef-
forts of ushers, bus drivers, technicians,
travel agencies, convention registration,
and building security.
BF '84 represented the first attempt in
many years to bring together several dif-
ferent Fundamentalist groups. Among
those present were representatives of the
Baptist Bible Fellowship, the General
Association of Regular Baptist Churches,
the \7orld Baptist Fellowship, the
Southwide Baptist Fellowship, and other
groups.
-Deborah Huff
\(/ashington, D.C.
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lVhat IDid Baptist
Fundamentalism't4 Accomplish?
Baptist Fundamentalism '84 is now
history. Its agenda was simple and
straightforward, encouraging delegates to
hold to the fundamentals of the faith
while proclaiming the gospel of Christ.
The impact of this gathering will be felt
in Fundamentalism for years to come.
The mere fact that the convention
was held is important. Fundamentalists
by nature are skeptical of any broadly
unified effort-even among themselves.
The large attendance denoted BF'84 as
a "smashingtt success,
This event, which was two years in
the making, was probably the most
heralded and promoted among indepen-
dent Baptists in the last 40 years. The
planning itself was a major milestone in
independent Baptist history as over 150
men from four different fellowships
agreed to participate in this project.
Although the subjects covered in the
sermons were predictable, and mostly
reaffirmations of the fundamentals of the
faith, preachers like Truman Dollar and
Ed Dobson put a cutting edge of admoni-
tion and challenge into their sermons.
While they maintained a strong emphasis
on the fundamentals of the faith, these
preachers displayed a new awareness and
focus that is surfacing within the Fun-
damentalist movement.
In fact, the convention marked a new
era of Fundamentalism. Not many years
ago a conference ofthis type would have
highlighted only what Fundamentalists
were against. BF '84 highlighted what
Fundamentalists are for. BF '84 showed
new directioh and leadership in address-
ing current issues while holding true to
the doctrines of the inerrancy of Scrip-
ture, the deity of Christ (including His
Virgin Birth), His bodily Resurrection,
substitutionary Atonement, and immi-
nent return.
Covering topics like the biblical
perspective of human rights is an impor-
tant and necessary change ifFundamen-
talists are to continue to have an impact
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on society, and appeal to and com-
municate with the most highly educated
generation of all time.
Although minimal, BF '84 was not
without opposition. A few Fundamen-
talist leaders chose not to join the original
efficrt.
In a project of this scope, involving a
tremendous amount of advance planning
and including preachers of various
fellowships, key Fundamentalists who do
not involve themselves in the leadership,
and do not attend, make a statement by
their absence. Those who chose not to
participate in Baptist Fundamentalism'84
made just as strong a statement as those
who chose to participate.
To* who chose
not to participate
in BF '84 made
Just es strong a
statement as those
who did,
History will show that BF '84 was a
"growing pain" of change within Fun-
damentalism. Over the past 40 years,
Fundamentalism has been splintered
into various groups. Undoubtedly, Fun-
damentalism will never become one
unified group; the conference showed
that a polarization is taking place, with
militant Fundamentalism on one si& and
historic Fundamentalism on the other.
Unfortunately secondary issues not
related to true Fundamentalism will con-
tinue to dMde these groups, making com-
munication between the two increasingly
difficult. As evidenced at the conference,
the historic Fundamentalists are commit-
ted to improving their effectiveness in
relating the gospel of Christ to today's
culture. Hopefully the militant Fun-
damentalists will not isolate themselves
to the extent that they become
ineffective.
Reportedly some preachers did not at-
tend BF'84 because they were afraid of
the political overtones. Although Senator
Jesse Helms, Vice President George Bush,
and President Ronald Reagan spoke at
different sessions on the last day of the
convention. the conference was not
political in nature. Oddly enough the
Southern Baptists and the National
Association of Evangelicals often have
the President or Vice President in their
conventions but do not consider their
meetings political in nature. Moral Ma-
jority was not promoted at BF '84, and
no one was encouraged to join any
political endeavors or to vote for any par-
ticular candidate in the upcoming
elections.
This is the first time Fundamentalists
have gone to \iilashington for a con-
ference of this magnitude. Traditionally
a convention like this would have been
held in centrally located cities such as
Atlanta, Indianapolis, Detroit, Kansas
City, or Dallas. Undoubtedly, the ex-
pense and location prevented many from
attending BF'84. This makes the atten-
dance at the Washington meeting even
more significant.
Only time will tell the lasting
significance of this April meeting, but the
delegates can be certain that they took
part in a history-making event. Those
pastors who daringly chose to participate
in Baptist Fundamentalism '84 are part
of a growing number of men who sin-
cerely want to respect the diversity
among Fundamentalist brethren, but
have unity of spirit in proclaiming the
gospel of Christ. Their efforts will forge
a new path for Fundamentalism in the
future.
-Nelson Keener
'l(/ashington, D.C.
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THE RO
CHILDREN
RoJph utrls a rcigl,bqrhd pednphile wlw,
whm onesed,had" 50 mea boys in hrs sex ring.
Living in a vnall sttlwn city, lw wu dculy
a *blcJer fvr daails. On hir lww annputer lrc
reryrded tlv set(ltal adit)ities of 4N &ildrm,
nnsdy boy, sonre gtrls.
Rnlphl<nrr.u, tor insane, lw1vo,rrrge;t &iA
he etn nnlzstrl, 5.26 yurl, attd the oldpst,
19.45; md eoten tlw av€roBe age of his victims,
10.8. He rwrded the awrage manbu of xx
lds hc Wt'omvn on each child (64.48) ud
tlv nmlW of tima tlvl ejaniatrt etch dcJ.
He aLlo lbted the narcs of tlwse boys wln
b"ltgrd 0o hrs "88 CJtrb"-a selpn dub that
anldbe bir"d rfd after amplningfrn dif-
faat vx aas.
Rolph, wlw o,tvs onestpl ad onviaed
auiebefore for diU nlr;/.mir.g, was servingfiue
years pr&aian wfun fu ma his third anest.
Jwt ow maxh prior, Ralph's Nyhiatrist uxote
Iis Wbanan offier scling "there is rc hdica-
tian that thse has been ranrene o/ qynptor$.
I feel, tlvrelt'ore, tlurrt his prcblE" remains in
ranrlstotr. "
Judges view the sexual molesting of
children as a "nonviolent" crime, and few
offenders go to jail. In fact, 95 percent of
convicted pedophiles in Califomia do not
go to prison.
Where do child molesters find their
children?
Most find them in their own
neighborhoods, using gifis, friendship, and
money to seduce the child. Many others use
their occupational skills as schoolteachers,
camp counselors, and the like, manipulating
the child from a of legitimate
authority.
Some pedophiles, especially those living
near big cities such as New York, will visit
the video arcades and look for lonely,
homeless, and desperate ctrildren who mig[rt
sell their bodies for a place to sleep, food,
or another round of arcades. Some
pedophile will purchase the child from his
parents. Still others will aMuct a child for
hours, days, if he murders the
victim.
According to the FBI, most pedophiles
operate within their own neighborhoods.
Police refer to this operation as a solo sex
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VICI]MS OF SEXUAL ABUSE
ring. And though mo6t sex rings average 3
to l1 children, the pedophile may have
abused hundrcds of dil&en duouglrout the
ring's terrure--eome as ycurg as nusery age.
The pedophile is generally well [ked by
rdghbors. FIe purpcftlly bdierds couples
with young children, and may even wait
years for the c}rild to reach the desired age.
Typically, the child is neither raped nor
forced into sex acts, but rather seduced
th-"gh aftction, money, gmd times, and
approval.
The FBI reported in a recent &tllain:
"The [pedophiles] know how to use bribes,
aftention, afiection, adult authority, and
even threats to establish continued access
to, and ongoing relationships witl, dlildr€ri.
They know the'in' games-toy$, television
shows, and movies. . . .Th.y are willing to
spend all the time it akes to seduce the
child."
lOrrc technique used," the FBI rcported,
"was posting a notice on a store bulletin
board requesting girls to help with the
housework."
Many pedophiles subscribe to
undetground publications. Such publica-
tions as. Lwt for Children and Chill
Discipline, tell pedophiles how to avoid
prosecution, how to receive sexual pleasure
frorn beating drildren, how to volunteer for
drildren's progranrs, and that a child's
scr€alns while being abused are actually cries
of socual pleazure.
The FBI estimates thpt child
pomography-all unde4round and all
illegal+amed $500 million last year. One
publication, llherc tlvYc/,atgon5 Are, sold
70,000 copies at $5 eac-h during a l3-month
period More it was seized by police. The
magazine listed 378 places in 54 cities and
34 states where a child could be found.
When neiglrborhood pedophiles begin
trading photographs, letters, experiences,
video and audio tapes, and children with
other ofienders, they become "transitional
ser< rings."
One incest pedophile, who operated
within a transitional ser< ring, noted in a let-
ter what may be the youngest child ever
molested-a one-weekold daughter on
whom he performed cunnilingus. He con-
tinued to socually molest the child until he
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was app'rehended when she was eight yean
old.
A recent FBI studv found that more
than one-half of the 40 pdophiles they in-
vestigated used their occupations as a
major access to children. Using their
legitimate roles as authority figures to
manipulate and control the children, the
pdophila induded teachers, a city health
physician, an engineer, a school bus &iver,
a camp counselor, a photographer, o gm
station owner, and scout leaders.
Gary Hewitt, er<ecutive director for the
Gnter for Missing Children, roughly
estimates that 6,000 drildren each year are
aMucted by strangers. Some children are
killd, others spend several years as
psychological ard sexoal prisonen of the al>
ducter, moot are retumed within hours and
never reportd missing.
Hewitt said, "Kids may be sercually
abused, abducted for an hour, two hours,
four hours, and then droe'pd off in cases
that never get reportd. k happens all the
time."
As an o<ample, Hewitt noted, "I just
worked on a case here in Rochester. New
York, and a youngster, who was zufiering
from preoccupation, said, 'I didnt t ll rny
mom and dad this summer I had sex with
a man for two hours. My bathing zuit was
taken off. These people did this to me.'He
was having diffi..rky concentrating. Well
thads why. These people said urc'll hurt you,
we'll kill you if you tell somebody."
Th""gh many chil&en are "safely"
retumed after a few hours, still others are
murdered by the "sadistic'killer. The FBI
noted that a major cause of death for mise
ing children is rectal hemorrhage.
Th""gh "a lot of children tum up
dead," Hewitt said, many other children
become the so<ual prisoners of the al>
ductor for several years. After reaching a
certrin age, however, the abductor casn the
child on the street in favor of a younger
victim. Most often the dirarded drild-who
has been told by the aMuctor that his
parents do not want hirn-will be afraid to
retum home and will become a street
urchin or prostitute.
In fact, child prostitution serves as a
deterrent to abductioru in some larger cities.
Gary Hewin rrotd, "ln New York
City &ild proetitution is so high. . . in fact,
when somebody wan6 to have ser< with a
child, they go down to the arcades in New
York, pick their kid up and have so<,
photograph their child or whatever, and let
the kid go.
uYou dont have to aMuct them. You
film them, you pay them, and let them go.
We call it psychological abduction. There
are parents who will let their children be
filrnd in pomography. That's a fact."
Accordir€ to the FBI, pdryhilia activity
is more difficult to investigate than New
York's ncqious crime families. Undercover
agents, at least, can inffltrate the Mafia, but
no agent wants to go incognito as a
pedophile--especially since most pdophila
are practicing homosexuals.
In addition, law enforcement agencies
suffer from jurisdictional problems. A child
abducted in one state-wherc it receives
high police prio,rity<an be acoss country
in another state within a few hours-where
it receives little, if any, police attention.
Police departments also lack ocpertise, ex-
perience, or a willingness to ferret out
pedophiles. Virrually all law enforcement
agencies wait until a child complairn before
@iffring an investigation.
But due to fear, guilt, or attachment,
only a few children complain. And even
fewer testify against their molester. Often-
times the parents red.re to let their children
testify. At othet times, the child has
developed zuch a strong bond with the
offender that he does not want the
p.dophil. punished.
Nevertheless, FBI lnspector Seth
Goldstdn has rcerimanded law enftncement
agencies for their lethargic attitude toward
investigating se>cually abused children.
uAs early x 1977," Goldstein said, "ex-
pere have been crying for law enforcement
to do more than it does to eradicate the
problem. The ocperts have exposed the
problem, baring its tme magnitude and
threat. To ignore it any longer would be
unethical and a denial of all that law
enforcement is swom to carr\r out.tt
-Mntin Mawler
Lychhng, Virginio
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News
when we've met the requirements of the
law," he said.
Earlier this year the state supreme
court, in a surprise victory for Parkwest
Christian, agreed to consider whether the
church school should be given a hearing
to determine if the state's approval laws
were constitutional.
"'We're really very happy the lawsuit
may be dropped," \Tinebarger said. "Yet,
at the same time. we realize the cleanest
victory would have been through the
courts."
\Winebarger has only one problem
with the law-it allows the commissioner
of education to make further rules and
regulations for the church schools to
follow. Conceivably, the commissioner
could produce a regulation that the
church schools could not conscien-
tiously follow.
But Winebarger said the state
legislature promised to monitor the
education department to keep it from
abusing the intent of the law.
The lengthy battle has been an
emotional, financial, and physical strain,
\Tinebarger said. But he added, "\(/e're
looking forward to going back to do
God's work at the church."
-Martin Mawyer
Lincoln, Nebraska
Ghurch Schools Settle Debate
LINCOLN, Neb.-The seven-year
battle berween state officials and 14 unap-
proved church schools may be over.
Under provisions of a new law, unap-
proved church schools may avoid state
licensure by agreeing to have their
teachers evaluated for competency, their
students tested, and their schools visited
by state officials.
"lt's not a total victory, but it's going
to help," said assistant pastor Bob
'!ilinebarger 
of Bible Baptist Church in
Lincoln. "We feel like the Lord did
answer prayer."
The unapproved church schools had
objected to state approval for religious
reasons. Church officials said it would be
a violation of Scripture to ask "Caesar"-
possibly unbelievers-for permission to
operate a church school ministry that
God commanded them to begin.
The new law, Vinebarger said, does
not violate their religious faith because
state officials must accept the information
about their schools through parent
representatives, rather than church
officials.
\ilinebarger agreed that the state does
have an interest in education but that
interest is only between state and parent,
not between state and church.
The pastor added that unlike former
procedures, the state cannot shut down
their school simply because it failed to
seek approval.
"\7e Glt that was an accomplishment
because if they're going to try to close us
they have to make specific allegations. It
just can't be that we're not certified or
not approved."
Furthermore, when evaluating the
church school, state officials must con-
sider the school's entire operation.
"ln other words they can't just come
in and say that this teacher is no good
so close the school. Or this student
flunked the test so close the school."
"Ir, not o total
victory, but it's going
to help,"
'Winebarger 
speculates that the state
will drop its lawsuits against his church
school, Parkwest Christian, which had
been ordered to close last fall.
"The state really has no grounds to
prosecute anymore. The law has been
changed. We've met the requirements of
the law, so they can't prosecute. But
that's just our opinion. Yet we can't see
how they could continue to prosecute
Thunder
continucd from page 45
There are many infidels who are
amiable in their daily life, and are honest
towand their fellowmen, and are what are
called good neighbors, good husbands,
good wives-persons who may be
depended on in worldly matters. These
things are all needful in a certain sense:
but in all this there is no virtue; there is
not a particle of piety in it. For if there
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were, it would express itself in prayer and
praise and in all those forms of sympathy
with God. There must be supreme love
to God wherever there is tme piety. There
will be true love to man wherever there
is real love to God.
Let me ask those who profess to be
religious, who profess to be born of God,
Is your religion a thing which can be
known? Or are you hiding somewhere
behind some refuge of lies! Have you hid-
den behind that deacon? Have you got
behind your minister? Don't hide
yourselves anywhere! Put no false stan-
dard before you. Set no standard but
Christ before you! Be satisfied with no
religion that is not the life of your souls.
Flee away ftom every source of error, every
refuge of lies, and tmst only in that which
will mold your character, sancti& your
life, and make you blessed forever. D
Adapted ftom &m m Impa'wt Matm: Scleazd hffi tte
Finng &dpit, by C.G. Finncy. Published by Jamcs Paul, london.
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Sclvcrtion Army Reluses
to Hire Homosexuqls
NE\f YORK-Rather than hire
homosexuals, the Salvation Armv of
Greater New York will not renew its
$4.1 million contract with the citv.
The Army provides day care and
other services to 1,100 New Yorkers,
from the very young to the very old.
Mayor Koch told the Salvation
Army that its contract would not be
renewed until it complied with Executive
Order 50 which requires organizations
receiving city funds to adopt an un-
biased hiring policy toward homosexuals.
Koch wrote Lieutenant Colonel
\Tallace C. Conrath, divisional com-
mander of the Salvation Army, "The
city has high regard for the work of the
Salvation Army, but there can be no ex-
ceptions to Executive Order 50."
Though the Salvation Army has con-
tracted with the city for 40 years, Colonel
Conrath rejected the mayor's offer.
He said, "The Salvation Army has
been established to provide humanitarian
services consistent with the values and
goals of the Christian Faith." He added
that the Army views the Bible as strictlv
forbidding homosexualiry.
"lf the mayor had chosen ro prorect
atheists we would have had the same prob
lem," Conrath added.
$10,000 a year 'educating' a child to roll
over?"
This spring Governor Lamm com-
mented on the costs of keeping the
elderly alive: "You've got a duty to die
and get out of the way. Let the other
society, our kids, build a reasonable life."
The three.term democratic governor
said he believed the medical costs that
allowed the terminally ill to live longer
are ruining the nation's economic health.
He said, "l'd take the money we could
save in reforming the health care system
and put it into . . . restoring America,s in-
dustrial engine and in the educational
system."
"Do you want to retool American in-
dustry? Do you want to improve educa-
tion?" Governor Lamm asked, indicating
that the elderly are preventing economi-
and educational growth. "\7here is the
Jnoney for that goingl lt's going into
health care costs that are rising 
"t 
trvo
and a half times the rate of inflation."
Lamm said, "I think this countrv is
undercutting its economic health with its
health care costs."
Governor Lamm was criticized for the
callousness of his statements, in placing
a dollar value on human life.
Twenty-three other states have similar
moment of silence laws. Lower courts in
three states-New Jersey, New Mexico, and
Tennessee--have ruled against silent prayer
laws. But an appellate court in
Massachuserts upheld a moment of silence
as constirutional in 1976.
The Alabama case originated when
Ishmael Jaftee, an agnosric, objected to
religious practices in his children's
classrooms in the Mobile public schools.
The llth Circuit Court of Appeals
sided with Jaftee and struck down the
law as an unconstitutional "advancement
of religious activities."
The Reagan Administration, in their
effort to get the Supreme Court to over-
turn the Alabama case, has entered a
legal brief in favor of silent prayer:
"To hold that the moment of silence
is unconstitutional is to insist that any
opporrunity for religious practice, even in
unspoken thoughts of schoolchildren, be
extirpated from the public sphere.',
Governor's "Duty to Die" euote
Rouses Public
DENVER-Last  fa l l  Governor
Richard Lamm commented on the costs
of educating the mentally retarded: ,,\7e
must ask ourselves-in a world of limited
resources-does it make sense to spend
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WASHINGION-:Ihe U.S. Supreme
Court, which has never ruled on the issue
of silent prayer, has agreed to decide
whether public schools may permit a
moment of silence for students wishing
to pray.
The high Court is expected ro hear
oral arguments next winter regarding an
Alabama law that permits teacheri to
open the first class of each dav with a
"period of silence," up to one minute, ,,for
meditation and voluntary prayer."
Supreme Corrrt Will Hecn
Silent Prcyer Ccse
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For Your Information
Recgcrn, Fclwell Top
Most Adntred ttst
Each year C-onsavative Digest, Wash-
ington's leading conservative magazine,
asks its readers to name the conservatives
they admire most among-members of
Congress, men not in Congress, and
women not in Congress.
This year's results are in and President
Ronald Reagan was given top honors
for conservative man not in Congress.
Jerry Falwell placed second as the mosr
admired conservative man not in Con-
gress. The most admired woman not in
Congress was Phyllis Schlafly. And the
most admired member of Congress was
Senator Jesse Helms (R.-N.C.).
Womcn Wins $39O,OOO Lcrwsult
against Church
TULSA, Okla.-A jury has awarded
$390,000 to Marian Quinn for the
distress she suffered when the Church of
Christ in Collinsville disfellowshipped her
because she refused to repent from the
"sin of fornication."
Quinn admitted to fornicating with
former Collinsville mayor Pat Sharp.
Nevertheless he said church elders had
no right to "stick their nose" in her
private business and criticize her before
the congregation.
Quinn said the church's willful inten-
tion to inflict emotional distress was an
invasion ofprivacy that "shattered" her
whole world. The jury agreed.
Church elders, however, said they
were only obeying the Scripture's com-
mandment for disciplining unrepentant
memDers.
Matthew 18:15-17 reads: "Moreover
if thy brother shall trespass against thee,
go and tell him his fault between thee and
him alone: If he shall hear thee, thou hast
gained thy brother. . .. And if he shall
neglect to hear them, tell it unto the
church: But if he neglect to hear the
church, Iet him be unto thee as an
heathen man and a publican."
TV Guide, which gave Quinn their
"congratulations," said Quinn has been
approached by 10 television and movie
producers seeking the rights to her story.
Apparently what cannot be told to a
1l0-member congregation can be broad-
cast by television into the homes of
millions.
Wtves ol Rlce cnd laktn
Accept Awcrds Honorlng
Husbqnds
At Baptist Fundamentalism '84
Mrs. John R. Rice and Mrs. B. R. Lakin
were presented plaques honoring their
husbands posthumously as "Fundamen-
talist of the Century." The awards were
given to the men in recognition of their
contribution to Fundamentalism. The
plaques were presented during the
closing session of the three-day con-
ference in a ceremony that included
videotapes of the men preaching.
Jerry FalwellPrcsident Reagan Mrs. Rice Mrs. Lakin
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people. Church-supported schools are another evidence of this
trend as parents want more control over their children's
education.
From Representative Democracy to Participatory
Democracy
Description: There is an increasing desire on the part of
people to be involved in any decision-making process that a0
fects their lives. "Citizens, workers, and consumers are demand-
ing and getting a greater voice in government, business, and the
marketplace" (p.159). From California's Proposition 13 to the rise
of the Moral Majority, people are demanding that their voices
be heard. Participation in the process is the new trend and it
extends to the family, the marriage, the job, and the commu-
nity. The leaders of tomorrow will be the facilitators, not the
order givers.
Application: The church must respond by being more sen-
sitive to individual needs. People want to be heard and we must
take the time to listen if we are to really help. Traditionally, Fun-
damentalist churches have been governed by strong pastoral
leadership. \ilhile strong leadership needs to be maintained,
pastors must work harder at involving their church members
in decision making.
If tomorrow's leaders will be facilitators, then it is imperative
that they have good communicative and interpersonal skills. The
teaching of these skills from a biblical perspecrive should be a
vital ingredient in the training of tomorrow's pastors.
From Hierarchies to Networking
Description: The hierarchical organizational chart has been
the traditional structure of business, government, and the
church. This chain of command is now being replaced with a
new model called networking. "Networks exist to foster self-help,
to exchange information, to change society, to improve produc-
tivity and work life, and to share resources" (p.192).
Trrc is an inuewing desire on
the part of people to be involved
in ony decision making process that
affects their lives.
Application: \7hile Fundamentalists are characterized by
independence from a governing body, networking will allow
greater participation on issues of concern. Christians need to
practice nerworking around causes uch as abortion and religious
freedom in order to affect the political process. Because of the
fellowship and committees within a church, networking has
always been present. It will become a more dominant way of
carrying out the business of the church and may become an
even more effective means for personal evangelism outside the
church.
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From North to South
Description: The 1980 Census Bureau statistics revealed
a massive shift in population, wealth, and economic activiry from
the North to the Sputh (pp.207-208). The industrial cities of the
North were adversely affected by these shifts.
Application: These population shifts should be reflected
in strategies for church planting. Naisbitt recommends that those
who remain in the North must change or adapt to the new
economic realities. The churches in those areas may have to
Trourh the self.help programs
people reclaim control
of their own destinies.
adapt as well. There will be fewer resources and people and in-
creased demands to minister to the unemployed. However, this
adversity may be the catalyst to stir a renewed interest in the
gospel.
From Either/Or to Multiple Option
Description: 'We are living in a society that prefers multi-
ple options rather than "either/or" alternatives. For example,
there are "752 dlfferent models of cars and trucks sold in the
United States-and that's not counting the choice of colors they
come in" (p.232). As a society, we are moving away from the
melting pot concept to a culture of ethnic and social diversity.
Application: In large urban centers where there is racial
and ethnic diversity, the church must adapt to reach each of
these diverse groups. This may necessitate multiple worship ser-
vices designed to maintain some degree of ethnic distinctive.
As for Bible instruction, some churches are already offering
multiple options to their congregations-evening Bible institutes,
midweek cell groups, and multiple morning worship services.
Tough Times but Fantastic Times
'We 
are living in turbulent times. The emerging wave of the
new information age is forcing changes in every dimension of
society. During the transition in the mid 1700s from an
agricultural society to an industrial society, America experi-
enced the Great Awakening. Ve now find ourselves in transi-
tion between an Industrial Society and an Information Society
and in greater need than ever before of a genuine religious revival.
Naisbitt states that "the revival of religion in America will con-
tinue, I think, for as long as we remain in a transitional era
because ofthe need for structure during times ofgreat change"
(p.240).
life have before us an open door of opportunity. We cannot
ignore the emerging trends around us. Naisbitt concludes his
book with the statement, "\Uhat a fantastic time to be alive!"
(p.252). These are days when the church must claim the prom-
ise of Christ, "Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth
on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater works
than these shall he do; because I go unto my Father" (John 14:12).
op
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Revival Means Change },H:tr TJxf':;iir,#'"' "'
ichard Owen Roberts, in his book Revir.,al, said that
"reviual and change are almost synonymous terms."
Change is basic to revival. Another author once
wrote that "the world is hungry for genuinely changed peo-
ple." Revival that results in changed lives is the greatest possi-
ble testimony to the power of the gospel.
However difficult, change is necessary in every area of life.
'When 
our clothes, conveniences, accessories, and utensils wear
out, we have to replace them. \ilhen our methods of business
become ineffective. we find better methods. The same is
necessary for the ministries of the church.
Doctrines are sacred; methods are not. Maintaining doc-
trinal purity is essential, but maintaining antiquated methods
and forms is foolish. There is nothing sacred about flannelgraph
boards or overhead projectors. Remember that in the early days
of radio and television, many Christians opposed their use to
communicate the gospel. Yet, who among us today has not
enjoyed this remarkable method of ministry?
Failure to change methods can result in gross ineffectiveness
in meeting the needs of people. Our resistance to change reflects
the makeup of our old sin nature-strong-willed, self-centered
and insensitive. We want the world to revolve around us, cater.
ing to-not threatening-our desires.
But the whole purpose of God's Word in our lives is to
perfect us through change-"Ye must be born again;" "Grow
in grace and in the knowledge ofour Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ;" "Look not every man on his own things, but every
man also on the things of othersl" "Be not conformed . . . but
be ye transformed." How important it is. to be truly born of
God and filled continually with the Holy Spirit in onder to prop
erly make changes in our lives.
Change is difficult because we have a wrong concept of what
should never change (doctrine) and what should change
(method). Too many Christians make the mistake of confusing
the two. Even Peter struggled with this when God told him
to go to the house of the Gentile Cornelius. Peter's response,
"Not so, Lord," sounds much like our response when God
wants us to change something.
Peter, failing to understand the truth of God's plan to reach
this world, reacted wrongly when he was asked to go against
that which was not comfortable and traditional. This is the
continuous problem of confusing man's tradition with God's
truth.
Change itself is not as much of a problem as is our response
to change. \7e need to be loyal to the Word-not to
preferences. Paul gave wise counsel to those who were bicker-
ing in the Corinthian church. He stated his desire, that they
would learn "not to think of men above that which is written.
that no one of you be puffed up for one against another"
(1 Cor. 4:6).
Another difficulty with change is that even when the
change is good, it is not always smooth. We call this "growing
pains." Do you realize how "inconvenient" it is to grow up
physicallyl New clothes, new shoes, larger sizes, braces on teeth,
and so on. How about your intellectual growth? The schedule
of classes, homework, and school bills may seem inconvenient
at the time, but they are all good and necessary if we are to
grow.
Changing methods alone will not automatically change
people. God wants to change us first and foremost. Leo Tolstoy
once said, "Everybody thinks of changing humanity and
Ga is not looking
for better methods. He is
looking for better men.
nobody thinks of changing himself." God reserves the full right
to change our methods as he demands the full right to change
our inner lives. Inner transformation is something that only
God can accomplish. God is not looking for better methods.
He is looking for better men. Only changed people can become
God's change-agents in society.
People fear change by nature. Change is unsettling! It shakes
loose all our comfortable patterns. It makes us face ourselves
for what we really are-complacent. Ours is a changing world,
and we have to change our methods without changing our
message. Ve have to learn how the world thinks and how it
communicates in order to help change its thinking. We have
to understand the real needs of people in order to help them.
Ultimately, the Bible is our source for change, for it is the \07ord
of God that brings real change. Studying His \Uord will reveal
that we need a new infusion of Him and not just new methods
copied from the old world. We need a revival of God that
changes lives and transcends methods.
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WORD PROCESSING
We have just completed a new addition to our
facility with 23 IBM System VI ink jet printers;
operating 24 hours per day, 6 days a week,
enabling us to produce 30,000 personalized
letters a day. Our other services include fold-
ing, inserting and stamping (live stamps or
metered).
Pick-up and delivery service is also available
in our new Diesel-Powered Mercedes-Benz
truck.
Our modern word processing department
caters to the needs of churches, other religious
organizations, politicians, lobbying groups,
banks, insurance companies and a myriad of
others.
TV & RADIO TIME BUYERS
Sam K. Pate Associates purchases television
and radio time for over 35 religious organ-
izations, including Old Time Gospel Hour.
Let us show you how we can give you
maximum coverage for the least amount of
dollars.
Contact our ot't'ice t'or aduertising in this magazine.
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We believe in Word
Processirrg of a differ-
D ent sort - throrgh
the input of God's
Word into the human heart. 'We
know that only the person who
knows God and is ruled bv His
\7ord can experience true suc-
cess. No, we shouldn't run from
our high-tech world. In fact, we
should maximize very advance-
ment. But we can cope with the
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phenomenal advances in tech-
nology are taking us? Sure,
we've been to the moon. We've
sailed our silver spaceships past
the outer limits. But what about
life dourn here? How is all this
"progresd' helping us cope with
the srnrggles of our pressure-
cooker existence on Planet
Earth? Would we be better offto
retreat to the hills, to go back to
basics?
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